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ABSTRACT

There are three principal aims of this work; firstly to derive the 

analytical expressions for the potential energy and the mitral gravitational 

attraction between two homogeneous or non-homogeneous oblate spheroids with 

coplanar equatorial planes; secondly, to construct and study the eqrations 

of motion of dynamical systems consisting of particles and rigid homogeneous 

spheroidal bodies whose equatorial planes are coplanar; thirdly, to 

investigate by nunmrical integration and compare the evolution of d/marnca! 

models of interacting galaxies. Two different types of dynamical mocdls of 

galaxies were used in this work: .

(a) galaxies consisting of gravitating particles,

CO galaxies of gravitationally interacting

particles and heavy central rigid homogeneous oblate 

spheroids.

Giapter (2) and appendices (4) , (5J, (6) and (7) are an account of the 

method used to derive the expressions for the potential energy and the mutual 

gravitational attraction between twm rigid bodies branded by spheroidal 

surfaces with coplanar eqratorial planes, when the demities of the bodies 

are either constant or inversely proportional to the square of the radial 

distance from the centres of the bodies. These expressions were at first 

obtained in the form of non-elementary integrals over the compete elliptic 

integrals ' of the first and second kind, a result due to • the fact that the 

common voltme between two ellipsoids cannot be expressed in finite ter^.

Tie evaluation of these integrals was achieved with the aid of MacLaurin' s 

theorem by collapsing one of the spheroids to its confocal disc; their final 

form is that of rapidly convergent series in terms of the parameters which 

determine the shape and orientation of the spheroids. In the course of



obtaining the expressions mentioned above we derived some other useful 

formulae, for examPe, the formulae giving the gravitational attraction 

between two hommeoids and the potential and force law of a non-homogeneous 

oblate spheroid.

Having found the expressions for the gravitational potential and 

attraction between two spheroids we 'proceeded by constructing and solving 

the equations of motion of dynamcal systems consisting of either particles 

or particles and rigid homogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial 

planes [ chapters (1) and (3), appendices (2) and (3)] , The solutions of the 

equations of motion - being non-algebraic - were obtained in the form of 

power series. In particular, for the first type of dynaomcal systems 

(particles only) they were found in the form of three different types of 

series. The first type is based on the development and impleminiation of 

generalized f and g series for the N-body problem, the second type is based

on recurrent formulae used for the evaluation of the terms of the series
• / ? ViiT \

and the last type of series is a power series in terms of 1

and polynomial of ——• . All the series mentioned above lend themelves
Hy

easily to niurnrical calculations since 'their convergence, which was

analytically proved, is a rapid one.

We concluded the present work by numrically integrating the equations 

of motion of dynamical models of pairs of interacting galaxies. The 

galaxies were of the types (a) and (b) mentioned previously. The numrical 

integration was performed with variable time steps in order to reduce 

computing time. A general method was developed for the precise evaluation 

of the length of the time step determined by the desired integration accuracy. 

The calculations were carried out to an extremely high degree of accuracy.



The most significant of the results of the numerical experiments on 

the evolution of dynamical models of interacting galaxies were:

(i) the development of long-lived spiral structure when 

galaxies of type (b) were used even for intrinsic 

velocities and impact paramiters so high that galaxies 

of type (a) were unable to produce such structure,

(ii) the roughly periodic appearance and disappearance of 

the spiral structure,

(iii) the fact that in the early stages of their evolution 

the dynamical• moddls take up rather long-lived

triaxia'l ellipsoidal shapes.
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INTRODUCTION

Tiere are three principal aims of this work; firstly to derive the 

analytical expressions for the potential energy and the mitiual gravitational 

attractiei between two homogeneous or non-homogeneous oblate spheroids with 

coplaur eqiuitorial planes; secondly, to construct and study the equations 

of motion of dynamical systems consisting of particles and rigid homogeneous 

sph^:^(^;idal bodies whose equatorial planes are coplaur; thirdly, to 

investigate by raumrical integration and compare the evolution of dynamical 

motels of interacting galaxies. Two different types of dynamical moctels of 

galaxies were used in this work:

(a) galaxies consisting of gravitating particles,

(b) galaxies ceImrising of gravitationally interacting 

particles and heavy central rigid homogeneous oblate 

spheroid.

Chapter (2) and appendices (4), (5), (6) and (7) are an account of the 

method used to derive the expressions for the potential energy and the mutual 

gravitational attraction between two rigid bodies bounded by spheroidal 

surfaces with coplaur equitorial planes, Wen the demities of the bodies 

are either constant or inversely proportional to the square of the radial 

distance from the centres of the bodies. These expressions were at first 

obtained in the form of non-elementary integrals over the compete elliptic 

integrals of the first and second kind, a result due to the fact that the 

common volume between two ellipsoids cannot be expressed in finite ter^.

The evaluation of these integrals was achieved with the aid of MalLalrin,s 

theorem by collapsing one of the spheroids to its co^oca! disc; their final 

form is that of rapidly convergent series in terms of the pailmiters Wich 

determine the shape and orientation of the sphenoids. In the course of
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obtaining the expressions ^111:1^^ above we derived some other useful 

fumilae, for exampe, the formulae giving the gravitational attraction 

between two homoeoids and the potential and force law of a nln-hlmogenelus 

oblate spheroid.

Having found the expressions for the gravitational potential and

attraction between two spheroids we proceeded by constructing and solving

the equations of motion of dynamical systems consisting of either particles

or particles and rigid homogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial

planes [ chapters (1) and (3), appendices (2) and (3)] . The solutions of the

equations of motion - being non-algebraic - were obtained in the form of

power series. In particular, for the first type of dynamcal systems

(particles only) they were found in the form of three different types of

series. The first type is based on the development and im^lrminnatiln of

generalized f and g series for the N-body problem, the second type is based

on recurrent formulae used for the evaluation of the terms of the series
and the last type of series is a power series in terms of dfr? C- j 

fTxand polynomial of —— . AL1 the series mentioned above lend theme Ives 

easily to nunmercal calculations since their convergence, which was 

anaaytically proved, is a rapid one.

We concluded the present work by numrrcally integrating the equations 

of motion of dynamcal moodls of pairs of interacting galaxies. The 

galaxies were- of the types (a) and (b) mentioned previously. Tie nulnirical 

integration was performed with variable t^e steps in order to reduce 

compting time. A general method w^ developed for the precise evaluation 

of the length of the t^e step determined by the desired integration accuracy 

The calculations were carried out to an extremely high degree of accuracy.
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The most significant of the results of the nunericiUL experiments on 

the evolution of dynamical models of interacting galaxies were:

(i) the development of long-lived spiral structure when 

galaxies of type (b) were used even for intrinsic 

velocities and impact parameters so hi^. that galaxies 

of type (a) were unable to produce such structure,

(ii) the roughly periodic appearance and disappearance of 

the spiral structure,

(iii.) the fact that in the early stages of their evolution 

the dynanical motels take up rather long-lived

triaxial ellipsoidal shapes.



CHAPTER I

Power Series Solution of the n-body Problem

The n-body problem can briefly be described as foioows: We consider 

the motion of n-bod.es (T)l), with such an internal ma^s distribution 

that they may be considered as particles, interacting according to the 

Newtonian law of graodtation and moving freely in a three dimereional 

Euclidean space (initially in any given m^n^er). Tie n-body problem

consists of describing the compete solution of the equations of 

rntion of the above system.

The used conventional notation is given below:

The position vectors of the particles and their co-ordinates in a 

Cartesian right handed ' inertia sysem of reference are:

The vector connecting the and (lj^j

f- «£ -i? •

The mases of the particles are:

particles are:

TTlj 3 ■

Assuming the mases of the particles remain constant in time, the

equations of imtion have the form
/v- X r. -

5 (i=lj.......
'v7—i j J t

where fy=[rL-| and K is the graadtational constant. In the above

equations the units for the time, distance and mms are the mean solar 

day, the ast^ronomi^^;! unit and the m.ss of the Sun correspond-ugly.

We can achieve a useful mddfication of equations (1.1) as follows 

£o?reesing the distances in a unit so that

1 tuni oof distance = S Astronoimcal units,

(1

(1

the foregoing eqrutton bbcomee
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simplification of winch is obtained by introduction of a new independent 

variable T defined by the relation

- (1-4)

where t0 is an arbitrary initial epoch and S the constant appearing in 

the relation (1.2). It is obvious from equation (1.4) that in the new

system of writs, the writ of tme satisfies the relation
h —

1 writ of time = S K mean solar days (1.5)

It can easily be proved that the vectors

din /• ,

are connected through the relation
■H', ,_M ,,-v /. 11 =27 • 5 • k □ □ (t=r----7v

Introduction of this relation into equation (1.3) yields
n

n

771 LJ
IZ— .
'V

=> G■ (1.6)

In this equation the misses are expressed in solar misses, while the 

units, in which the distances and the time are expressed, satisfy the 

relations (1.2) and (1.5).

For the sake of convenience the notation 
(i) ,_z/ ,_(2)

„ I i — i i 0, £»£ , f1 = r,.......Ji.j,.
will be used through out this work.

I £ =
J=2

7

The systm (1.6) comists of nsecond order differential equations 

for the vectors h£ (i= Lj- • -v) • The existence of a unique solution 

for this system is secured from the known in the theory of differential 

equations as "existence theorem”. It will be proved in the appendix

fA2) that this unique solution, considered ass', function of the time r, 

has derivatives of all orders and hence the Taylor’s series for every 

vector f~(r) (i=ly“ -Tl) can be formed in powers of the independent 

variable T about some epoch point, say X=Oh that is



(1.7)

h'j - - T)
(v)

In this equation we interpret (L~J - - T to mean L~~o
■( L-iy-n \

and . i vf' o' ’tYp

The proof that the foregoing series converges in an open interval

- £ j £*) is given in l^hie appendix (A), in the sarnie appendix it will be 

shown that the derivatives of every order of the position vectors /g 
(6=^. n) can be expressed as functions of the position and velocity

vectors of the particles. Evidently, formulae giving the derivatives

a numrical integration of the system (1.6) with the help of the power 

series (1.7).

In the method described above a number of problems appear, 

particularly the labori^c^usness of the derivation of the formulae and 

the time consuming nature of the numeeical calculations. These

considerations, though not related, to the theoretical aspect of the 

whole problem, make the numerical integration almost impossible for 

systems containing more than 20 particles.

An alternative approximate numerical solution of the system (1.6) 

can be obtained using a slightly different nmthod. based on recursive 

formulae. Tris method, though avoiding laborious algebraic manipulations,

is found to be useless for dynamical system consisting of more than 

15 particles because of the anoint of time consumed by the arithmetical 

calculations.

The two methods described above have the advantage of the high

accuracy for time steps rather big (0,5 of the unit in use).



Tie possibility of developing another method of numerical integration 

is provided by the form of the eqrations of rntion. Successive

differentiations of equation (1.6) give the derivatives, of order 

higher than one, of the position vectors fi ( L-lo—?) with respect toX. 

Tese derivatives, atT=o, are the coefficients of the terms of the 

power series solution (1.7) and therefore a step by step numerail 

integration is possible.

Tie formulae for the third, fourth and fifth derivatives are 

given below

(1.8)



Clearly the second and third order derivatives are determined

once all the position and velocity vectors are Icioon, while the 

determination of the fourth and fifth derivatives requires the 

additional knowledge of the second and third order derivatives.

In the numerical applications we begin by truncating the series 

(1.7) after it;s sixth term and accepting an approximate solution of the

form

(1.9)

which, by differentiation with, respect to , gives an approximate 

formula for the velocity vector

(1.10)

of the polynomials (1.9) and (1.10) ccn bb computee with the help of 

equations (1.6) and (1.8). By 0[lsertOng Os hhe oaragciing j^ofn^o^mial^s

a value for the time , the position and velocity vectors and

(t'sdy t) can be calculated at a subsequent moflmet, say wA £ . Taking

these new values as initial conditions we repeat the process, thereby detailing 

the paths of the bodies in space.

The method of nemrvical integration described above, although it 

reduces drastically the time needed for the arithmetical calculations, 

fails to reduce the consumption of the time to a level which would 

permit the treatomt of dynamical systems with number of particles 

greater than 100. Howwver, hhe accwracy of hhe :meegration is very high.

The formulae (1.9) and (1.10) give nnuerecal valuee as closer 

to the values of the true solution the smaHer the time step of the 

integration becomes. Hence the required accuracy determines the
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length of the step. Mere details about the determLiration of

the length of the time step are given in appencdLx (ML).

An attempt to develop a method of numercal integration of the 

systm (1.6), which keeps the accuracy within the same limits as 

the foregoing methods and at the same time considerably reduces the 

consumption of the time required for the arithmeeical calculations

lead us to the relations (1.39) and (1.40).
//

Since the second order derivative CL (L-lo —7 is given by the

relation
11

(1-11)

J=1
/ t.

and the derivative (nj"5) is eqral to

(1.12)

J C
it can be proved with the help of ^^o^l^f^matical induction that the

(K)
following general relation holds for every derivative JT o (i=L>-Vl) o !(>>Z 

V K-2
(K) Y- -sr <V) x

JG. J 02, (1. 13)

J=L y=o

where (%g%v fi)j = G--n a tfj l=Oj 1--K-2. are functions of the

variable T the form of which depends on H H and the order of the
_(K) p-y)

derivatives and Kj * In the foregoing equation we interpret

to mean .J
Introducing the above expression into relation

(K-D ( [ 9 j 1:—-n) d O 2.-

we obtain
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(V)

T J 1-2.
TH,' C j £ij +

j=zL "J L

(Vj

Jf i

T) ' K-2

J£i

f" £ aj''J Irj-1 F

fw-i)
3 (Xij^Q Ty + O^ijK^oUfij (L-lj-Tl^ K-Z .

Since this relation is an identity we can equate the coefficients of
I— fw

the derivatives ^-y of the same order to obtain

OC y K+JLj =(^ij kjX'2 j K >/Z j (j-i° —ri j lfj) j
/

Yu z , .
^ajK+fo-"^1 Y —-ijK0 ^j-ij^o J = ! J "'71 - Z — ) J (1.14)

Yr '
—Ly k+i,il — p- ^ijK/ Q£jx/ ~ CVyuv-i J K/ 3 l-'i-" H“Zj (tj=y-*77j lAj 1 ,

Tie first of these equations implies the relation

(%y-=QQ^ f yj = ij--7i- lyy J, (i-i5)

Tie value of OCyjp can be found with the help of equation (1.13), 

which for K=cbecomes

n
// - 3

Xi £7 J .
J-i J

(1.16)

jf :

Qom>paing equations (1.11), (1.15) and (1.16) we obtain the relation

Oy-k-M = -! _ KL-2 J (t,j = lj--n Uj) . (1.17)

We consider now the second of equations (1.14), which may be rewritten 

in the fom -
- (CX£U.o hj~ J

aifK.,„= . K>Z (u, ). (1-18)•L/K+^o ir -3
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Let us assume that the equation 
, _3Jk-Z)

o (Lj ,
V

is valid for an arbitrary K, then with the help of equation -1.18) it

-1.19)

can easily be proved that the follcwing relation also holds
(f-'h*"1’

15 ’ (ilj tOj) .CU V-1,QCi r-3
]iJ

The validity of equation -1.19) for and K=3 can be seen at once

from equations -1.17) and -1.18). -Tereifc^T^ej, according to

mtherrattcal induction, this relation is true for every that is
I -k-2 )

zv _ L& . • ,.> -1-20)
CXijK------ pJ.““ _ tj).

(0)
In the foregoing equation we interpret -fy ) to mean (iyj-y-ri^iyj)

L% to this point we found the eq^peesions giving the functions

^yKjK-2 and (X^^ > j ^>/2. . We can find the rest of

these functions as follcws: The last of equations -1.14), in the

particular case where V K-2 , becomes
z

yr / . .
Ct. j MUj K-a ~~Oij K K-b~ ~ CXyl^K-2 ftjj = ly’Tlj ,

’y
which, upon substitution of equation -1.17) and -1.20), takes the form

tj U^-3=^-tpj0 j JX>/3 -- .

Apling this relation in sequence for K’-kV-f Z-l) we obtain

CX
-Y..

—OL 

-exvv

— ex ••~ ^tj y^O 0

- v-i>° 0

&ij&2j&5 -CCyjd,Q o 
t/.b OCijt-1_/-^ ..

(ioj = h — n lAj j

9 41
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Adding - %hses eqwfions' we - get
OLy^i-i- (L-Z) O-ijzp J b/5 (ij=L,-n> iPj) .

In order to preserve the notation used up to this point, we introduce 

the index K instead of L in the foregoing relation to obtain

k-5— Ck~^) p (llJ^-Ls n. t J, (1.21)

Wit^/process entirely analogous to the above described it can be proved 

that

ry .. • --j (ij=ty-ns ifj'l.

Let us now assume that the relation

(1.22)

holds for an arbitrary p . With this assumption it will be proved that 

the foregoing equation is also valid for pil. From the last of

equations (1.14) It is obvious that

■ ry. -_oujv_a
fr z -

yKj+-y' p u ""1 ~ 0 (Lj-LfTl J

which, tpon substitution of equation (1.22), becomes
)^2(j

Introduction of the second of eqrations (1.14) yields

C(;; a,- (K-2)/
y K+y k-|l V h> ).

By applying this- result in succession, for ff=fj^iyp^+2.)j--- --(l-L) , we 

find

/I
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OC;
yn-v

- CC,- CL:;
/M)/

O-ijjL+v a

1/ (jl-2)/

k/

  (Z-4- J

' _ _ C f /-3j/
CXijtJi-fL-i ai/(.-Gt-|L-2- C-ij^ (&lk-l)J(x-2l/ '

Adding the above equations and arranging the resulting expression we

obtain

OL O.,-; i Uk-2)/ , (K-iV (£-3)/
yU-p-i ^-^+1,0 (jL_2)/l 0/ • u +.......+(t-k-i)/

' b^LVZ J tj = i, -71 _ I f ) j

which is equivalent to the relation

(Z ~ 2 J

or changing the notation

^LJK LL-1 ” ^UU4-I n~7--------------- 3> /Y>U+i o (tj = i---77, i±j hU^o , □ n/

Tie foregoing resuLt and equation (1.21} are the presuppositions with 

the help of which mathematical induction secures the validity of 

the following relation

fop =‘iy^“/s fx-W/fM--,?,? 3 3j (y"k'"”'’ ■ Q. 23)

It is clear that equations (1*17), (1*20) and (1.23) determine

the coefficients 12=0-1-...... K-2 (y=L—-7-as functions

of the derivatives - >0 j ) •
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It will be now proved, using the mthermtical induction that an 

equation relating the derivatives (Yj K>0 and fjj o f.4 Id :

(lj =1yVJ ) and having the form
n k-2 //

(-h) "71 U—'f. JL +(-i)) k w-D kj/i. Si j h/
2/ 2 I fjlJ

lL,i“+1 K(K-l)(K-2) W_S
3' Ml)-

1 \ M-b ///
P

—+ Q. u 3 (f,j =1---^, i *j \ 
hj

(1.24)

holds for every K>0 where Q.k represents a suaaaaion of products 

different than these appearing in the right hand side of the above 

relation. The proof is not difficult; if we suppose that the

foregoing relation is valid for an arbitrary K, then differentiation 

of both sides of the relation with respect to T yields

(1.25)
+(-1)“ km wLhJ

2/ 2 \.vI Yj 3/ 2^/ Vj

(Y
j U

+

/
+Qk J
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CombnLng equations (1.24) and (1.25) and arranging the resulting

where Qk+i is given by the relation

Q _f K(K-l)(K-2l (K+l).'(
Z*'

/«-/ \X5 ( 
Kl'ij _£

3/ 2 \ IT / yr.\. ]lJ / fiZ
2 +

Zt/'t/ /// _,/
+i^i)^K(K-iXK-2)(K-3).fL/\j^ &.Ll.)

-1- - \ lj / ry 'i? 'y

fl/X.....
Collaring equations (1.20) and (1.24) we readily conclude

ry.. _■yK+2Jo * i/ £
(ImWl2lf 1)K K(K-1| Ji +

5 0: fi! dj
(1.26)

/\K-3 ///
, / k(k-i)(k-o) j , n K>o (• • ,

------- 77/ “r~+" Hj).
’ \ 7 - rT

We now return to equation (1.7), which can be written as foll<ws: 
oo

J?=M0T +
K=2

~10 -jr; 1 (■t^-'n)-.ref-r^T*) . 
K/

In the interval of convergences of this series the last team of the above

relation is equal to
co k . jy'

Jl- yg0'^ % = Am 9 ll!KI -^7 : C-27)

K=2 ■'■-a' fe
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We recall equation (1.13), which at the point 11=0 takes the form

lAL (’W^Z^XjO') o (t-g-unJ, (1-28)
J-- 1=0 fJ--

where

??• =cc~
lijW

T=0

(tJ^ly-717^') 3 K>2 , ^=0,1,-........(W-2). (1'29)

ComiiU-ng equations (1.27) and (1.28) we find

~ _v->co\L_  L__  L__ 1 !j'y°
\ X-2 JM k= /j£t

Caging the order of the sums in this relation we obtain

nJ<=t_
J=1
Jfi

Y Yr H (=S~vK . d-»)
jr"iC0 J J K-

The next step is to rearrange the last double finite sum, appearing in 

the foregoing relation. We first observe that this is equal to the

sum of the foUowing terms
B r -
^Ooijo ~2!'

B f. . r, B r' -Il
‘ijiflLijo 2) ' lyijiLy0 3/ ( i,j=L,....... n j tty} (-r»} r*), JL>>z 2

■R r V ft Y — ■> B r T7 
ZZ_/

// T
y/ooLyo_y-z ° IvXMyo jy/3 lijKiijo j-j f 

which can be reordered as foUows:

IB
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B B ^-77.........................B r
2/ 3/ 4-/ ' sr-^-2r

^}v°J^o 37 3 "4/ ? ’ '

yZ
Jf

fy_3) _l7
T jV/

i r'_ri

-v-Lfllj0 (—)/ Rfcxkj° jy/

Br-
fy'GJ'go j/y J/>/2.J (ijj=^.... n^i^j 7 Tef-r^i*) .

We readily verify that, for every J/-2 the sum of the foregoing terms

are given by the expression 
y ¥ ( K) V

&!° 7" BY-2jij=i-.... n, i^j), re (iz^z*).
K=2 y-K J ‘

It has been therefore proved (by writing down the terms of both sums) 

that

y yy u-2L LU>TK= l=o J J J T VKJ J J

Introducing this equation into equation(1.30) we obtain
>£k^yyft......rr

J=i
JUO VI

G^Jipptison of equations (1.23) and (1.29) yields

-n (^“2) 1 n ,
......

S1U)Stiiuiing for F^^v-u according to this equation in equation

(1.31), we find
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y /v
Tnj'y° 4™ (Z

(i=i;-7l) ,
_A t

-=i

(v-k ) T
0^2 -V0 (V-l)v(«-2

Te(-r,T»).
(1.32)

The convergence of the power series (1.7) secures the convergence of 

the following series
oo ,, ,

((-i)K-K)/ .......

for ever- 102 and Tef-I^z*) . Therefore, according to the theory
*of infinite series, the limit appearing in equation (1.32) is equal 

to a doable series. Tiat is

71 f f B rlvK t'________

~ J=i
JH

Shifting the origin of the second series of this eqwtion to |/=o and 

interchanging the order of the series obtain

CO

+

71
h=r22 q5-o'

V~-t p^~2. / VC*" -t TK"2Kjo ZL^jKjO K- i— Ko K (K+ i) ( K-2 ) .
u X=2 ''JS1

co K-2. ,,, ,°° x-9
// 2 "D T. r" f"’ \ PS ~L§°f fegk M+W2JM-2)/ +^j° ~ + (1.32)

CO 00

*4=4 K.^0 (̂i/) 1/+K-2 3 fi=i- n)-X6--T'>T‘)T

In the numerical applications we neglect the last term of the foregoing 

series (since the power of the variable z is at least of the sixth order)

accepting the approximate form
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~c^ V”B\ -r^2- /// .£.5 Y”p
t&T zLw (tiM+2)T-2)( +Y°"6 A4T (T2)fa+3)(u-2)/

(1.33)

({{^-nJjTsf-T^T*).

We now recall equation (A3-22}, (A3-23), (A3-24) and (A3-25) of the 

appendix (A3) . Introduction of these equations into relation (1.33) yields

ly o
~ j=i - J

Jfi

r.Itjo . 2^) * Mj)2++3
2?y+9ft+6 ^Ln^i+^jl

7%+6 _Z((i+%i)-4- , Z4-dn((.+%i) C0 T-‘I, VI'!!0 7%+6 _-ui+%iy/T zti./(((t%) i, yn* __
+ -I I---;■ +6 + % j+^K^KK+Z)./<0*

f/

-f-C. T
^+a

V 2^)^ 4-

Vft+6 Ai + 4
+6--------4—— +

ft (1.34)

$

60Cn (l+9ui)

2^-Zn fif

ft* d+%)1 %

00

10%+9 2.n(l+%,-!-%l5__

Id-
K=0

,* (T+i) Y
« (K+3)/

2.h (l+%jl 6/Yj-t-ft)

ft5 ft 
%

-- -.2. 
, p -L.+Ej ° 2/

+ 9- ftr

9 IJJ

I I 5%+6

10ft-9 zln(i+%)-5

(p.5
4

+

n
1

%
4 +

■+•

J
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&o£-(l+%)

'y

V12'

V

<J7 , Jt
12.

13%i+12 lv(l+%)-Z i2otn(l+%)
2------ +60--------■.......................... +

'V

00

■+ *(K+>)(K+-)K'
K=o

zzz
tHo 3/

6Ai(I+%) 12^(1+%)
+G^

%
(p5

_ <£/ + 12<%j+I2 7, ^13^+12 + 60 lv(i + fyj-Z + iwh(l+%) |
(l+fy I 4- \w+fy%%s 9?.

%

%

+

'\K-3 -"'
+

%« - O f V/i iK+W> f 3 MK-lM-Zlz*
+ >W te) ■& MWItlfE) t

feo

r K00

+ 3/-U (K+^lK+S) KJ r □

(i=p—Tt)j rd-Vjiq (p.^Oj
i.

where according to equations, (A3-19) and (A3-21)

Q.3 =-Qv
1=0

0 K>/0 , %=^- , (ijzi,.....V,itj) 3 Te.(-T%z*) .
J *5°

(1.35)

Differentiating both sides of equation (1.34) once with respect to I

we obtain

r

il^ + 15fij+6

W3V
ZQk j Qk+i W+i) T
(K+2)/ (K+3)/

/ _
r

+ f. JL 
VS/0 T

1 +

(1.36)
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6/ji(i+%) il %++!5% +6 6 -h6%t+ +2^

M/ft/

Z^(i+%\, „ ^/3Qj(K+i) , %»+1 (k+1 )(K+^)tLk

CfjkJ

k
K= (K+3)' (K+W

// t-2
+ r- — •iy° 4-

3%+2
(i++V^

z .6(1++%)

f z %’ l+

, ^-15^-110^-150^-60

KlJ° 9-TtJ
a+^.p^5 •+

00
v ^-Q-k —-^Q-*k+£ K ,r~

+(xe)(m) «JT +Sj
/// t3

ijoi2

6/nfl+%) 2%M%-+6

T'J

„l ,tj0 3%-15%-il0<af-150%-6o'

K=0

% (i+^.!3<ft/5 4"

+ioY h)W1 /iK-3 JH
'fwV~‘ G° k(k-iKk-z) , 21 2 +

K. (K+zr)('K+5)l a

i i /16 z// a^(.,1*(Kf-LMu-Zl-d* y GCV ' 
\U0 \KJta l2M+4))K+5) Z_K+4)K+5)K.'

Ko \

Y C lZK+4))K+5) ' Z_ K+4) K+5) K.
K=o

li=i--rri ,Tef-TY*)J(j>.+oJ |^|<k

tooparison of equtions (1*7) and (1.27) yields

IT =Xio+J^oT+_Ai, (t = i,--n)D Te(-T*,T*). (1.37)
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Differentiating both sides of this equation once ’with respect to Z 
we obtain the velocity vectors Jfq 3

S=q+J; ,(Wy-n)] vet-z^z11)./•x> U Z**-' w *• J
In the nunerical tppOictiions the evaluation o£ Jt given by

(1.38)

formuLa (1.32) and cup? rising infinite series, is impish le. Hence

an approximate formula is needed. Although the formuLa (1.34) gives
an approximtion of At, it can not be used in the numerical applications 

for the same reason formuLa (1.32) can not be used. Hwever an
approximation of It can be obtained by neglecting the series appearing 

in the right hand side of equation (1.34). Introduction of the

resulting expression into ^ration (1.37) gives the foilwing approximate 

soLution for the syste (1.6)
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-12-
2.i-n(l+%)-5 6ol-n(l+%)\ + 12 +60 It\( 1+%)-2
----- __---------------—-------- i_t -r- — ———— +60 _—

<f>5FtJ
6/
ry

96Tij

12o/n(1+%) %-i2
+ - ——- + —W&

'ij

z MO

4- r—3
+iy° g

6-6)17+^ t cfy+12.(fij+12 , izl-nfi+fy)
~r f, . r i /- 2l r 'G4

% (i+'fd'fs %5

1l19j+i2 , 6O Atti+fy-Z , 12dZn(1+%) , %-12.
60

<P.?

+

+
%

Til-TV^+o, |^|<f

The velocity vectors JJ* fi=l^-—71) can be found with the help of the 

relation (1.36). Nglecting the series appearing in its right hand

side and introducing the resulting expression in equation (1.38) 

we obtain

T> - /iMA , (/f a
v+fjjq j,.

+ T

mi
J (HU O

yo
w

+

11 ^+15^+6
+j^'°T 1 T li 9i+15%+6

woa % mo H

r5(jjo V 6 9^+4+9f+60% +24 _ Z4 •tT?1^+^%)>

6 \ UK (l++3(f (S5
+G

// -p2
r°T

3%j+2.
W1

2&(i+-%) , O'F%k+%j +60% +22- 2+^ fi+%)',_ 
%5 + kfj\ V l+

UJO,
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ft=G......fUfTyr*), (g&o. |^t

/
From a set o£ initial values Jf, and Jfo (i.=Ly-Tr)) , and with, the aid of 

equations (1.6), (1.8), (1.39), (1.40) and (A3-21) the position and velocity 

vectors Jf*" and JQ (i= ij-.-in) oan be calculated ' at a subsequent momnt, say 

At , where |At|<T* . Taking these new values as initial conditions we 

repeat the process, thereby detailing the paths of the bodies ' in space.
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CHAPTER 2

Attraction between spheroids with co-planar equaaorial planes

Homogeneous oblate spheroids

Having treated the problem of solution of the equations of motion of a 

dynamical system consisting of n [^-articles, wo now consider the equations 

describing the potential and the force law of a homogeneous oblate spheroid.

Tie solid with surface whose equation, in a Cartesian system of 

reference, is

DC
ce- +

is called an ellipsoid. tQlss o?iid ss ilarily symmetrical bbout each of the 

co-ordinate planes and its centre is located at the origin of the system of 

reference.

If two of the coefficients, appearing in the foregoing equation, are 

equal (ac^id b suppose) this equation describes the surface of a solid called 

a spheroid. Every spheroid is a solid of revolution of an ellipse about one 

of its ^ee. A spheroid formed by revolution about the minor axis is called an

oblate sphereod and its surface is described by -the eqtn.tSon

x + -^ + -4r=l3 af c2.
cc- a.2 (2.1)

Tie general equation of a system of confocal oblate spheroids is

CC
oO+J

2

a2> cz (2.2)

i :>

vhere J] is either positive or negative but not less than -<^^. If is 

positive the principal axes of the solid will increase as 5) increases and 

their ratio tends to one asj-^oo , so that the sphere of infinite radius is a 

limiting form of one of the confocals. If J) is negative the oblate spheroid 

becomes progressively flatter as/I approaches the value -c2. Hence the disc
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whose periphery is given by

X
OCZ-CZ 4- as-c.

cc.2>ct (2.3)

is a limiting form of one of the confocal oblate spheroids.

For two confocal oblate spheroids with semi-axes of the internal cc,c 
/ /

and the external OC , C , we have

cdc^ c'YcY-j,

that is,

oc - c -oc-C -consrocnc. -

For the sake of brevity we shall adopt in this chapter the terms 

homoeoid and focaloid. Hcoiooeid is a shell bounded by two similar and 

similarly situated concentric ellipsoids, and focaloid is a shell bounded by 

two confocal ellipsoids.

Infinitesimally thin hoooooids are said to be confocal when their inner 

boundries are confocal.

Before proceeding to the discussion of the problem stated in the 

beginning of this chapter we shall give three theorems which we are going to 

use later on.

Theorem 1 : Any two infinitesimally thin confocal homoooids have the 

same external equipooential surfaces viz. the ellipsoids confocn with them 

and external to both, and therefore their attractions at any point, external 

to both, are proportional to their masses and in the same direction.

Theorem 2, ; (MacLaurin ’ s theorem) : The attraction on two homogeneous 

confocal ellipsoids by a particle external to both are proportional to their 

maases and in the same direction.

Theorem 3 : .Tie motion of the centre of gravity of a rigid body is the 

same as that of a particle of mass equal to the wide mass of the body, under 

the influence of forces equivalent to the total external forces acting to the
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body, applied to the particle parallel to their actual directions.

We now consider an oblate spheroid with uniform density p, semi-major

axis cc, sem.-mi.nor axis c, eccentricity 6 = (l—c/o? and its centre at a

point (OGj'jV jZ./) , where the co-ordinates "X ?? and Zv are referred to a 

Caatesian right-handed inertial system with its 2 axis parallel to the minor 

axis of the spheroid, and its X Y plane paraHel to the equatorial plane of 

the spheroid. We also consider a test point located at > Z^) and

adopt such units of msas, distance and tme that the gravitational constant 

k has numerical value equal to one, then the at the test point, due

to the presence of the oblate spheroid, is

oor

npccc 1-
Xh1'

od+u.
w2

±u. _ ,
ad+u. c2 +u. /(ZZfi&uF

(2.4)

71
Ccd Z^sZ^-Z,, .

The lower limit of the integration for a point inside the spheroid has 

constant value

(2.5)

while for a test point located outside the oblate spheroid its value depends 

on the co-ordinates of both the centre of the oblate spheroid and the point 

and is given by the positive root of the equation

M-*' +
z

1, (2.6)
' C+J

1

(2.7)

We may now deduce the components of the force acting on a particle of 
unit mass, and located at the point The force coimonent ft, 

parallel to the X axis, is
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F*=x— =-2nparc K Cu
(oc+u}z(cz+ii)

-z. \^2 A 2^v z^ 1 1npccEC^Ml
yyt ■%'■.,• c%--^:j c

1_______ 1______
+}.

The last tem vanishes for all points, Whether inside or outside of the

spheroid, because of equations (2.5) and (2.6), hence

//
2np

and similarly
//

=-2npQ.2c y/v

-ZnpoFcZr,

CD
r

cUv.

Cu.
J'u. 1/2

cLal

(aC+u) (c2+u.)3/2

(2.8)

(2.9)

p. — r

a
7 -

J

((O^i^lt) (C+U.) /Z

Coimpaison of equations (2.4),(2.8) and (2.9) yields

npcxzc diU
(cd+U./(cZVL)

(2.10)
1/2.

j

where

fflv — ~Z-LLvl .
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The evaluation of the integrals occurring in the foregoing equations 

becomes easier with the help of a new independent variable defined by the 

following continuous transformation

Tiis variable satisfies the relations

£171 o^— (oce.UO+u.)'1 o 
£<xT)1'b^.v= (crejfc Yu)"1.

Introducing these equations into equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) and 

carrying out the integrations, we obtain

X^=-2ne-3 1-et p (^-Sin,

Were

■zneYi- eF
Vz

fY —sin 4^ coobX

. Z4-- 4-ne¥i-e2)zp Z^Ua-v 1^—

Vbef 1

(2.11)

£,^^^=g.rcbi-n--,YZ$ , . 
" |co2rj

(2.12)

OObiotuly the parameter v satisfies the relations

saY^ — i-o ia.vz^ = • (2.13)

Since the mass of a homogeneous oblate spheroid is given by equation 
i

(., ^)z (2.14)Tn= -pip a? (1-ef2

f-
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equations (2.11) can take the form

——^-Tn(oce} -siTi^iMCQS^^ □I^lV\ Op* )yuJ/’ ’7“"

=- -|-777 fccef5 -y/ , -sin co&^r) , 

2L =-3777 faeF^Zfuz ftccn ^uz - &uv) 5
(2. IS)

—5t377? fae) 1^J>+(7jiiz'JjL ) .

The parameter 0}U' can be evaluated as follows: for a test point inside 

the spheroid equation (2.5) holds and hence equation (2.12) becomes
-^u/-ocfcsin fe) ,, (2.16)

while for a test point located outside the spheroid, J) is the

positive root of equation (2.6), which upon substitution of equations 

(2.13) becomes
2

. (2.17)

In this case Ouy can be found in two ways; either by solving equation (2.6) 

with respect to foc^+ji) and substituting the resulting expression into 

equation (2.12), or by solving equation (2.17) with respect to For this

purpose we rewrite equation (2.17) in the following form

£ _ 5^^=(oce-) •

2 -T)2 2-
Introducing the notation — iLllA Z.^ and rearranging the above equation,

we obtain

j
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The solution of this equation with respect to SlTl6^ gives the following 

two roots

+c&)~ \|(t^2+od£l)2-^R^a?e2' j s 'R^oJ 

5tn2^=y^r/(f^+cte)+ y^+ccVr-^^e' k
(2.18)

From these roots we discard the second as not compatible with equations (2.6) 

and (2.12), at least for points located on theXY plane where Z~^~o. For 

these points equation (2.12) in combination with equation (2.6) gives

>v~

while the second of equations (2.18) gives ai^a,.—1, Z,.u=o. On the other 

hand the first of these equations agrees completely with the relations (2.6) 

and (2.12) and implies that

sin -L- \| +cc^-^0L£. _3 • (2-19^

l\_pJ 1

We choose the positive root, since the parameter , according to equation 

(2.12), obeys the relation

o<^v\<(xrcsin(e)<-Q- □ (2.20)

for every value of j) in the semi-open interval [Oj+OO )

Solving equation (2.19) with respect to , we obtain

-ocrcsin -
l \l (+cce2)— \|(Q2+o&f- 4-Bt

■R
iHL
z

(2.21)
■

It is obvious from equations (2.17) and (2.20) that if R^—0 , is given 

by the expression
^v=ccrct(x.i') loce/1Z (2.22)
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In the limiting case, when the test point is on the surface of the 

spheroid, equation (2.21) reduces to the relation -accsT) fe) . Thus

equtions (2.16) and (2.21) guarantee the continuity of in passing

across the boundary of the sph^T^c^^d.

Equations (2.1C), (2.16), (2.21) and (2.22) give the force and potential 

law of a homogeneous oblate spheroid.

We proceed with a very interesting problem, that is the evaluation of 

the potential energy and the force acting on two spl^ee^c^i^^^, due to their 

mutual gravitational attraction. The general problem, as it w.11 become 

clear later on, is insoluble; we therefore confine ourselves to some 

particular cases.

Firstly we will evaluate the force acting on a homogeneous oblate 

spheroid and its po-terntiial energy, due to the presence of another homogeneous 

oblate spheroid, when the equatorial planes of both bodies coincide.

For the sake of convenience we assign to each spheroid an index, say i 
and j , and we shall refer to them by this index. Also, unless otherwise 

stated, hereafter the term ''spheroid" will be taken to mean "oblate spheroid"

We choose as syst<m of reference a Cartesian right-handed inertial 

system with its XY plane coinciding with the equatorial planes of the bodies. 

The used conventional notation is given belcw:

The position vectors of the centres of the spheroids are

whhle the vector Jy and its norm are defined as follws

(2.23)

It is obvious from the position of the boidies that JLij-O. Hence

(2.24)

The maases of the bodies are TD £ and 77? and their uniform demities p
and p.

We symolize by CCi. and C£ the semi-major and sem.-minor axes of the 

spheroid , and by OCy and Cj the same axes of the spheroid, wlhle their
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eccentricities are and Gj correspondingly.

As in the derivation of the potential and force law of a homogeneous 

oblate spheroid, we adopt units of mass, distance and time so that the 

gravitational coratant K has numerical value equal to one.
Let us now co^ider a thin hoeoeoid of eassTlTy and semi-major and 

semi-minor axes Qj andCy correspondingly, where • Let this hoeoooid

have the density p of the Jh spheroid and be similar, similarly si mated 

and concentric with it. Evidently the eccentricity of this hoeeeoid is equal 

to Qj . Hereafter with the term hoeoeoid" we mean the above described

shell.

According to the first of the theorems given at the beginning of this

chapter theJhoeoeoid will produce around it a potential field with

rquipotential surfaces the c^^o^ajl with it oblate spheroids. Suppose that

one of these equipotential surfaces has seei-eajor and semi-einor axes <Oand 
T-h

C correspondingly. We shall call this surface " J spheroid". Tie semi-axes

of this spheroid satisfy the relations

<x=0/+Jf C=cf+jj,
2

wiere. is a parameter obeying the relation J) 

eqmtions one easily concludes that

thrirfeir

<x-c2=0jeJ 3 

c =jx.CQjef'.

(2.25)

From the above two

(2.26)

The potential of the hemoeoid at an external point located on its

equipotential surface with sem-major axis oC ( J spheroid) is given by the

formula

<P =. 
1%

cLu
(9j+u)(d +u.)Vz

‘dm £ .arian \j^^L j C2-27)

\W2

were J) is the paramo ter appearing in equations (2.25). Introducing these
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equations into equation (2.27) and arranging the resulting expression, we 

obtain

= _ (2.28) 

if
(h = _ ocrcstn-^ I .

'j 1 *
The forces /x , and /z acting along the X , Y and Z axes on a particle 

of mass equal to the unit of masses and located on the above described 

equipotential surface at a point, say (t will be given by the 

partial derivatives of the expression (2.28) with respect to

Tat is

“j

9z

PH577

3a.
. "Bsl. . 
3 Xkj

i Xarccin ) dec _

doL dtfy

i ^(arcsrn JaJ) doc
9 cc dZy

(2.29)

The partial derivatives Vafiy*j duffyd aodltyZZjj can be found with the 

help of the equation describing the equipotential surface on which the 

particle is located.

X, c-
“J _l a*J
a u a- Cz

1.

9x

7 dfiy

y

T +
z

Using equation (2.26) the above equation can be rewritten as foUows 
-2- . .2, ~2 (2.30)

vhere —j ) • Comiiulng equations (2.29) and (2.30), and
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after some calculations we obtain, the relations

C
'j ccz(ocz+Cz-ruJ-) 3

d"da
Q^a'+C2-^1) °

C

f =4 1llJ1JZ cfa^c2-y".2 )

We note that, according to equations (2.26) and (2.30),<x and C are given

by the relations

12 ~2. o ,2

a.
.' / ^L+M hte +^i£ i -

(2.31)

2
-rh

Let us now assume that the semi-major axis of the J spheroid obeys the

relation

4°^ Ry-f *

Tie internal and external boundaries of an infinitesmally thin focaloid, 
■f?

Whose internal boundary is the surface of the J spheroid, will have semi

major axes a and oA-d_o* By virtue of the foregoing relation this focaloid
intersects the spheroid. Figure (1) shows the intersections of 1^,

Ih IL
J spheroids and thejnn homoeoid with the XY plane.
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Figure 1
-ih. ,1L -r-ih

We define / to be the common volume between the t and J spheroids.

According to equation (A4-41) of appendix A4 this volume is a function of 

the parameters Oc C , CQ, C£ and fty, that is

J |/ Cj_ , Hy) •
. * “ Jl

We also define CLV to be the elementary volume of the Ith spheroid confined 

by the internal and external surfaces of the above described focaloid. From 

the above two definitions we readily conclude that cLL*is the infinitesimal 

change of the volume ] when the semi-major axis of the J spheroid increases 

by dll. Since 1 is a function of more than one parameter the above described 

relation between and dX can ^^tt^e^n^m^;Lca^lly be expressed by the relation

"da.
■cLcl. (2.32)

The infinitesuial m^s ctnl£ included in the volume Ck is given by the 

relation

ciml=p CL.
Rerneiimering the definitions of the focaloid the boundaries of which confine

/
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dV* and the J spheroid it is easy to show that the mss dj is distributed 

on one of the eqwLpotential surfaces of the homoeoid and that the constant

potential along this surface is given by equation (2.28). Tierefore, the 

elementary mss dEtflf being in the gravitational field of the j homooeid,

has pot:eItt:ial energy .

-1/ 9jeJ 
(ocrcsin -5r

which, upon substitution of equation (2.32) becomes

d. lcc •

Integration of the foregoing equation over a with lower and upper limits 

correspondingly gives the total potential energy of the

spheroid due to the presence of the j^1 homoeoid 

U$+<*i
"dTDj

i&n e djej
- § ei J„ a.rc'Dm-1-2- cLa..

3a a
(2.33)

R-ij-ai

Let us now consider the thickness of the 1™ homoooid infinitesMally 

smll,C.6y spp^se. In this case its volume and its mass are given by the 

relations

QfdQj , dnj^nnl-jdfi>Qj-9j . (2.34)

Introducing the second of the equations (2.34) into equation (2.33) we obtain 

the potential energy cLfy of the spheroid, being in the gravitational

field of the infinitesimally thin homoeoid

)% pQj ■ ■d-o- axcstn ■i'j 9 < da a

Rj -Of-t j

j •

Integration of this equation with respect to Oj , with lower and upper limits
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0 and Oj, gives the potential energy of either of the oblate spheroids,

1 andj , due to the presence of the other

A Rij+oti
Oj-^arccxstn [^^dacLBj ■ ( J

0 • . > r

The second of equations (2.24) implies the relations

dRy dy dRy_ (2-36)
Mj~ V dtf^Tlj 9 dZy 0 •

The force comments _Fi* >Fiy, and Jrz , acting on the spheroid along

the X , Y and Z axes as a result of the attraction from the J spheroid, can

be found with the help of equations (2.35), (2.36), (A6-10) and (A6-11) ; 

comining these equations we obtain

(-Mcwem

,0

-ajRij+ott

-S 4n^ Qi^aQc-QtT-n ■ ■ : Q
J doc \ oc /

(2.37)

Lo Rj-cc

JZ=O-

The follcwing general relation

+(u)

ct
oCc)

(2.38)
'CO

rhui

is valid for every interval (Yw) 0Y(cu)) in which the function ^(idjd has no 

singularity or discontinuity, properties which the function appearing under
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the integral signs in equations (2.37) holds in the interval

as can be seen, at once, from equation (A4-43). We can therefore apply the 

above formula in the case of equations (2.37) to obtain

Rx-^npp(/-ej)/2ei^- 

1J rltj
0 Kfctt

Cj (2.39)

dj arcstnRi/ da.d.dj,
] dRijdoi \ cc I J 3

° U$-O-i

_Rl=0.
In deriving the above equations use has been made of relation (A4-48).

Tie nature of the function ) and the relations

, (A4-42) and (A4-—3) guarantee the continuity of this function with 

respect to the parameters a and Ry in the box cce (oyy-co) TRj£(oL.j+ajpco) •

They also guarantee the continuity and existence of the derivatives^ V/ 9cc , 

dl/ dRy and 9 l/dRy 9cx in the same box. Hence the existence of 3VZ9<*9Ry 

is secured and
3V . 3V ■

3Ry3a cdadRu

By virtue of this equation the inside integrals of equations (2.39) become 

Hy+<a{

(2.40)
0; ocrcstnJ 3a M

^iy-^CCj

Since the only variable in the above integral is the parameter awe can
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rewrite it in the form

ftgCi

1=

1,-.
where d.(3^/ 3R-) is the differential of the function ^l//3%y with respect 

to oc , Integrating by parts and making use of equation (A4-49) we obtain

■RljKCt

1=

V“i y

Campaing this relation with equations (2.39) and (2.40) we readily

conclude
CLj U j+ct."

9c

a\]a.-6jej 3R, a

K^nppll-e^

0

eRij4“i

9- W C(
---- ...:.... .
oc 3Ry

ia<L0i (2.41)

° Uj-oCi

jFu=0 •

Due to the orientation and the symmtry of the bodies, the mm^giitude JF. of 

the total force R. acting on the t^1 spheroid, being in the gravitational 

field of the jh spheroid, mu^t satisfy the relations

F-=-24l p c=--$Lc r _ i-iL r.-0 (2,42)

Rrl 3 Ri* 1 0 t?..
■M
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Comarirson of these equations with equations (2.41), yields
j j P 2

« S] .
a.\£~GE dRij (2.43)

° Rf-a-i

We note here that the derivative Dl/ dHg is obvioiuly negative (the function 

V=Kj) is a decreasing one), thus justifying the minus sign in the above

expression.

In order to evaluate the double integral occurring in the right-hand 

side of the foregoing equation, the first problem is clearly one of expressing 
the derivative "JV/Sfty anaaytically, in terms of the parameters ccj j Qj j tij 

cq i C^and T.ij . The answer to this problem is given by the relation (A4-42) 

of the _ appendix (A4). Substituting this relation in equation (2.43) and 

remembering also that

p
' 4-n cC Ci 4-na.:

(2.44)

we have

fltf'R.ij+o-tr 9r _3Tn{TTI>ij

nocja]

4- JlfcD)-)C§+J0Eto)

2P+A)h+iA)+

(2.45)
J

ftij-ai

■cLti^lj

where IiT and (D are given by equations , (A4-45) , (A4-46) and

(A4-47) . The functions and EdO are the compete elliptic integrals

of the first and second kinds respectively.

Further reduction of the above formula can be obtained by the following 

method. Comider a homogeneous oblate spheroid concentric and similarly 

situated with the i#1 spheroid, and let its semi-major and semi-minor axis be
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(CLtO) and C* . Under the assumption that the mass of this spheroid
♦ * -AA r~ *(hereafter tl spheroid) is equal to 771 { we may deduce the force _ri exerted 

on it by the j^1 spheroid with the help of equation (2.45). According to 

this equation the magnitude _Ft of force J"t* is given by

' j /-
£=■ Qi

noLj (ate^ ‘ ^(oc.2-0/e}) c^e^- c-'W

Hy-a.jet

+z(P+S)(^+2P) E(to) doc cLQ

+

(2.46)

'J >

where, according to equations (A4-44) , (A4-45), (A4-46) and (A4-47) ,3^#^

and co are given by the relations 
>2TL-fci^-cde2-f-L

2ft,

Mi
C*2ct2

lJ (c2a2e2-c*M

Vzcr2 (c7 iaW

(C2OCiGt-OL2C’a
(2.47)

Vffi2-cd-ct2e^)c2C-2+(ca2eUeV)'

(c2c4e^-ot?c»2J

2((X+P)

The limit of the function _Ft , defined by equation (2.46), as C*—»0 

exists and has an important physical meaning. Its existence is guaranteed by 

the so called "theorem of dominated convergence", which (in a modified form) 
states that a function /<W)

ofx , depending on a parameter t and
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continuous with respect to K in an open interval (cc^jO) , obeys the

relation I
g g

/(^L)cX- tim /(\i) cLt( , 

t-»T '
(2.48)

ct C
provided the limits and integrals appearing in this equation exist.

Tie integrand of the expression (2.46) satisfies the presupppsstions of

the foregoing integral and hence 
«/2 o/B-V+aiei

o fty-a-tet

Bjlim <•••   .............................. ,
C'-vo la^p ^oLM^e^ccje^-c^oc2 \L’

(j+ad+

+2.(p+3)(F-+2P) JKc-4 (p+P) ( 5+P) Eiujl
(2.49)

The relations

dm3-3 /imp1-0 Ivm Itm ix-=<x -
C» ->o c?yo C'-vo C-Ol (2.50)

XW Co. L = I
c*fO

ox-3
2a.

L J

can easily be obtained from equations (2.47). On the other hand, app^li_cati^on 
of the formula (2.48) in the case of theK.Uu) and E(ou) compete elliptic 

integrals furnishes the following relations

(2.51)
W t(d>) =• E(uu).

c*-»o C*—*0
ZimJfuj) = Jfu) lirn E(uj) = E(u.).

By use of equations (2.50) and (2.51) the formula (2.49) reduces to 
(Xj fttj+<*ie£

/. C»
nee} (a^P

fe+a-)_K( u) - 23 E( cLcctt- •
C’->0

J

#4
° ■u^^te£
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Interchanging the order of integration in this formula we obtain

Q. 6TrijT71]l/Ry
au

c*-o 1 nacRatei)

9/

F-0M
■cLdi 'CL(X- j

(2.52)

Htj-atet

which upon substitution of the relation

a.
9>* .40,-4

c^rcsi-Ti 1/2. 2 2
a.--0je J_ 2&

o
yields

n<li
37TiiTO(fRu 1 ___ : ^-7 11^,2 zfz7wm t .—_—_ |a.“a^^^5Ti Eg.-lfa.-oge- a.:&

cho n^ej5^’ 'K1 a ' JJ
MX

(u)
(2.53)

-2.3 E(u) cLca.

Now consider the physical meErning of the limit ; since the i,'ih
, c*--o• * th *and II1” oblate spheroids are concentric and similarly situated, as C ~-0

* * -A/?under the assumption that the total mass of the itspheroid remains

constant this spheroid tends to a disc with axis (cq£{) , which according to

the law of confocaaity is the innermost limiting form of the spheroids 
* /Aconfocal with the t spheroid and whose mss isTD{. Tier-efo-re, according to

MacLaarrn’s theorem given in the beginning of this chapter, the forces 

exerted by the jii spheroid on the above described disc and the spheroid

are eqtnl. That is

c»-»o
(2.54)
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which upon substitution of equation (2.53), becomes 
Hg+ocqf

a,e.a2orc;^5'tU-^-'-cee;y -2 -2-2'-W cd-c-je- x

(2.55)

Xfe+0CU(tL>“2^E(tL)
d-CL.

1

The above integral not being elementary cannot be expressed in finite term, 

it is therefore the simpPest form the force between two homogeneous oblate 

spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes can take. However, a series 

expansion of the foregoing expression is possible. The use of this series 

expansion in numeeical applications has two obvious advantages; (a) if it 

converges rapidly enough, is less time consuming than a direct nunevical 

integration of the integral (2.55), and (b) relations of the form

|e|<£, C•»)

for the overall and relative errors £ and £*, due to the truncation of the 

series, can be found, vhere £ and £*are parammters whose values depend on
/R-y and on the number of terms of the series used in the 

evaluation of Jl .

Nlulevical integration of the expression (2.55) for a range of different 
values of the par^^t^^^s 0C{3<2{ J“j and H{j and different methods of

integration shows that, for the method giving the best results, at least an 

800-point division of the interval of integration is required to obtain values 

for maagritudes Ji and jy agreeing up to 10 . Ji and Jy are the magnitudes

of the forces acting on the two oblate spheroids due to their mutual gravita

tional attraction. The CpU needed for the calculations to be carried out

on an IBM 360/44 compter is 2.99 mnutes, w^ile using the series expansion 

(2.70) the required time is 0,03 seconds and the overall error satisfies the 

relation , , ,6
le UioA
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Further details on these problems are given in chapter (4).

In order to obtain a series expansion of the expression (2.55) we

firstly consider the non elementary integral

CL

(2.57)

which can be rewritten in the form

T

This relation by virtue of equation (A4-24) yields
CL CLr

■52. or
'-MHM

(2.58)

5 '
Reduution of the above two integrals to Legendre's standard form is 

accomPished by means of the continuous transformation

(o.-S)sinz<p+2^ 
2<xda.-5) siTi2^

(2.59)

3

This transformation im^ies the relation

m/2].
Introducing this transformation into equation (2.58), carrying out the 

gration and arranging the resulting expression we finally obtain

a

|f- =-p? [(a+W(u) -25 End ] =

where j(u) and Eft^J are, as in equation (2.55), the compete elliptic

inte-

(2.60)
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integrals of the first and second kinds. The modulus u is given by the 

last of equations (2.50).

Coimbning equations (2.52), (2.54) and (2.60) we obtain

Uij+&.iei Q

Fi
j/TOiTniR

'^aaa(ociej-
■n

ICC
3-5 1-

|“\r CQCLcLc.
(2.61)

ex.

In order to obtain the ma^giitude of the force _Ft in the form of a convergent 

series we start with the well-known expansion
DO ( 2m ).z 19j_j \2T1 (2.62)

J Mi
CL

(TP/)^am
7n=o at

I

F

The foregoing series expansion is an absolutely convergent one for ffjCj <cc . 

Since, in the nmerical apj^lic^'tion^, it is obvious that this series

converges very rapidly. Coimpaing equations (2.61) and (2.62) we readily 

conclude

In deriving this equation we used term by term integration, since the 

presupposstion for such integration, that is the convergence of the series, 

is satisfied. Carrying out the integration with respect to 9j equation 

(2.63) takes the form

r_ yiTliTnj fFj y (2m)/(a.jej)2m+i , /
-Ti_ir77„/C. W-m/)2 1 >

(2-64)
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We note here that the first term of the series occurring in equation 

(2.64) coincides with the maanitude of the force aaCing on the spherrod

being in the gravitational field of a particle of mass 7), whose distance 
from, the centre of the spheroid is 'Rij and that from its equatorial plane is 

equal to zero. This can be seen at once from equations (2.61) and (2.63) if 

we choose the value zero for the eccentricity £j.

Although the inner integral in equation (2.65) is elliptic, he double 

integral appearing in this equation is elementary and can be evaluated using 

the continuous transformation

= : ^[S,a] •
(2.66)

This transformation impies the relations

Introducing the first of equations (2.47) into the foregoing relation and 

r^emering also that according to relation must be positive,

we have

y- Hj{cm2-(p+—CO y (Ry-tan2 <p- af e?stn2<)+aR fn/2 Oo] , (2-67)

from which we easily obtain
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i ~ hxTlf , tcmG
COS2(p ? + coscp

AT

y

co
/(K^toCTI2-^'-cc2egsm2cp)+o^2'

U— dp
"7

(2.68)

-V1

(f6py2,o].

Using equations (2.66) and (2.68) we oan rewrite equation (2.65) in the 

form

( ftywciei £
uZnfRdi &■&)- l2Ry' /irn-

£’-»Q-
£-> 0+

-2R-

Ry+ociet £

1
.2171

t^com2^op ,
----- 2— Rep dLot +COS^Cp T

1
2 cm +iliJ

TRjtatet £*

■aon 2(f

OC

oo^tp t^(xn2cp -cog eg sng2<p )+ a‘
• cCjp d-OC-f

OC

Ug-x^ £* 

-HX^i £

1

P
-ta^-nCp /

q2(jihi)

N

COS(j) \

cZ<P da

cos y ^■ocn z(p - cc2e-5 in z<f>)+

711=0x2,.

In the above formula the double integral kin J has been expressed 

in terms of a limit to avoid the divergence of the inner integrals, occurring 

in the rigt-hand member of the formula, at the points 0 and fl/Z . Inverting 

the limits L* and £ of these integrals and interchanging the order of
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doc -

(2.69)

!s4few,

COSf \ J 1

Tn=<y.,2:,..........

Evaluation of the first seven integrals (RjOCiieJ for m = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6

is given in appendix ,

Introduction of equations (A55-14) , (A5-17), (A5-20) , CA5^—23) and (A5-24) 

into equation (2.64), and after some algebra, yields

(<W

arc3tpHeA)- --^--y-l/7?2-CQe?Ry /

i + s>M

4408 (R-^eeP 5 'Ly
'i4+84R«xH+ 24-o4er) + (2.70)+

+

+

■ y
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lO5H^5O^:C®ef + ^Ttn ccFietl+6z*-OLLe6A +

+

16?6w(HicieF8r",Ly'-''L3

^Pofo'-aleiy
2 <cfe? + 3,16^- a*et- +

.2 ,+1 j'osRiv a.te‘+i28 a® e? T

+
?m,ij]jfft7 " lal'(ojej)“ i,/(ft.. „., 
Pn U &2*«RSeT fctK’-%

Formulae (2.69) and (2.70) imply that the force between too homogeneous 

oblate spheroids oith coplanar equatorial planes is com^ely specified ohen 

the distance of their centres and the queaitities (octe) and (<) are 

known. since the semi-axes of confocal spheroids satisfy the

relation

o£- C=cc£-C* =......... sco^-ant 3

this force remains unchanged if oe substitute one or both of the bodies by 

any one of their confocal spheroid. We note that formula (2.70) imut be

symmtrical oith respect to (cLt^i) and that is

r

a_J_____
2(<:Cje)J
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3(cC{Q)'1+ 7-^2 (ct-e) 2 \« + 56^.-a>/)2 (5^'+4a>e>)+

(2.71)

fcciej)

1A08
(35lly+%tfly a.j^+ Maty] ■+

3(oLteJ lO^flij +504Rff a.je}+^2RtiO&ef-i-6^ afe- j +

^Olfe-oWj10 (2MW+ ^sZj^Z + ^i 6 zRij cl/j +

+l^oaHtjOLjej+i23c^e‘-j y+

W& f- (2ffl)/ (ct{et)2m IJ /??.. „. e.). 
^n(ctje^2_-2-»^ffl+5) JDJ>

The series expansions (2.70) and (2.71) are equivalent; however, the

rates of convergence, depending on the values of the parameters Ct^e^OLj

Cj and , are not the same; in fact, if (X.1&1)CCj&j then series (2.70)

converges more rapidly than (2.71).

In the numerical applications we truncate the above series after its
■thV term, introducing in this way an error e, obeying the first of the 

relations (2.56). Proof of this relation is given in appendix (A7).

The discussions of this chapter provide a complete mathematical 

technique for describing the motion of two homogeneous oblate spheroids with 

coplanar equatorial planes under their mutual gravitational attraction.

/
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According to theorem (3) given at the beginning of this chapter, we

have

(2.72)

Combining equations (2.42), (2.70), (2.72) and remembering that Zy —0 , we 

obtain the relations

2kteJ
arcstn z- a* et2

y L 1
1 a^i

+,
(a-J-ey)2 I , 3(a-je/

.10l!ji+56(K-a^
■i. - gji

I . . . Ars 0 0 1+

^^-v-^6-^35^i/+84-Ri/-(Xiei+24-c^et i+
l#08(^-ct^)

(2.73)

8

l6,64O(R?-a^)8
,ya1eI-+6^a?en+

+ 15;360ffi^efl"(23l5’+ij8',8^ClJe? + +

2
+l/tO8ft1jatet6+12Sale? > —

?777iT?'JJU]
00

(2m)/ (aft, 2?n

^7 n(a.iel? Z_ 2}m(Tn/)z(2.v»5)
WIT) Otfft)
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Similar equations can be found for .

+

* ~tJ 1 2.(0^?
• /OQet 

ocrcsnr Kij/ 1 ■V

(Oje/ 'i | 3M2 n |
10^ + 56^-cc^2 + V' LtJ

n^'L re? U

+

7^^T_\6 ^5Rii+'S1tKu c4et +2.^cq&t
diow(^rcWV J J

(2.74)

S7)l0 2

15,360(^-0^
+ 4

+ijW8fft}ate-+128aie- H

+ V (2T7i).;(Qje/w i.l I'D ~ p.
y2R? nfa^3Z_22™(m')2 (Ztd+3)Wm'u 1

'"P?

//
Zj=o.

Equations (2.73) and (2.74) comprise a system of second-order 

differential equations for the co-ordinates , which

completely specifies the motion of the centres of mass of the spheroids, and
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therefore the eeoion of the spheroids themelves since, due to their symnetry 

and orientation, they undergo only translation on the XY plane.
We proceed with the evaluation of the potential energy 4% of either of 

the oblate spheroids due to the presence of the other.

According to equations (A6-6) and (2.31), is a function of the

co-ordinates Xy 3 o Zjj and hence its total differential is given by

+ + <2-75’ 

Wiich, upon substitution of equations (A6-10) and (A6--11), becomes

dfy =-LFixcb^ii+J:iydiy.+JtzcL7,i (2.76)

On introducing equations (2.36) and (2.42) the foregoing equation takes the 

form

- u/y

Coieining equations (2.70) and (2.77) we obtain
f*

i [
Z 2(octet)5

arcstT/-n^-
4~

(2.77)

' i j_ i
[ioT§ l^y-CC^

+
1,660 (R-ccf (2.78)
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15i36<P  ̂F JI+4843RyoXM+ 3,16 +

+i$odftii oc(£+iZ8a^e? <L1&+

+
9 WniPj v~ fz™)/(jjf™ \,i /v ma
^(cney A 22™(m/)zfem+y '

’ T7=4

Integration of the foregoing expression over Rg leads to the 

evaluation of the following four types of integrals

Ir X^dLjC2 )/XA -y2St2 1

arcsim 3e

cL%.2

3£2(a2-tl)3/2 3

Ge2-A2)
dx

The evaluation of the first of these integrals becomes trivial by 

observing that

((M dt

e+i/z ’

• I 2. i 2.and expanding the numeeator by the binomial theorem, Were 6= a In

fact

a2 ih 2Y7in A n a
W h2A-2p + !)

■X-42 j 36' >d

a
J V

%

V

(2.79)
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The other three integrals are well/known, so we merely give the resuLts of 

the integration, which can easily be checked by differentiating both sides 

of the following relations

lx2 “ 1 00TC^-k^4- 1
ixz-b2)3/2

1 XcLrc^irVlrhd.jL- 3£2arc5tnf-“) +4=sF
\-x-t

V.
\_XL/ -

3£2 > I2,
(2.80)

' ?\1/2 ,_________
(36~%R—OLx = b2 ' + 6 arcsi-n^ ==6Z>1:2.

Integrating equation (2.78) over "Ry and after long and laborious algebraic 

mmiipUations one can find, with the help of equations (2.79) and (2.80), the 

following relation vhich gives the potential enerjgyof two homogeneous oblate

spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes
$=37^/-—

20(%e)'
ocrcstTh Wi'

(5Hij-5 ae.l-¥ Z-j)_____________fctjej)__________

5(a.;e,-)2 (oqe.jY
) + 1,583-f^-oc^)2188c&H 55cSdRVl

f

1

aU2

f

+
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4
+

(e) .2222520cttet+756cde-a^ye/+ ?T jP + (2.si)4 4

+
^(oL&yfoqei)6 , 32d(<Xje^(oc£i)8
4^!»3(R*9-x%MF + ^20ff^i-aW)8

^TTliTTIj 00 iZTiJ./ (dje) zm
^7 cLRij +Clo

Where Ci is a constant of integration, whose value can be determined as 
follcws: consider the limit of the potential energy F asBe~>c° ; by 

definition
Am 4> =0 •
fttf*00

J . (2.82)

On the other hand equation (A7-16) imPies the relation

Ztm
(2.83)

Taking the limits of both meters of eqmtion (2.81) as ■^to and using the

relations (2.82) and (2.83), it can be shown that the constant Cj has the 

value

Ci=0 . (2.84)
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Equations (2.70) and (2.81) compete the solution to the problem of 

finding the mutual gravitational attraction and potential of two homogeneous 

oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes.

Figure (2) is the graphical representation of the function

™iTHj
cc^oCtjej

for Hg =4-0 units of distance (in this particular case Ry=40 Rpc ).

Tie point B corresponds to the force between two particles, and the

lines drawn on the surface ABC are the intersections of this surface with the 

planes described by the relations

FCC^-bOCjej-COTlstccTlt 0 -0O<—<00 .

It is evident that as the point B moves towards zero and the surface

ABC becomes progressively flatter, coinciding with the XY plane in the 

extreme case when T.{=oo. As R^->o the point B moves towards infinity and 

the surface ABC rises more and more steeply.

Figure (3) graphically illtstrates the relation

4

TDtT1j-

for different values of Rij.

°CteiJ
3

Non-homogeneous oblate spheroids

Comider a non-homogeneous oblate spheroid (hereafter spheroid A) with 

semL-mjor axis a, semi-minor axis c, eccentricity e and its centre located 

at a point ' i b ; m , vhere the co-ordinates and Zy are referred

to a Cartesian right-handed inertial system of reference with the Z axis
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parallel to the minor axis of the spheroid and the XY plane parallel to the 

equatorial plane of the spheroid. The problem of finding the force and 

potential law of this spheroid varies in difficulty, depending on the density 

distribution law for the spheroid. In this section we confine ourselves to 

considering three particular density distribution laws of special physical 

significance. These laws are described below.

Consider an infinitesimally thin ellipsoidal shell similarly situated 

with the spheroid A and with semi-major axis O'{ct , semi-minor axis C*\< C , 

eccentricity e* , and assume its density constant. One can build up the 

spheroid A, using an infinite number of such shells of different density, in 

at least three ways;

(i) by choosing as shells homoeoids similar to the spheroid,

(ii) by choosing as shells focaloid whose semi-axes satisfy the relations 

<rz=cS-j 3 , (2.85)

where is a parameter, and

(iii) by choosing shells with constant semi-major axis

and eccentricities 1 \ 6*^ G .

It is obvious that in the first case the density of the spheroid must be a 

function of the general form

P=p(<r) □ Ox<«5\<<X , (2.86)

and in the second case a function of the form

P=p(J)> (2-87)
where is the parameter occurring in equations (2.85). In the last case 

the density distribution law can be expressed by the relation

p=p(er)J e<e*«i. (2.88)

Let a particle of unit mass be located at a point outside

the spheroid A and adopt such units of mass, distance and time that the 

gravitational constant R has arithmetical value equal to one. The differ
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ential homoeoid, Wiose interna;! boundary is a spheroid similar to the 

spheroid A with semi-major axis CTca , exerts on the particle (along the

axes) the elementary forces cLFxjcLJ andcLJ . Due to the presence 

of the homoooid the particle has potential energy , The analytical 
expressions for the forces CuEfLjfyj d-fz and the potential c/.^ can be found 

with the aid of equations (2.11), giving the force and potential law of a 

homogeneous oblate spheroid. Differentiating these equations once with 

respect to oc , using equation (2.17) to reduce their form and changing the 

symbol OC to o' in order to avoid confusion with the semi-major axis of the 

spheroid A, we obtain .

d£=-±ne^-eT^sn^cL,

c^JF=-2-neH i-e-Hh 2 ,V st^nr fF
(2.88)

dE=-4-ne3(i-eD

X) *
d^cf^=^-2dn eH(L-ez)pT <yvddr 3 .

where, according to eqration (2.17), the parameter 

6 through the equation

is related to O' and

(2.89)

Assume now that the density of the spheroid A, not being uniform is 

constant in differential shells similar and similarly siluated with the 

spheroid obeying, therefore, a density distribution law Of the general form 

given by equation (2.86) ; then the force components F 0 0 Fz acting along

the X/^Z axes on the previo^ly mentioned particle and its potential, due 

to the presence of the sphenoid are given by the integrals of equations (2.88) 

with respect to C with lower and upper limits 0 and oc respectively. That
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In order to proceed we require the explicit form of the function 

pjzp(cr). From observations in the galactic centre of the rotation curve in 

the 21 cm line of HI and the intensity distribution of the emission at 2,2p. 

one can derive, m^ing a few reasonable assumptions, a stellar density 

distribution described by the formula

7.6* 105 _M© ° 4 Rnr''^1.3------- ' ° <Cb4JPPC > (2.91)
..Cl1-8

vhere CjT is the ellipsoidal co-ordinate of the galaxy analogous to the 

ellipsoidal co-ordinate cr of the spheroid A and it is expressed in pc.

If we adopt for the spheroid A a density distribution law of the form (2.91), 

then the integrals entering the right-hand side of equation (2,90) become 

insoluble, we therefore choose, a density distribution law given by the 

relation

CsLcconstiaTit (2.92)

wiich is in reasonable agreement with the formula (2.91) and at the same tme
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facilitates the evaluation of the above mentioned integrals.

Cormining equations (2.89), (2.90), (2.92), introducing a new 

independent variable defined by the relation , and remermbring

that the particle on which the force cornponnnts are exerted is of

unit mss, we obtain

// , / n vi/2X^-^e^U-e2) ?^vc2
cos21 tjlOLu.

U_Lcos2u +zL

// 1/9

// 1/2
f---ne-((i--) Z^C,

v-o-) > x—jxV

CoOudlL
7^^vCO52U+ Zb

4v
cLu

(2.93)

|xv s-2

O

i/2 u
tf>=-‘-neri(l-e?) C2wn

£->O+

^v(cr) o 
—------■djc -or J

where the parameter (^v , according to equation (2.89), is given by the

relation

/t^si7i2i^1.v+^v-tomzy[jLv=(cce)Z 3 (2.94)

that is Zv-^jlv(CC) . The potential 4^ has been expressed in terms of a 

limit in order to avoid the singularity of the integrand O' at the point

C't=0 . It is obvious, from equations (2.93), that when Ryv-O

r''--o , z;=_we-i(l_e2)^^^ (2.95)

whhle, when Zu.v=0 3
n . ,1/2 UX,

ly cm^53^'u.+ Z-v

Z^O ,

96)

r. r. -
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The volume and the mass of a differential spheroidal shell of constant 

eccentricity e, semi-major axes <r and <r+oLcr, and density p(cr) are given 

by the formulae

dP= c6n=ztn(i-e2)I/^p(o-)a-2 da (2.97)

It is, therefore, obvious that the mass of the spheroid A is equal to 

O V2m^Wi-e2) Cjcc. (2.98)

On the assumption that "R.^0 and 0 , it is not difficult to show

that 7dij
ctu

ftLcOs\l+Z^ (2.99)
r

It is now clear that according to equations (2.98) and (2.99), we can
v " //

express 0 and Zyx in the form

Sy//_ 7D ^JJIV
V- aFft2J

(2.100)

Zu=- -yi- txrciocn £ocnj^J .

Before proceeding with the evaluation of the potential 4* we consider the 

integral
oc

> ivca d.flpdc’) ■
(2.101)
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From equation (2.89) it is obvious that

Lr\ o*=- he + 5t7)2VU (aHZ J fcr)) =
•r

&^L + & + (l+^^-COS24r (<r)) 3

£_ vl t*" tLV

(2.102)

0<crx<ca .

CoWining equations (2.101) and (2.102) and introducing a new variable, 
defined by the relation < - jv ((C) , we obtain

4.

)jJ_V

+ 4

'bnv i:

KP-V
^(I+b^4C052<f>)

JL

(2.103)

Were bjxv is given by the relation

(2.104)

Tie integrals occurring in the right-hand side of equation (2.103) are not 

elementary; however, their representation by infinite series is possible.

The first of these integrals expressed in teims of the Lobats chefsky function 

takes the form

|XV — ^XV (£.) •

r

It (2.105)

’p«
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where, by definition

3£

<L(
(2.106)

The mmot common representations of the Lobatschefsky function L(3£) by series 

are the folOowing

I=1
3£ <2/nj 

4-

h
(2.107)

,K+i ^2K+13£) +f2K+1)Z * j3£<4 ■
u~l

These formulae lend themselves readily to nuneeical coimPUation; however use 

of the second formula requires the additional knowledge of the B^rr^ooUl^;! 
numers Bzk . The conditions

ii,i<T - u<-2-’

necessary for the validity of equation (2.105), can easily be proved as in the 
case of Jv [see relation (2.20)] . In fact

.0< orrcs-Tr) e • (2.108)

The value of the integral 1/ can be obtained in a different form with 

the aid of the power series expansion 

.2+/2^^1- i i non ,,
□ '

f / . / , V7 22+(2+_,.,n
-------  t+(Pu/-------- Y

(2.109)

integration of Which over <p , with lower and upper limit 'bp.v and 

respectively, yields
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U.V
P

-&i {ootg dp = y^vf/ri 1 ) (/Ti^xc/ l) 4

> (2.110)

1/^.f O2^2^ 1 /)P /U2K+1 y 2M+1 \
+zp '2 RkjR- -V J ■

We now proceed with the evaluation of the second of the integrals 

entering the right-hand meimer of equation (2.103), that is

itv

RIf lvh+^^= , cos
P+Z£

Z<d j cL2>
(2.111)

yv
Expancdng the integrand according to equation (A5-8) and using term by tern 

integration (since all the series involved converge) , we obtain the fomowing 

relation

00

K=1
>) 0

$

(2.112)

which, by introduction of the equations

c.oo2T(o dx 1 fzv\
■ppn) C0+ ,271-1

n-i
M 517) (tn-2.^.0. 0 T 0o1 □ 
yl (Zv-Ztf)

l = 0

1 V /2n+l\5^^(Trl+^^^i)so

v I fzn+l-zv) J
COS21'1'*"d CO do V

2- i/=o

becomes
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+

r

Si712(K-2V) X

V=o (K-2V)
eL

(2.113)
1

1 Vm 5i'n2(’K-2y)'bny , _

(K-ZW
y=o .

*7"
The variables 5 and 5 , appearing in the foregoing equation, are given by 

the relations

S=-4- when 1 is odd.,

X ~i S-l when K is even.

that is 
00

The proof of the absolute convergence of the series (2.113) is easy, we can, 

therefore, re-arrange this series in the extended sense as follows, we 

consider the two subseries containing the terms of the odd and even indices,

2JI+ (\ S1T12 (2y l-i-2l) 41K2 1z

J\=0

UJ/

r r fz2+i-H)
EL

I

CO

_y 22J> +1) StTi f2y 4^2 —2l)2S[xv
/ I V
v=o

+ ()+1)
2L

-5 (2y+2)0q) + zy22K r-))--)

(Zj\+1-2V)

Trilli W>+

[ 251+2) 1-L. - (sin*- oi+i-v) L -sn 4( y+i-v) "b,

V=o
A v / 2fy+i-m

J
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Since the index il denotes a moncoonie increasing sequence of different

positive integers the foregoing two series are absolutely convergent and

their sum is equal to 12. . That is

.~2C27\ii) r
-r _ _____________ 1 y /phiA 5lT)2(2/V-?.y+l) Qfxv
^2“fe^+i^v+ZjU25'*1 IH yd v ' (zTt-mi.)

00

4*

/27\+l\ 3tn Z (2—2)/ +1) jn

v=o

A v / WA-21/+1)

4*( Jl1) 
HL

Chilly+z(,)2(“' V"1'

(2.114)

~1~y j 2.(j\ p* 

no

We can find the value of the integral I2 in terms of the Lobatschefsky 

function as follcws; equation (2.111). can be re-witten in the form

r

O^iiv

where

2JmL-

Ay/

stnAc szt v\
(2.115)

stm CC = R.jlv jv1
(2.116)

7=°

3

L

H

J

R

Em>p°oy.ng the equation 
up
Al (i-2nCosv2]d~. - (n-z9*)ln Qhffi+Zu^-n^sivu))- £- IvZ +

+jL(0+u) Q*-ul + jL(z 2u) j QbJ9*=c-°sj--l:ccnTL

-^'<w^<^o-^0^. \<<u<o/Zj
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I-t 2

and remembbring the relations (2.108) and (2.116), we obtain 
2#

TlL^-2 , -72. /\UpV O/XV, -K (n~-9))iKhiyf . IZ
2

Z(Lf)inff^) + <.(9+^ ~ Z(d-^r)+ JL^-2-^- (2.H7)

Zf0i+^„) + fidrij) —

where

Q=wcck(^tLV^ > Q1=CLx^Cc,(^Lab^ (2.118)

ion hx)
We now consider the limit o£ the Lobatschefsky function AdX) as 3L-»0. 

It is easily verified, with the aid of equations (2.107), that

Zirn Z(

X->o
x;=o .

(2.119)

Further, from equations (2.89) and (2.104), it is obvious that the limit of 

1 X~vXxv as £-+0 is equal to zero; that is

Am oc “ -Linn U£lv (£) =o - (2.120)
( -o

+

■

£ — 0

By virtue of this equation and equation (2.102), the limit

.iim (Xl in£.)
£-+0 '

reduces to

■cm (dux'Ane) - -Lim (him‘■n lav'd uv )
£->0 £—>0,

which, by introduction of the power series expansion (2.109) and the well 

known relation ■bn X b
2£.->0

7)i£ —0 j
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yields

tiim a.1 ~o •
£-»0 1

(2.121)

We now proceed with the evaluation of the potential The last of

equations (2.93), after introducing equation (2.98) and integrating by parts,

(2.122)

In deriving the above equation we made use of the relation cLuiO -dsf/c. 

Comaaing equations (2.101), (2.103), (2.105), (2.111), (2.117), (2.122) and 

remeimbring the relations

we obtain

u _ inT (ae)

where 0 and C are given by equations (2,118) and (2.116) respectively.

Tie parameter , as equation ( 2.99) denetot, is a function o f OCd ,

DCpv , IjL and Zpv whose explicit form, given below, can be found by a
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process entirely analogous to the process follwed for the derivation of 

equation (2.21)

Y = acrcstm 4
1 \ -Kx.ze2) -f(t*+&2e2)2- ofe2

ft
XvtO.'(2.124)

In the particular case vden2uJ~® , equation (2.94) reduces to

(2.125)

Equations (2.100) and (2.123) compete the solution to the problem of 

finding the force and potential law of a non-homogeneous oblate spheroid 

whose density distribution law is given by the formula (2.92).
We note that one can express the potential 4^ in a different form by 

merely using equations (2.110) and (2.114) instead of equations (2.105) and 

(2.117).

We now proceed with the evaluation of the potential energy and the 

mutual gravitational attraction between two non-homogeneous oblate spheroids 

with coplanar eqT^^aLc^usj^^l planes. The derivation of the required equations 

becomes easier by considering the foUowing arrangement:

Two homogeneous oblate spheroids, called hereafter the and

spheroids, with semi-major axes 01 , Oj , eccentricities , Gj and uniform

demities p , p respectively, have centres located at the points 

Z{) and (Xj ,yj ,Zj ), where the /j /Zy ard

referred to a Caatesian right-h^ded inertial system. Two non-homogeneous 

oblate spheroids, called hereafter the and j spheroids, with semi-

mtaor axes OCy/OC , OtpOj , masses Tit, TTj and such orientation and 

geomeerical charaactrrstics that they are external to each other and the 1 

spheroid is similar and similarly situated with the 11 T spheroid while the
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spheroid is similar and similarly situated with the jj spheroid (see

figure 4)

Tie position vectors of the centres ' of the bodies are

The vector Xy anc^ its norm are given by the relations

Under the assumption that the eqmtorial planes ’of the spheroids are 

coplanar (without loss of generality we can assume Z~0 , Zj=0 ) the maggii- 

tude of the mural gravitational attraction between the it and jj1- 

spheroids can be found with the aid of equations (2.64) and (2.44), and it 

has the fom

f-UU , J .-.V2 ,

'.... U U......  '■ " -: I’lf^
1/2

J Tn=o

where f ij denotes the distance between the centres of the spheroids, that is

& , Tt,j ■ E °-an
v

The functions (R~ .............entering the right-hand mem>er

of equation (2.126) are given, in integral form, by the relation (2.65).

. Tie elementary force oLJ~i& acting on the it spheroid, being in the

gravitational field of a differential homoeoid of semi-major axis Oj ,
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eccentricity Ej and density p , can be obtained by differentiating equation 

(2.126) once with respect to Oj and it has the form

i r 16nVftij i, femJ?,
24= ■■ ------^aV’128’

Suppose now that the demity distribution law of the j™ spheroid is 

described by the relation

j>-=(jjGj '2 3 Cj =QXms5am6 Cj e(<Oa.yh (2'129)

then the m^s of this spheroid is equal to

. <2-130)

Comiming equations (2.128) and (2.129), and integrating the resulting 

expression over OJ with lower and upper limits 0 and qc. respectively, we 

obtain the gravitational attraction between the and spheroids,

wiose analytical expression is

(ZT11)/e,r CLy+1 }j fv....
2™ Cm/)2 (2.-m+l

Subbtituting for lVrn (jTn= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 according to equations 

(A5-14) , (A5-17) , (A5-20) , (A5-23) , (A5-24) and employing the relation 

(2.130), we obtain

JC^-in (i-ej) - • ■ G(Ry.OC, j) 3

where G(R{j —oy—) is defined by the relation 

GfRySOie^ajej) 2(^' qp ( arcstn _ 01 <GAy L 'iH \ TO 2 2■r?. y e?

(2.131)

+
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+
(cee;)

fajg/ (cbepJ J_____ _L^2 2 2.12. TL isf 4o(Ry-ofe-)

fajej)
34-56 CCRRj-fe)6

(35ft.4+
(2.132)

f +

+ 8/RgOe + 200(7) + —e 2's (45 R-+5O-R.ijcr(e? (*e-?

+4-3^7^4cr|e£-h6z^cri6e-) + .. - - :; ' ’ ' +

6 4 2
ngg-Sihyh +5,1687/4<j(7 + tyosTiy a/e* + i>8 jRh

+
n

“ (E7D)1 .:c,.5™

p4yVt
'T=? 2™ (tti/R2u7+i) H WLi5

i^yJ.

Differentiating this equation once with respect to Oi we obtain the 

magnitude of the force acting on the spheroid due to the presence

of a differential homoeoid with semi-mjor axis G , eccentricity 6{ and

deinity p ,

'cLF*= On (i-^y)/ Km d (JQ (Rt.o ) (2.133)

We now adopt for the 1 spheroid a density distribution law whose mathema

tical expression is

p-C-L^ 2 3 Q= coWcr-tD C^efo a/
(2.134)
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Equation (2.133), upon substitution of equation (2.134) and integration over 

Oj with lower and upper -limits O and Ql respectively, becomes
OC;r

Jd*= 4-n d-e • C{ Cl
of C ("R-ij 3 cr- e|, Ojej)

, [ is the maapitude of the mutual gravitational attraction
'lh '4-h C*between the 1 and Jtn spheroids; it will be shown below that Jj can be 

expressed in the form of a series expansion. Integration by parts of the 

right-hand member of the foregoing equation and use of the relation

yields
T))= 4n(l-ep Cia.ij

CO

G (Rjj^q.oLje^+ZTnpij-^1
Cj^o-e^jU^ . (2.135)

i/a

Attempts at further reduction of this formula leads to the evaluation of the 

following three types of integrals

-I-^C
J- A

-J* *
-Lo(p7-3£2)“+1/2 ia

X"5 arc sen cZx 3

JCdpZ-3£2) /2cb( j bd ■
(2.136)

The first of these integrals, by virtue of the relations 

.2

di
p-oe

- 2.JC 0

2 \K-771-1 i+p^ dbdXi’

£

J
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takes the fom 
n r

1
u-n— / 2

) 2^npfiTyl'p2-3ea
v=o

K-7T1-1V—A
< v h>2-*2

2 f 2

from which one readily obtains

K-M .2 \TTlfl/+4-i /k-rn-iV \........2
, . (2.137)

1I, v Ay2^

The last two of the integrals (2.136) are easily evaluated and they 

satisfy the relations

J

I 2 >b2>X1

2
36 arcsin

b23£

(2.138)

T*
•*•3

2 2.
—J

D€
a.rcsTTi

(f-) ■

Qomining equations (2.132) and (2.135), carrying out the integration with 

the aid of the relations (2.137) and (2.138), and after long and laborious 

algebraic m^ii^t^lc^ttions we obtain the follcwing expression for the force

Ji *=Q- (, <f) (2.139)

Where

QfRjj, ocfy, a,e,) = — a.rcsin/-%=G| +
J Li JJ f^yaij K

Kij | aft + io‘f~ +
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, W- (j4 rp6 \ | I 15+ IS % i +
15 r2 , 53 <-*t + ■ %G 25 iij I 1y?--fY)V6 28 'ij ' 35 GV J '

198 r6 , 88 r_8 245 + 245 %
-16_^V .... .^eZ ,^_
2« Yj j+ ^fl-^)6U92

,6 / 35
2)6

■^+

-f. J5.&7 _ 143_c> 6 + 236 (-8_ 52^(-2° _16_ <-*2--------- "52^ rp^ n
40 Tij 24 iy 189 'ij 63 Yy 63 Ty 945 'ij 'H

+ 90+ Y ' 55 <y
_3jej)8 [_ A89 £47 Cn2. 84 Got-i ^s. 4,199 .8

“ Yz 385 Ty + .155 %

_%598_ (pio + 5)168 Gi2 •
2,541 % 2,541 % lg>356 (>14 + 245Z g16 _ 25

12,505 Tij T 12,705 Yj 12,1

fajy) 10
693,

R-fl-frn^656 5,328 fy
251 r2 , 1,617 cl. 10,595 .-6

?« + 852 %- 2,912 Y

4 _ W9„ 10 1^_8 .12 _ 29,716 i+ 15,9 2 4 g6
‘ ~~~ j 2959 ' ^89 G’i 5577 Tj1,0 92 ftJ S58 ' 1,885 lij 5,577 jj 5„577 I

+ 4

1,472 r is 5,8 3 8 r 20 512 . 12%S59 % + y?,ow % ~^W^9 % +

157 CO 2m

n (j (ccie^)iL- 2“m (TOJMzm+l) 
m=7

j*n +■f2.™)./(cxjej)
4*
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and

OF

naief

-

(2-m+l)
T=T ”.......... Jo

(2.141)

Formulae (2.69), (2.139), (2.140) and (2.141) imply that the force between

two non-homogeneous oblate sphezroi^s, with coplanar equatorial planes and

density distribution laws given by the relations (2.129) and (2.134), is

coimletely specified when the distance of their centres and the quanttties

(CC-(CP and (oyP-) are known. Fiurthe-r, since the semi-axes of confocal t t J J
spheroids satisfy the relation

cq-C^ = cq -c| -ccoti s-fcacrt 0

this force remains unchanged if we substitute one or both of the bodies by 

any one of their confocal spheroids with the same mass and whose density 

distribution law obeys the relation (2.92). We note that formula (2.139) 

mut be symietrical with respect to (cqep and (oy Gp , that is

Si* = WiWj Q , Ofr). , (2,142)

The series expansions (2.139) and (2.142) are equivalent; however the

rates of convergence, depending on the values of the parai^e^ CC 6; CL- 6- "Q P ‘•j JJ J
and A.tj , are not the same; in fact, if oqq) o.jGj then series (2.139) 

converges more rapidly than (2.142).

In the numrrcal applications we truncate the series expansion (2.139) 

after its v 1 term, introducing in this way into the evaluation of the force

an error Q* , which according to equations (2.139) and (2.140) is
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given by the relation

co
e: I = e; =■

memjjE

n (ql&P 1.... e ^GVro ,,e
r L x T=m

gq

(2-mV (oty ey) \J
+

+
W>jlzlRij V (zrn)J j: ^ZfRijELei)

n a 4-■+2.z™(Tn.l)2(zTn+i )
JIl=V+t Vo

(2.143)

With the aid of equations (Af^—24) and (2.65) one can prove that

and hence
OLi

if-mfEtycye,)j , mmORj ^ctijei)
-..........yv..... ■ ....................'.......... .......... .. '

(2.144)

OL,

Cootobning eqmitions (2.143), (2.144) and (A7- 3) we readily conclude

2ZH-1coiT-fZ’ V~ ( Z-m )/ je’k<rt/Tfx^q^ae——^^^i3(X^eims2^nl2(2Tn+l)(Ky-aiei

Vz>6J
Which, upon substitution of the well known series expansion

CO

becomes

arcsm ol- (2m).'

in=o
>V;Vy:- (zwH)

X
zm+i

377Ley |= eV\<-

tPtE .mi

m n (ye)3 (egg)
Eg ate<) IhEq^i.e^arccui

(2.145)
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1

(2ti)J
m+i

Tn=o \/Ly
Z/>6.

T^i_s equation for V=6 and by introduction of the last of equations 

(AS-24) , yields

,2
______________________________fe8+SP6;rv lift Vp*

1 i! ‘V^RjwJVFHT*'1 J" 7 ,J 1 +

(2.146)

128 P2 6 6 , 128 „3n8 SocrcsiT)
f27B)/

.2TD+1

Ri-oae/ / 22W))2ml)\'R«-olej.
J Tn=n J

Due to the orientation and the symneery of the i~h and j^1 spheroids, 

the magnitude J) of their mutual gravitational attraction euut satisfy the 

relations
r * _ 7( r» i- * _ jL r* r___ Zij r- 

?tx “ Hij J DU PV ?1 ° /iZ~ Ky
(2.1)7)

ih*t» j— 7n r~«^
, _r£y and Jt_£ are the force com>onnnts acting on the 1 

spheroid along the X, Y and Z axes as a result of the attraction from the 

J spheroid. On the other hand, according to theorem (3) given at the 

beginning of this chapter we have

r- * // r— * // r* z4 t ■■ (2.1)8)

Coimining equations (2.139), (2.1)7) and (2.1)8) and reeemiring that Z.ij-0

we obtain the relations

ej> !■'[=

- riij
(2.1)9)0 .
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Similar equations can be found for "Xy , TV- , ZyX ’ y/i ’ Zy

Jj = ^-'m£QfRy;)ccie£;)(Xjej) □ zS=o
(2.150)

,ZJ ,

Equations (2.149) and (2.150) com>pise a system of second-order 

differential equations for the co-ordinates ~Xy , 

which coimletely specifies the motion of the centres of miss of the spheroids, 

and therefore the motion of the spheroids themelves since, due to their 

symmetry and orientation, undergo only translation on the X plane.

To obtain the potential energy 4y* of either of the oblate spheroids

due to the presence of the other we first notice that, according to equation 
.. ±h ,

(2.126), the force between the it and jj™1 spheroids has the general 

form

■ (2.151)
i J

Wiile their potential energy, according to equations (2.77), (2.81) and 

(2.84) is given by the relation

The elementary potential energy of the 11 spheroid, being in the

gravitational field of a differential homoeoid of semi-major axis Oj , 

eccentricity Gy and density p , can be obtained by differentiating the 

foregoing equation once with respect to Oj and it has the fom

3^
d PP
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Combining this equation with equation (2.129) and integrating the resulting 

expression over Oj with lower and upper limits 0 and OCj respectively, we
obtain the potential energy 4^ of the J spheroid due to the presence of

• * .Athe it11 spheroid; that is

o

a2-J

ottfagej., (2.152)

The differential of the function = 4h ( <5< > > O-j , ej > Ry ) with

respect to Oj represents the pot:ent;±al energy of the j spheroid being in

the presence of an elementary homoooid with semi-major axis Oj , eccentricity 

6 j and density pt ; the analytical expression of this potential energy can 

easily be obtained from equation (2.152), idiich after one differention with 

respect to Oj and application of the formula (2.38) yields

a,

9qj
Wo- =<

§2 ? , Rij) >o^ _

9 >9 da- J

Tiis equation, upon substitution of equation [2.134) and integration over 

Oj with lower and upper limits 0 and OCj respectively, becomes

.2
n=■ • ' -

cr-2 doj
(2.153)

o o

or interchanging the order of integration

Ufi dff..
>cLR

•ja o 3
9

0 0
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4-hwhich is the analytical expression for the potential energy of the f and

jlh spheroids. In order to express the triple integral, occurring in the

right-h£rnd member of the above equation, in terms of an infinite series we 
r*

firstly observe that the gravitational attraction Ji between the
* fh 44t and spHexoid (as is obvious from the way it was derived and the 

definition of the function'H=11 (Oj , , Oj , 6j , Ry )) can take the

form

J

0 0

By comparing the foregoing two relations we obtain

(2.154)

Ccrnmining now equations (2.139), (2.140) and (2.154), carrying out the 

integration, and after long and laborious algebraic mannpplations we find the 

following relation

+ A to5.) 
+ 20 wyl

+ — <P*- + 55 4/

(i^e{)

4- 5
515 fy + 78^ rii +

1+5 _2 4
168 % + 252 10^68 ]

' ‘ -.5 (
^5 (128
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335 <j v\ 256 18 + ?? Ty 33 + W5 Ty

(*- G*> V 7 n10^2/9 + CO2 +^-(^ l + 
*95 +1 r 2,816 'lJ "ill! + ^5 + 25 V 1 + (2,155)

4—ZZiLoj21/l25i2^7-------- _ii615 (-if. _ i.,292 ,-6^ 152 ^-8.
+ 117 Dv 21,504- 236 T« «9 %•+ 14-3%

32 r_io. 64- r^V 11 . iz( 21 , T „ 7,i,. A, IT , f>\

> -f

+
1 co (mJfa-jgj)2711

m=f '

co

yF V (zrn)/(cxj^) 2-m

na.,e? L__ Z^frn/Hzml)
17=0

OC:

"7
<77 w,

5 -3

where (p is given by equation (2.141) and Tlj and Oy are defined by the 

relations

7=-^3 uU = 
V cce,- y

cce.

-c-t 2. no ..-
y

(2.156)
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In deriving equation (2.155) we made use of equation (2.79) and the

relations

_ _____1_
cos^X TTI-T1

5171 171-1+ 7T-1 

COS)'71 _136 w-t cos11^

(2.157)

tonisc dx =tccni3€-% .
J

Equations (2.139), (2.140) and (2.155) compete the solution to the 

problem of finding the mutual gravitational attraction and potential energy 

of two non-homogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes and 

whose demity distribution laws obey the relation (2.92).

Next we give two figures, the first of which (fig. (5)) graphdcally 

illistrates the function

m .m. ’ ' 1 1 J V „Wiirrij
for Hy - 40 units of distance (in this particular case Ry 40 kpc).

Tie point B' corresponds to the force between two particles and the lines 

drawn on the surface A'BT' are the intersections of this surface with the

. planes described by the relations
ry*

QL{ef 4- Oj e;- = con slant -co (oo .

It is obvious that as R.y-»- 00 the point Bi moves towards zero and the surface
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Figure 5

A’B’C’ becomes progressively flatter, coinciding with, the XY plane in the 

extreme case when 00• ^*tj + ° P0^ b'moves towards infinity

and the surface A’B’C’ rises more and more steeply.

Figure (6) is the graphical representation of the relation

——— /(oc. • e- cc - £ -)
711:711,

1 J
for different values of "Rj; .

LJ

OLyej =io"4
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Figure 6
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The analytical expressions for the potential energy and the mitual 

gravitational attraction between two oblate spheroids with coplanar 

eqmtorial planes, and whose density distribution laws obey relations of 

the form (2.87) or (2.88*), can be found by a process entirely analogous 

to the process follcwed for the derivation of equations (2.139) and (2.155).

Concluding this chapter it is worth noting once more that the fomulae 

involved in the derivation of the equations of the chapter and the reduction 

of these formuLae are extremely long and very laborious.
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CHAPTER 3

Solution of the equations of motion of dynamical systems consisting of

particles and homogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes.

In this chapter we consider the equations of motion of a dyrnamcal system 

consisting of n bodies (Tl>ll - with such internal mass distribution that 

they my be considered as particles - and K homogeneous oblate spheroids 

(K> 1 ) , interacting according to the Neiwtonian law of gravitation and moving 

freely in a three dimensional Euclidean space, initially in such a mamer that 

the equaaorial planes of the spheroids remain coplanar at any time; we also 

describe the solution of these equations.

For the sake of simplicity and convenience we adopt such units of maas, 
distance and time that the gravitational constant k has arithmtical value 

equal to one and assign to each memer of the dynamical system an index, say

1 ; hereafter we shall refer to the particles by the indices i = ij23........... T

and to the spheroids by the indices i=TI+l0T4-2j'.......... T + K . Thus the co

ordinates of each particle t in a Cartesian right-handed inertial system are

~Z.£ oZ{ fi= ly....... t) , while the co-ordinates of the centres of mass of

the spheroids are o Zt (t=m+l3.......T1 +k)- We define the vectors
St» and Rj as follows:

o ....-ii+K).J

(3.1)

Jsj Ij ~ ) o Kj = ("Qg j Vy oj (ijj —4..........ntKj i )

The magnitudes of these vectors are:
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0 (<4=1"....... 71+K*J ) ■

\
(3.2)

Without loss of generality we can assume that Z^=0 (i=l±7^....... 7fK) ,

then •

£=&. fi=n+ly....... -W ) j Slj (ij=TH-l,............--n+K^j
J J (3.3)

We, finaHy, represent the muses of the bodies by ITi (i-lj.......7)+K ) and the

semi-major axes and eccentricities of the spheroids by CX£ and 

( i = T +1j........71+K) respectively=

IL
The acceleration componnts of the Vn particle along the X, Y and Z

axes, due to the presence of the other particles and the spheroids, can

easily be obtained with the aid of equations (1.6) and (2.15), and they are

given by the first two eqa^tions of the system (3.4). The last two eqmtions

of this system, according to theorem (3) given at the beginning of the second

chapter and the relations (2.15) . and (2.73), describe the motion of the centre 
• fhof mass of the 1 spheroid.

7 T+K

U"=- ij ~ T .Z_mjf<xjejl"i S-ij (lij-vnjsj (i=i--71 ) 3

J#

71 TfK

J=i
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n+K

JT1+1
+ ‘

(a.L&}2
f

e ™jS.j
/ \ «1 1

ceres inj'<W if
Zfoc^)3 vitj y

yjf +

A
i | ’-^ + 4^et)+

V

(3.4)

+ ,6 (35 + ) +
■y t i

A^tiy

------ ^£05 j) ? -f- 504-ig. +432 ct\e4+ (A o^ef)+
26,640 ' '"y

rcC-63-)10 / 4-
l: “(z31 ■ +V68fy a)eIJ 0-L0%- +

7+K

+f /W 8 ~Rij Gqej +12 8 oc^e •

j
9 h y (2.W)/(ae) cm

70;Vf/ J YL„ —

J77-I y/L5 711=7 
j £t

,2m?_ ,\2^^ — jVm ULij0CjjAOZ271?/) hfem+f
j (i—TWl y.........-TI+>k\

71
Zfy =-3(ct^ep J Wj Z- f-tocT yj “ Ajt) 3 d=n+i3........t+k ).

J=r

j&z ,The parameter , according to equations (2,17), (2.21) ond (2.22)

satisfies the relation
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Zjj lan~(ocjej}] (i-—.....v)jj-n-^iy......ti+k )

or

(3.5)

(3.6)

(i=i-........ ti) 3(j = w,...........t+x ),
while, Wen Jig -0

'WHStr) =

The fimctirn )|/m (/.. £/

(i=l......... -7 )_(j:=^-fl3........ -17+K ).

is given by equation (2.65).

(3.7)

Equations (3.4) constitute a system of 3(77-hK) second order differ

ential equations for the co-orhinates ?Q , , Z{ (i=lj.......--7+K) . This

system satisfies the postulates of the theorem known in the theory of differ

ential equations as the "existence theorem"; it, therefore, has a unique 

solution for every given set of initial conditions. However, the analytical 

form of this solution cannot be found since the third of equations (3,4) 

includes an infinite nium>er of terms. In order to proceed, ee neglect the 

series expansion entering the right-hand member of > equation (2.73) and 

construct the follceirng system of differential equations

n t+K
H.=-/J'( ^IRij - T 2_mj (j cosfy3 (Mij..........- \

1=1 j=v+l

I



T)
ftp- J ’3 2Z T R V (^1 _sin <^iCos j ~
'Ay 1 y y

J=*

+

//
5f

'Ay L

3
Z

n+x
^7^

J=71+1

J+i

’ 1
(R-^T I10 R

2(<W

10 Rg
-d^-ed

96

arcstm < ,3

foA)
'/+ 

(3.8)

+

+

+ ^+ 8^iJcciei+Z^i

8

+

+-
3(<%) ;; +50Zf-K{f-(X|S|+ 42)2"R|j OC{£h£+64-(Xi£^4-

10

i^XR^10
(2.M Ry+ljmTcqei+ y 68 Ri,a* e* +-

m

+1/08 R:: agey1 2 8 oq^ ” 3 (i = T)+l-............ -n+u )

Tl
Z|=-^SfaLeej) /77 ZgHa.-n^ji-£ji) 3 (i=n+i-—-m+K) 

J=i

Tiis system has a unique solution and if, for an arbitrary instant of t^e 
/

To, all the position and velocity vectors JJ and f[ (i-j........n+K ) are
known, then the functions JJ =Jj (r) (i—ip..............n+-K) are fixed for all

times.
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The solutions o£ the differential systems (3.4) and (3.8) are analytically 

different. Of these two only the solution of the system (3.4) describes 

precisely the evolution of the dynamical system under consideration. 

this solution cannot be found and hence, in nunerical applications, ee are 

forced to solve the system (3.8). It is therefore important to ensure that the 

difference between the solutions of the true and approximate equations of 

mmolon [[equations (3.4) and (3.8)] is smaH and possibly negligible. A direct 
check of this difference (depending on the values of the parameters Ihj j

O-ft» O^j^j , (ijj = nf..... n-f-K ijj ) and the independent variable x) is

not possible since the solutions themselves are not known. An indirect check, 

shoeing that the neglected series

j**

(L~7)+ly-'n+lX)J (3.9)

indeed has negligible effect on the solution of the system (3.4), is given 

below.

In appendix (A7) it is shown that, by truncating the series expansion 

representing the force JjLj between the 1?^ and spheroids =71+ly
................ Tl+Kj ij=f) after its ? term, we introduce a relative error t

obeying the relation

E
{2.098* 10 \ (y=miy..............mt.jjj) o

y

where

70 °° ?7T)Jmi™iRj y (aW) [J /o n p\

... - •• •.. y 
i'rn-'j.

(3.10)

(3.11)
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On the other hand the third equation of the system (3.4) can be written in 

the form

...... TltK j (3.12)

where Jjy and Jij represent the forces exerted on the 1^ ..... T+k)

spheroid by the (j = ij...........-T particle and the ...........

spheroid respectively. Conhining the relations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) we 

easily find that the relative error, say €<r , introduced in the right-hand 

meiber of the third of equations (3.4) by neglecting the series (3.9), and 

defined by the relation

satisfies the condition

eir<2.098x10'! (3.13)

In fact, in all cases apart from some exceptional ones is considerably
smaHer than 2.098 10“3 , it is therefore clear that the difference between 

the solutions of the systems (3.4) and (3.8) in niunerical applications is

negligible.

We now proceed to find the solution of the differential system (3.8). 

Clearly the equations of this system must be solved sibLsltlneolu;ly. There are 

3(7)+K) equations each of the second order; hence, a compete solution requires
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the knowledge of 6(Tl+K) integrals. Of these, only ten can be found. 

Using the function

-iPjCojej)

n_ , T
= 1 ", V THiTOj--X •

,V

1=1 j=i
2. ’

T'

n n+K

l-l j=rn+i

-(On -ST) On co 5 On )+Zij (iom Oj~Oij)
2 "-'tj _>L/IU-yCU5 UtJ ) 1

T+K T+K Zz T)2 2 2 o 2 2 \
(5/itj -lOcL^+ZoCjej)-hY"

L=w j=n+t
j+i

ZO(^et)
arcs in

20

5) , (^t

35

(3.14)

2 2 2 \ 3 TmTrTz 2. 2\2 1 oSoC^^ + 350Cj6j 1+
126(ftij-cqeJ ^58^RR-<44)

2 2. 2 2
^576 (Rlj-cqeJ 

J+,

277 5 Wt4" 9ctjeJ+

+ V- 20 (R^W (520^4+7560^ 1 + 77 a*e$)+

RieZ (Q^jB)6 h45 Q-2e2+7=ct-e2)+ f01^6 A0(XV + W e2U
800fR--oM)5 \ aA+ 7 = °9eJ 4 ^(Ri-c^ Rt+»W

187faft) (oyA , 323(oa)8 (j)5
4.. (R7 </ 1)9 20 (R-j -a/) )®

one can easily obtain ten integrals which correspond to the ten well-known

+

+

+ 3

R3-

+

2 2 2 2
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integrals of the n-body problem. We note that the function

zZ,± o 2. J , according to equations (2.15) and (2.81), is

an approximation of the potential energy of the dynarmcal system under 

consideration.

In the case of the n-body problem Bruns has proved that, using rectangular 

co-ordinates there are no new algebraic integrals, dhle Poincare has 

demonstrated that, using the elements of the orbits of the bodies as variables, 

there are no new uniform transcendental integrals, even when the misses of all 

the bodies except one are very smiSl. We therefore expect the same to be true 

for dynamical systems consisting of particles snd oblate spheroids snd whose 

equations of mention are much more coiolicated than those of the n-body problem.

Niuorical integration of the differential system (3.8) is feasible with 

the aid of various mothods. We choose to employ the method of Taylor's series 

for its several advantages. One is that the coefficients of the Taylor's 

series decrease faster than those of most analogous finite-diffrrence formilae, 

so that we can use a large step of integration,with many terms, or a smaSl 

step of integration with few terms. Tie latter is desirable for problems 

involving differential equations for which no simple recurrence relations are 

available snd the higher derivatives involve c^^U^^s-ted differentiations.

A second advantage is the high accuracy of the method. In the case of the 

sunofical integration of the system (3.8) a prescribed relative error can be

obtained for every 3 snd Z^ (t=ij........ T)+T + using the method developed

in appendix (Al).

We proceed by forming the Taylorr's series for every function 7Q= ?Q(T) , 

'^t==^(t1l) , Z{ = ZfT) ({=lj....... nf-K ) in powers of the independent variable

T about some epoch point, say T=o . Tiat is
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OD 00

(V) T (W t
to ]/ 1° y/

x 7(v) V
Zi= ;

v=o v=o v=o
•10 y/

(3.15)

0.=^..... -'T-+K ) 0 T£ (-Tt^Tt)

where f—Xt i:±) is the common interval of convergence of the foregoing
-,(o) ,/°> (o) . .

series and A\o j ffio o Zjq .........X1+K > are aaken to mean

(o)fO)
X " A

vhile by definition

T = 0 to
T=0

z(0) = Z-
^ to t j (1=L..... -n+iKj

x=o

A io ~~ cLt x=o

fl/)
to

AcLA T=0

Jv)
Z •to

Uzi

Az
:>

T=0

ft=i5-...-n-hK)

Successive differentiations of equations (3.8) with respect to x give 

the derivatives of the functions JLl —Xi(x)3 '^^=z7jj-(T)J Zj=2^jfxJ )

of order higher than two. These derivatives at x = 0 are the coefficients of 

the terms of the power series solution (3.15) and therefore a step by step 

nunerical integration of the system (3,8) is possible.

Differentiating equations (3.8) once with respect to x we obtain
n

77).

TfK
x J~mj focjei

j=x+l

m
Z;

nz -,p (fy'fj)

yj

1

Y7~>'v

Zj ^-ij “-siniUcosE7+ Zit Cjstn2
U U X 1 of£=r----n)J

TT
(&■$)

t L__."’J
J=i 
Jti

ZX5ZV A A
’'J

1
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n+K /
Z ij(fxTl Qy~&ij] + Z^ijlcCTl2& >H...... -r<\

J=1+l

# \ r
5t ~ ~“|-(a-a) / Ttlj fty (j-5infifCaS#)* 

1=1 L

(3.16)

+2^yj^tSi-n2^ -3^” TTj llyJfCfLij o c^e£ , a-ey ) +

j=x+i
jfi

+Jj (Rjj 3O.£i ,0Cj}
'fjj

(b=X-Hj......---X+K),

X
Z^=-3(°Li^i) 771y Zi:(iccX^ji-^)±Zi:^iia.X2^{

J= L J J -
o (i—XVfi-.... X-4K)

where Uf (i-+..........X, j=X+i0............X+U ) is given by equations (3,6) and

(3.7). Tie derivative can be found - by differentiation of equation

(3.5) - equil to

^z_ ^•y'£iP5l7l2^Z +2-yZ^y lorn2--,; . 0.17)
X ~~ SZ fycos %j + Zfj iccn %ij (i + icc% ) ’ ^-•710=^V--wx)

Tie function JM pCL^ , °C&j ) is defined by the relation

-H Z 0 XX 2(ocif^j) oorosm +
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l^£jl

+

1 2(CL&}Z / -DZ , — ,

ijhos fR^. -<efp ’ij+S^ij^i+^^A)+

22.

f +50&ijO?&+ ^2llija\ehi+6/t-a6ieij+
y

(3.18)

2
+ 1^08^0^+128 <4 oft^n+ij.......mKjtfj)

We finally obtain CLj Qj ) by differentiation of the foregoing

relation once with respect to T . It can be verified, after long algebraic 

manipulations, that
/

+

+

•3^ei=v?_ ur?.^'
’ y

(y) (5/?<j-2°4e')

1 +

4~
(3.19)

___^<Xj£^____ feT?- +6cc e2'- I
8^,-ccX)^ A )+ 6<rc44? ijCc£++8 a*/t)+2 2

y&
iy
-
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128(R?J-O’<):

10
+

^60fflffa^)“^55S?+llj°88R^-e‘ + 2^6°^^

V
+

+i^oaoRy cqe6{ + l^Oo^e? > □ (tj=nrt........n+u j i*j)

Differentiating both sides of equations (3.16) with respect to T and 

arranging the resulting expressions we find

n
f4J {■" _6t?' >&>

J=i

_ZP./ . (ly’Jli)
rT + —Fa— + —±2

\ H V 'if l{j
1

T)+K

-rZ. mJ(cCjej>-3 -sin $y cos^+^-Rij st7l2-^-+z'Rij^if 5iT}2^y+
t, <-->y

J=77+l

+Zi^ 5l71^jC05^j

Tl

j=l
jy=l 

z12
-<j ZtJ

'y

□ <M,......

~r" _ f. ~7.. _

’3
(3.20)

zazz + OfZ) _ a-js)

r2
'y

-

z
o

i
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71+K
-3

jrX-1

Zy ((ccnVy-2^ ) 22ZjUy ianS^y+Zy (^ca^n-+in+

-z2Lij (J i an = (=+• —v) +

V
-rx(*B a v-3 (^-zi-n^jicos^ six2^ +

J=(
2

//
) SIX^-cos^x

7+K
^£tHj Rj.HfKj a Ct.£e, 3 <-j e2)+++R(J (!.<*& ++j

J=vf(
jti

+Sg-H (Rij^i oO-fT'l
•JT

d (i—T2L+.......X+K ) j

X
Z[*,= -3(a^^ 5 y~Tty Zy((Ca.r)+j-(-Ji)+ZZg+j.i Axn2(,i+Zy 4.(XT1X,t+

j=l

22ZZ(j(+j() (: cc J (i+iccn^j)
d (i=nmu.......t+k) .

The derivative , occurring in these expressions, is obtained by

differentiating equation (3.1T) once with respect to t , and it has the 

fom
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feijLj+'Etj: +4 4^<xt,24+

Ry 517? COS ^{j + 4 Zj|Zjf- ta.T) ^ij (if ioCTl2^if ) +

+ Rtj^ fl“25tn2^) + Z^y (l + icLT)2^ij) (l+3-hx.ri2$ij)

R ij 5177 ^lj COS + Z2j ioc77 f 1 + -tcLTl2 )

(3.21)

D fi=lD-.......T)oj=TI+i.;----T>+K)

The function. A (TL, 3 OCjCj ) is given by the relation

,cqe/,a.,ej) ,. .
=------------ i,J=Tl+i;........................................ -Tl+K/jt; ,

which, by introduction of equation (3.19) and after long and laborious 

algebraic manipulations, becomes

(j^-p }-^p//-P -pz.pz \ -H (Rij

-1' ' 3 °£-{£{ o ' [Qijiiij JStj K-tj I
\ tl / /->-» *M tl

(3.22)

/ ^2.B1(Rij,oqe0a.jeJ) (gt/Rg)
(Ti^^ Kf“ ’ ...........

where the function b/TA □ ct^ ^ccjej) (t J =71+15.............-Ti+K^j) is
defined by the relation

5 „ (ARlj-BcAe^) , fo-jej)'
•P J — TV7T T ~ --- • 5D + (lOTL^j 7^01^4-

y

3

^R ij 3D °^j^/

5 5

+£a^) +
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+ ^(jRZ-CcEe?)2 (S R j+l-' g'^2 _^e2^ fe°Kij+3 *R| £4ei+6(XW +• 

y 11 y

+' °^+36 8 R^£#+:L0 +

(3.23)

181£8(8frSjg )8(mR|+2,10 3)Rg of %2-22 ft* + y0?2R.aV- +

( ,10 iO q 6
+ 2>2.<®e® )+ :.jc%+55 2,8 t6Ryoc^<4

V 1 !

A +

++28,56oORya44+88j32oftj-<4e® + 1,920 oy° ef o(y=71+ij' ■■■-n-H<Jifj )■j

Differentiation of equations (3,20) gives the fifth. order derivatives
T>f5) (5) .. .
FL{ □ Z^ (i=lj............X+K ) , which are

/ /.

ko-z-

J=1

1?///-9p// -

-y -y

703-^ + Wfi) _ ^.O^V _

rr2'y
rzfy

//A

r-2
0 r2Uj

+

losUJfT,'
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TVW
-3 y/

IRij (-sin jos jj) +6 R j saSiy +
2

j=Wl

/ //

: (=....n)+12.'$.^ iij svnCjcos I -

j= n+l
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5 tT) + 6 R+j^ji SiTlR+ji +12. Rtf ) • SIT/ ^j[COS ^j{ •f

+2'Rij^jiSin2^+ tzRij$jisincos^T)Z^t)

71+K <$, /! / / ,,
Etj-^ ^cCjej^^Ky^(RyOoctet ocCjeP^3RijJ4 (Rij0(x{eGccjej)+

J =71+1
Jti

RR+j-U (RyaOC^oOc^e^

‘J J

71
z'”=-3(a<'J-37mj

j=l

,//

□ ( i=TI+i,.......... 71+K )3

Z^ftoC71^t-^i) +

///
+3 ZyiccT2^+3Z^-■La.n2'$ji+ 6Z^jJ 4ccn (l+4 CCT)2 0L712t^i +

/ //
+6 Z^£^4cx.n^R-/-4cc'n2^) ~h 2. fl-f 4ocT2^)flf3^ocn2^p :Ai=ri+l-.-.7Mt). i

In order to obtain ^y ......  ••■T)^ j =.71-1-1 j............. -71+ K ) we differentiate

equation (3.21) with respect to T ; this differentiation yields

//
ijUij+^ij Rij)+^ij$ij 2 fcyv'y

SIT) COS +

+ 3Z^Z-.^ + 2Z2 OCTI2 OCTI ^•(i+-ta.Ti2^)+

+3 ^Q-2stTi2^) +
(3.25)

^2
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+3 2 Ztj-Zjj fl+lccn2^ )fl+3,ta.n2^)

*R- SIT) ^jCOS + Z1j'ta.Tl^/l4--tcCT12^) > o(t= JLj......T) 0 j=TI+l;....... T)+K )

T(TLFinally the derivative j-l \riij3a.iei3a.Jej) (i 3j= mi,-......--n+w^ifj)

can be obtained from equation (3.22). After long algebraic manipulations we 

find

F
1 Llf

IV

'l +3>M^s+g, g..
(3.26)

+ 5

+

+

(By By) \(By By) S2(ByjOCtgtjOCjgj

ft-- / VSj-CL^ Rfj

f tj = n+is..............n+K 3i^/') ,

where BjRy ^tei ^je-j(i1j=n-n:i................n+a^j ) is given by the

following relation

. _ ('2ofty-Z9Kya.^e-+120,^)
J_ r-Sz(~R.y

3
2(ftij-c£e*)2

■j-65Rya.\el +36KMa.yt -8o^ef) +
</ V
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-'■++■ I + n^ /5O'^.+i9i R2.
1 1 8(ft«^T *g 121 "('ccji +2 +4ej) +

+ +1zRRx\«i + 160^
\lilj -CLfijl

+

(3.27)

+ +13°^ 1^# +2+,?3 2 rtja44 + 11, 80oftjcqe+

\rLg a.jie~i'

10
+ %0a3/))- {(.^o°i<j++5,O0+9t^^iPei +Ulfil2 R2<o*e4 +

+il(0J+0+Rjc®e6i + 32jteolRM + 1;920<x“e“ 3 (ij=TI+%........-Tl+KF+j)

^(V) / • \
Having found the expressions for the derivatives b \C-lj........... -71 + +k) ,

V = 3,4,5, we now return to the power series solution (3.15) which can be

approximated by the polynomial

5 ,
•* Y“._(v) (3.28)

r _ TO = (i=i4.......m+K) j zc(-z1+cR.
V=Q

Differentiation of this relation with respect to T gives the following 

approxiwte formula for the velocity vectors J7 (1=1j..... X+k)

(v-ii
v~* V Tv_1 /• x , vii = 2_ho men' ’ k=lj...... - T£ ("Tl >ri)

V=1
(3.29)

From a set of initial values and J7o (i=lj................X + K) , and with the aid

of equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), the coefficients f to
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and fto (i-ij............T++0 of the foregoing polynomials can be comuted

applying equations (3.8) and (3.16). Once the values of these coefficients
y—(X /. \

are known we can obtain Jio and 2to ......... -X+K ) using equations

(3.20) and (3.24) in coiination with equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.17), (3.18), 

(3.19), (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), (3.25), (3.26) and (3‘.27). Then, by inserting 

in the polynomials (3.28) and (3.29) a value for the variable X , the position

and velocity vectors and ....... X+K) can be calculated at a

subsequent iomnt, say At ; of course, Ax mist obey the relation

|^|<n .

Taking, these new values as initial conditions we repeat the process, thereby 

detailing the paths of the bodies in space.

The accuracy of the above described method of numeical integration,

depending on the length of the used tie step, can be predetermined by using 

the method developed in appendix (Al).
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CHAPTER 4

Nunerical similations of models of interacting galaxies

It was pointed out in the introduction that one of the main aims of the 

present work is to extend the studies previously done on the field of the 

potentials of homogeneous and heterogeneous ellipsoids and ellipsoidal shells. 

This was accomplished by deriving the analytical expressions for the potential 

energy and the mutual gravitational attraction between two oblate spheroids 

with coplanar eqauatorial planes, whose demsties are either constant or obey 

the relations (2.129) and (2.134). Oice these expressions are known the 

derivation of similar expressions for a wide range of deinity distribution 

laws is a mater of straightforward, though very long and extremely laborious, 

calculations.

Knowledge of the above mmntioned expressions enable us to treat a 

variety of dynamcal problem, for examde, to deduce and study the equations 

of mmtion of dynamical systems consisting of particles (gravitationally active 

or not) and homogeneous or heterogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar 

eqmtorial planes. Tiese equations, and their solution, for the particular 

case of homogeneous oblate spheroids, are given in chapter (3). It seems 

therefore approppiate to conclude the present work by studying dynamcal 

moddls consisting of particles and homogeneous oblate spheroids and comparing 

their evolution with the evolution of models consisting only of particles.

We shall give in this chapter details of the numeral computations of

different dynamcal mmddls - of the above mmntioned types - imitating two
K<>)

interactive' galaxies. It must, of course, be clear that the present chapter
A

is not a detailed study of the "vast” n-body problem but an accurate ntmerical 

integration of the equations of motion of the mmddls under consideration and 

com pa i son of their evolution.
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Tie method of integration used is the method of Taylor's series 

truncated after their sixth term. Tie required formULae for applying this 

method are given in diapters (1) mid (3).

It is weei established thaa the numericae ioautious of dynamicalsystemy 

are in maot oases highly unstable (R.H. Miiler 196-4, 1971). This instability 

of the individual orbits of the bodies, while basically a physical phenomnon, 

depends greatly on the aoouraoy of the numanical integration; it is therefore 

obvious that ooistaison of the evolution of different dynamical madils is not 

feasible unless the errors of the integration are kept to the lowest possible 

level. In the present work this ss acheevdd ni woo ways , firstly by min-

taining as nman term ms praaotcaHy possible ob tiee serees ilTeolver on ede 

different stages of the oaloulpeiors and seoondly by using a variable time 

step, Whose length is predetermined by the desired aoourpcy and. is evaluated 

with the aid of the relations (AL-6a) and (AL-11) Wiere V=5. Hence, 

pooirding to. appendix (Al) , in every step of the rumnical integration a 

presoribed absolute (or relative) error is obtained for the oo-ordmates of 

every individual body of the dynamical system. Of oou:r^^, high aoouraoy of 

the rumanical integration oamot be adiieved exoept at the expense of the 

required t^e for the rulmnical oaloulaeions to be oarried out:, Tdi-oh subse

quently means that the num>er of stars ee oan treat is limiesi.

Because of the oilmtexity of the formulae used and the aooumaUatiin of 

the errors of integration it is nedessary to oheok frequently that the over

all aoouraoy is within the desired limits. A suitable way of estimating the 

overall effeots of integration errors lies in watcrirg over the donseardy of 

the ten integrals of motion; any variation of these integrals is due to 

integration errors only.
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Tie derivation of the fornULae given in the previous three chapters is 

based on the assumption that the system of physical units used is such that 

the arithmeeical value of the gravitational constant K is equal to one. We 

must therefore scale all units for our motels in such a way that ensures 

the validity of the above assumption. In a system where the astronomcal 

unit, the solar miss and the mean solar day are taken as units the numerical 

value of K is
K= 0.0172020989S. (4.1)

On the other hand, by definition

1 Kiloparsec (Kpc) - 2.06264806x10® .Atrononmcal imits (A.u.). (4.2)

In the present work we adopt as unit of distance the Kiloparsec and as unit 

of mass the solar ; it therefore remains to be determined the unit of 

time (u.t.) so that the gravitational constant K has arithmeeical value equal 

to one. This unit can be found with the aid of the relations (1.2) ,(1.5),

(4.1) and (4.2), coimpaison of which yields

1 unit of trne (u.t.) » 4.71493O759449O23 xlO11 tropical years. (4.3)

The structure and the evolution of dynamical mmdds are coimleeely 

determined by the msases ; their distribution in space and the initial values 

of the positions and the velocities of the bodies constituting the modces.

For this reason, the choice of the initial values has far-reaching significance 

These values, for every particular eeder, can be selected on the basis of 

either emOc•ical or theoretical considerations, or a comination of both.

The number of stars of a typical galaxy is of the order 10n , it is 

therefore clear that, even if all the necessary data were available, numeical 

integration of the equations of motion of such systems is iinosssble. On the 

other hand recent observations of the rotational curves of galaxies (R.H. 

Sanders 1977, J.P, Ostriker 1979) suggest that their central spheroidal
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regions are dynadcally distinct frcm their discs. In view of these facts 

we can construct malhematicclly simple models representing two interactive 

galaxies sufficiently well.

In the present work, vhere the effects of the shape of interacting 

galaxies on their evolution is studied it is essential to start the nummrical 

integration of every eynjadcal model with exactly the same initial co^c^d'^ions 

Figure (7) to (13), drawn below, illistrate the initial positions and 

velocities of the centres of mass of the bodies constituting our modd^. The 

perturbing galaxy (point 38) is a musive homogeneous spherical or 

body of mss 8x10® solar muses. The perturbed galaxy comists of a central 

heavy homogeneous spherical or spheroidal body (point 37) of mass 4 x 1110 

solar maases surrounded by 36 particles originally located, in a symmtrrcal 

mmnr, on the surface of an oblate spheroid [see figure (7)]whose centre 

coincides with the centre of mms of the heavy body. Furthermore, this 

spheroid (hereafter spheroid 5 ) has such orientation and geomaerical charac

teristics that its surface is similar and similarly situated with the surface 

of the central heavy body, when this body is an oblate spheroid.

The particles, according to their initial positions in space, can be 

divided in five groups, where the meembrs of each group lie on a circle.

These circles are parallel and equidistant with one of them coinciding with 

the equatorial plane of the spheroid 5 . If a and c denooeO the semi-major 

and semi-minor axes of this spheroid, the distance between any two adjacent 
circles is c/3. Tie radii Q , , £ , Q. and Q of these circles [ see

figures (8) to (12)] can easily be found with the aid of the equation

describing the surface of the spheroid 5 and they are equal to
r-r-rr-E. r — r JL. r - 1C c4-4)

ir —ot- r 3 — k--O 3 3 r — 1C
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Figure 8
X

Figure 9

Figure 12
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We chose as system of reference a Carteeia right-handed inertial system 

Whose origin at T=0 is located at tiie centre of the spheroid 5 and its 

Z axis coincides with the direction of the nmntr axis of this spheroid. The 

direction of the X axis is chosen to coincide with the line passing through 

the centres of mass of the two heavy bodies. Figures (8) to (12) are the 

graphical representation of the projection of the above mentioned circles on 

the XY plane, whhle figure (13) illustrates the initial positions (and 

velocities) of the bodies of our dynamcal moctels projected on this plane.

It is obvious that, in order to evaluate these positions, we require the 

initial values of three parameeers, namely _ the sem-axes & and c of the 

spheroid S and the distance D between the centres of mass of the two heavy 

bodies.

Since our main purpose in this chapter is to compare the evolution of 

different dynamcal moodls, it seems approppiate to avoid "evaporation” of 

the particles of the mocdls by choosing a ratrhe;r small value for tiie parameter 

a. We take, more or less arbitrarily,

a = 8Kpc. (4.5)

This value enables us also to establish that (for rather big impact parameters 

and relative velocities of interactive galaxies) spiral structure can be 

developed as a result of tidal effects in distances from the centre of a 

galaxy as smll as S.3Kpc.

I.D. Karacbhntsev (1975a) found that the moot probable value of the 

sphericity of the galaxies he studied, is 0.15, (see also E.M. Burbidge 1959, 

1960, 1961a, 1961b). Adopting this value for the spheroid 5 , we obtain

c = 1.2Kpc. (4.6)

Once the values of the parameters a and c are known we cm easily find, using 

elementary trigonometry, the co-ordinates of the particles of our moddls with
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the aid of equations (4.4) and the data given in figures (8),(9),(10) ,(11) 

and (12). These co-ordinates are given by the second, third and fourth 

column of the table (1). Tie first colimn of this table indicates the index 

assigned to each of the bodies constituting our moddls.

Comider now a particle located at the point vhere the X axis of the 

system of reference intersects the surface of the spheroid S . We determine 

the distance D between the centres of the heavy bodies by seeking that the 

follcwing requirement is fulfilled: the force acting on the above mentioned 

particle due to the presence of the mass mas (perturbing galaxy) to be A 

times smller than the force exerted on the particle by the mas nb7 (the 

masive core of the perturbed galaxy). Mathhrnaticaaiy this relation, when 

the distribution in space of each of the maases ma? and m3s is spliee-ica!, can 

be expressed as follcws:

of (D-cc)z^

From the data given above it is clear that m3? - 4x10® solar mases,

m3s *8x10® solar maases and a = 8Kpc. Qioosing A = 99.7578 and solving the 

foregoing relation with respect to D, we obtain

D = 121 K>c. (4.7)

If a plane has any points in common with a qmdric, these points form in 

general a conic. If the quadric is an oblate spheroid and the intersecting 

plane passes through its centre then the locus of their common points is 

either a circle or an ellipse whose semi-major axis is equal to the semi_-mjor 

axis of the spheroid; further, wien the intersecting plane passes through the 

centre of the spheroid and a given point on its surface, then the above 

mentioned locus has the maximum possible area when its semi-minor axis 

passes through the given point.
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Table 1

INDEX

INITIAL POSITIONS

X

(Kpc)

Y

(Kpc)

Z

(Kpc)

1 0.0 5.96284794000 0.8
2 -5.96284794000 0.0 0.8
3 0.0 -5.96284794000 0.8
4 5.96284794000 0.0 0.8
5 -4.21637021356 4.21637021356 -0.8
6 -4.21637021356 -4.21637021356 -0.8
7 4.21637021356 -4.21637021356 -0.8
8 4.21637021356 4.21637021356 -0.8
9 0.0 7.54247233266 0.4

10 -5.33333333333 5.33333333333 0.4
11 -7.54247233266 0.0 0.4
12 -5.33333333333 -5.33333333333 0.4
13 0.0 -7.54247233266 0.4
14 5.33333333333 -5.33333333333 0.4
15 7.54247 233266 0.0 0.4
16 5.33333333333 5.33333333333 0.4
17 -2.88637920078 6.96833581267 -0.4
18 -6.96833581267 2.88637920078 -0.4
19 -6.96833581267 -2.88637920078 -0.4
20 -2.88637920078 -6.96833581267 -0.421 2.88637920078 -6.96833581267 -0.422 6.9683358 1267 -2.88637920078 -0.423 6.96833581267 2.88637920078 -0.424 2.88637920078 6.96833581267 -0.425 -2.07055236082 7.7 274066 103 1 0.0
26 -5.65685424949 5.65685424949 0.027 -7 . 7 274066103 1 2.07055236082 0.028 -7.72740661031 -2.07055236082 0.0
29 -5.65685424949 -5.65685424949 0.030 -2.07055236082 -7.72740661031 0.031 2.07055236082 -7.7 274066 103 1 0.0
32 5.656854 24949 -5.65685424949 0.033 7.7274066103 1 -2.07055236082 0.034 7.7274066103 1 2.07055236082 0.035 5.65685424949 5.65685424949 0.036 2.07055236082 7.7 274066 103 1 0.037 0.0 0.0 0.038 121.0 0.0 0.0
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We proceed with the determination of the initial velocities of the 

bodies of our dynamical mode^. Since the evolution of an isolated, non 

relativistic, dynamical system depends only on the relative initial 

positions and velocities of the bodies constituting the system, we can 

choose the initial velocity of any one of the bodies arbitrarily. In the 

case of the dynamcal motels under consideration we choose the mass ms? to
/ l

be iytially at rest and we determine the initial velocities of the particles 

surrounding this mass by requiring their unperturbed orbits to be inside the 

spheroid 5 and as close as possible to its surface. This criterion is 

chosen so that the system consisting of the mass m3? and the particles 

surrounding it, if u^j^^e^^'uzrbed, will maintain its close resemblance to the 

geoimerical charaacteistics of a real galaxy. Let us now consider one of 

the above mentioned particles initially located at a point P = ^p^p^p) on 

the surface of the spheroid 5 and interacting gravitationally only with the 

m^s m3? ; ■ clearly its orbit, obeying the above criterion, will be either a 

circle or an ellipse with one of its foci located at the centre of the mss 

m3? (whose distribution in space is assumed spherical). Let us also consider

the plane which, passing through the point P and the centre 0 of the spheroid 

S, intersects this spheroid in such a way- that the locus of their common 

points has the maximum possible area. According to what is stated in the 

foregoing paragraph this locus is either a circle or an ellipse (hereafter 

ellipse Ep) with semi-mjor axis equal to a and semi-minor axis passing 

through P. The first is true only when the point P is located on the 

equatorial plane of the spheroid, 5 . Now, it is easy to prove that the above 

selected criterion for determining the initial velocity of the particle under 

consideration is satisfied only when the particle is the circle inscribed 

to the ellipse E^. Figure (15) illustrates this ellipse (PFGP) and the 

inscribed, circular, particie-orbit (PHIP), while figure (16) shows the 

existing relation between the spheroid S , the ellipse E^ and the point P.
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In nature one expects the circular orbits to be the exception rather 

than the rule; it is also known that the stability of closed orbits 

against radial perturbations is an increasing function of their eccennricities 

We, therefore, depart slightly from the initially chosen criterion, leading 

to the circular orbit PHIP, and consider an elliptical orbit (PABP) of smll, 

arbitrarily chosen, eccentricity e and semi-maaor axis a„ determined by the
. ' ir Jr

relation
=(^+^+4)2{ (4.8)

which ensures that the point P is at the apocentre of the elliptic orbit. 

Figure (14) shows this orbit in perspective and its relation to the system 

of reference, while figure (15) illtstrates the position of the orbit on the 

plane of the ellipse E{ For the sake of clarity,, in figures (14), (15) and 

(16), the eccennricities of the elliptical shapes have been purposely 

altered.

The initial velocity vector J/=(x ' , y’ , z ’ ) of the particle at its 
p p p

apocentre P is perpendicular to OP since, according to equation (4.8), OP 

coincides with the direction of the semi.-major axis a^. On the other hand 

OP and OG, being the semi-axes of the ellipse E , are perpendicular. Hence
XT

J/ is parallel to OG and consequently parallel to the equatorial plane of 

the spheroid 5 which coincides with the Xf co-ordinate plane. ' From the 

above discussion it is clear that

Zp = 0 . (4.9)
Projection and paraaiel shifting of the vector J/ on the Xf plane results 

in the follcwing figure
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from which we readily conclude

ui+ft1 0

We obtain the magritude of the velocity vector j/ with the aid of the

energy integral for the unperturbed motion of the particle under consideration;

(4.10)

this integral, at T=0 , has the form
2.

1
a

— Cm3T+’mi>) 1 1
('xt+ft+zZ 2cxP

where m^ is the m<05S of the particle. The foregoing eqiuition, upon sub

stitution of equation (4.8), becomes

I v| -((^2-^2 +ra

Comaring equation (4.10) and (4.12), and remeimering equation (4.9), we 

readily conclude

(4.11)

(4.12)
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In order to employ the foregoing formulae to compute the initial 

velocities of the 36 particles surrounding the mass ma? we need first to 

determine the meases of these particles. E.E. Salpeter (1955) has shown 

that the observed lumnosity function of stars in the solar neighbourhood 

and in mny galactic clusters indicate a mass spectrum of the fom:

(4.14)

We, therefore, choose the meases of the particles according to this law, 

aiming at imitating the mss spectrum of realistic stars. For practical 

reason;, we do not use a contuiuous mss spectrum but form three mass groups 

of particles, where the nuirirer of the meimbrs in each group is governed by 

the law (4.14). Tdrle (2) shows these groups and the symbols used in figures 

(8) to (12) to indicate particles of different mass.

Table 2

Mss m
(in solar maases)

Nunher
Nm

Part of the total 
mss (%)

Assigned
symrol

0.5 24 41.66666 ■

1.1 8 30.55555 •

2.0 • 4 27.77777 o

We note here that the initial distribution in space of the particles 

with different mases is chosen in such a way that allcws the equatorial 

planes of the masses ms? and (when their distribution in space is

spheroidal) to remain coplanar throughout the evolution of the dynamcal 

mooees. Column (3) of table (3) gives the masses of the particles, while 

colimns (2) and (4) give the eccentricities and periods of the unperturbed 

particle orbits; the periods were found using the well/known relation, from 

the two-body problem,
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TABLE 3

ECCENTRICITY WS SEMI-.PEfRZOD

INDEX © m
(Solar
masses)

P
years )xlO8

1 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
2 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
3 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
4 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
5 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
6 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
7 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
8 0.125 1.1 0.91592064428
9 0,100 0.5 1.33257469320

10 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
11 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
12 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
13 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
14 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
15 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
16 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
17 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
18 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
19 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
20 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
21 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
22 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
23 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
24 0.100 0.5 1.33257469320
25 0.075 2.0 1.50354863419
26 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
27 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
28 0.075 2.0 1.503548634 19
29 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
30 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
3 1 0.075 2.0 1.50354863419
32 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
33 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
34 0.075 2.0 1.50354863419
35 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
36 0.075 0.5 1.50354863422
37 4 .Ox1010
38 42.59533431982 8.0x101°
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P n= j--7),
thWere / and^ is the mss of the i particle and the se/i.-mjor axis of

its orbit given, according to equation (4.8), by the relation

x^, y^ and z^ are the initial co-ordinates of the particle. Finally the 

first column of the table shews the index assigned to each particle.

Hairing chosen the masses of the particles and the eccentricities of 

their unperturbed orbits we can easily compute their initial velocity 

comgonents using equations(4.13) . These co/?mnnts (in ftn/sec) are given 

in table (4) . ,

We co/lete the set of the necessary initial conditions for our

dyna/cal //dels by deter/ining the initial velocity of the centre of /ass

/38 . Suppose we know the distance and the relative velocity l/.n and
/

Jf/n of the centres of the rnases m3? and m3s at the instant of their 

mn/ium approach. If the distribution of these /ases in space is spherical 

then the energy and angular /omentu/ integrals of their unperturbed orbit 

ensure the validity of the following relations

f ~ ijTlyf. +-^8) p (4.15)

Px r
2 / 

frn-Ln X C,; (4.16)
777177

2

o

where F and JT is the distance and relative velocity of the msses at any 

ti/e. Selecting the orbit to liLe on the XY co-ordinate plane and re/ei/bring 
that the position and velocity vectors JT/in and jf/in are perpendec1LuLar,
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Table 4

INITIAL VEIDCIHIES '

INDEX

✓
X Y' Z'

(Km/sec)(Km/sec) (Km/sec)

1 -158.17973376669 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 -158.17973376669 0.0
3 158.17973376669 0.0 0.0
4 0.0 158 . 17973376669 0.0
5 -111.84996239271 -111.84996239271 0.0
6 111.84996239271 -111.84996239271 0.0
7 111.84996239271 111.84996239271 0.0
8 -111.84996239271 111.84996239271 0.0
9 -143.17595302321 0.0 0.0

10 -101.24068728556 -101.24068728556 0.0
11 0.0 -143.17595302321 0.0
12 101.24068728556 -101.24068728556 0.0
13 143.17595302321 0.0 0.0
14 101.24068728556 101.24068728556 0.0
15 0.0 143.17595302321 0.0
16 -101.24068728556 10 1.24068728556 0.0
17 -132.27733254594 -54.79106513507 0.0
18 -54.79106513507 -132.27733254594 0.0
19 54.79106513507 -132.27733254594 0.0
20 132.27733254594 -54.79106513507 0.0
21 132.27733254594 54.79106513507 0.0
22 54.79106513507 132.27733254594 0.0
23 -54.79106513507 132.27733254594 0.0
24 -132.27733254594 54.79106513507 0.0
25 -136.23235884217 -36.50335053475 0.0
26 -99.72900830742 -99.72900830742 0.0
27 -36.50335053475 -136.23235884217 0.0
28 36.50335053475 -136.23235884217 0.0
29 99.72900830742 -99.72900830742 0.0
30 136.23235884217 -36.50335053475 0.0
31 136.23235884217 36.50335053475 0.0
32 99.72900830742 99.72900830742 0.0
33 36.50335053475 136.23235884217 0.0
34 -36.50335053475 136.23235884217 0.0
35 -99.72900830742 99.72900830742 0.0
36 -136.23235884217 36.50335053475 0.0
37 0.0 0.0 0.0
38 -695.52427966821 247.93388429673 0.0
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equation (4.16) takes the form
z2

TniTi
(4.17)

At T=o , when the centre of the “mass 11137 is at rest at the origin of the 

system of reference and the centre of the mass m38 is located on the X axis 

at a distance D from the origin and moving with a velocity s (xi , yj’s ), 

equations (4.15) and (4.17) become

(4.18)

( a
d y38 -

Solving the foregoing elementary system with respect to xA and y3’8 and 

retaining the solution which ensures that the mass m38 approaches the system 

of the mass m3? and the particles surrounding it in the same sense as the 

system rotates (direct passage), we obtain the relations
z

r.x8=- 21- mJC-JD"1
38 A

38 ^mt77
/

r.
(4.19)1

D

In order to employ these relations to evaluate the velocity components 

X3*8 and y38 we require the values of the distance and the relative velocity
u and jmin of the centres of the masses 11137 and m38 at the instant of 

their minimum approach. Such values for real systems of interacting 

galaxies cannot be obtained observationally. However, in the present work an 

estimate was made based on the data given by P.D. Noerdlinger (1979) ,

I.D. Karachentsev (1975b, 1978, 1979) and E.L. Turner (1976a, 1976b). The 

chosen values

Yrnim — Pfpc 3 —750 I/th (4.20)

though significantly greater than those used by other authors are more

realistic. We note here the importance of the careful selection of these

1
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values vhidi deter/ine the evolution of the dyrnan/cal /xtels under consider

ation. It will beco/e clear later on that an inappropriate choice /ay lead 

to a wnste of an enor/ous a/ouit of co/pting ti/e.

The condition of the direct passage was i/posed because the dyna/cal 

resuLts of a retrograde passage are re/rkably /ild (see also A. Toornre 1972) 

The reason for this pheno/enon is the /uch longer t/e the particles of the 

dy^ia/c^j^;! /otels experience the force of the perturbing /^>sive bodies in the 

direct passage.

Introduction of equations (4.7) and (4.20) into equations (4.19) yields

, , (4.21)
■x88--695. 528-27 9 668 21 Km-sac*-, Wg-24-7.933887 296 73 /fro-sec-4

In a syste/ of reference whose origin is fixed in the centre of the /.ss 

/a? , the unperturbed orbit of the /ass /as (the distribution of both /uses 

is considered spherical) is a conic section whose eccentricity eas is given 

by the well-known. relation
iV?

e = b38
i+ZEl I +(39) (4.22)

where the constants E and Z, expressing the conservation of the total energy

and the angular /omentm/ of the syste/ of the two //ases, have the for/ • -

E~IT ~ .j ^~|jTxJT *
Coo/iming eqrntions (4.15), (4.16), (4.22) and (4,23) we obtain the 

relation

(4.23)

/2 

jL 777177

- / 2 y 2.
777177 ' 777177

(^3?. (^3? + ”^3o) ^77)W_

1/ I
b ;v ■, J$nin , m3? and

yields

(4.24)

m38

P — < ^38 s 1 f

k

£^=<62.595 339-379 82 .
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Hence the unperturbed orbit of the centre of the mass m38 around m37 is a 

hyperbola.

The value of the im?act parameter s of the encounter of the masses 

m37 and mas can easily be found with the aid of the data given above. In 

fact

s = 40.950 35658 Kpc.

The positions, the velocities and the masses given in tables (1), (3) 

and (4) are the initial conditions for each one of our dynamical models.

These models are:

Model la : It consists of 38 gravitationally interacting particles 

moving freely in space, initially in the above specified mrner.

Mooel Ib : The only difference between the mootels la and Ib is that 

in the latter we coraider the interaction between any two non-heavy particles 

as negligible.

Model I la : This model is generated from model la by substituting the 
th th37U1 and 38m particles by two rigid homogeneous oblate spheroids with 

coplanar equatorial planes and mases m37 and m33 respectively. The initial 

positions and velocities of the centres of the spheroids are identical with 

the initial positions and velocities of the corresponding particles. The 

se^^-m^^jor axes aa? , S3s and the eccentricities is? , eas of the spheroids are 

chosen to fulfil the follcwing requirements: the eccentricity ea7 muut be 

equal to the eccentricity of the spheroid S and the sem-axes Ss7 and S3» 
must have such nuneeical values that no particle crosses the surfaces of the 

spheroids at any time. Tie latter requirement mmrely reflects the fact that 

the spheroids, taken as rigid bodies, are not allcwed to disrupt, hence no 

particle "merging” with them at a certain stage of the evolution can be 

allcwed to escape later on. We note that the equations of motion of a
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particle moving in a gravitational field identical to the field existing

in the interior of a homogeneous spheroid can easily be derived with the

aid of the relations given in chapter (2).

In accordance with the foregoing two requirements we chose 
1

e3, = [I - (0.15)2] 2 = 0.988685996664254,

a3, = 1.500 476 394 937 531 Kpc, (4.25)

eas — 0.989, aas — 28 Kpc.

From the relations (2.15), (2.21), (2.47), (2.65), (2.73) and (2.74) it is 

obvious that the evolution of the dynamical model does not depend explicitly 

on the numerical values of the above parameeers, but rather on the values of 

the quan^ties (a37 e37 ) and (a3ae38 ) which according to equations (4.25) are

(aaT(3a ) ‘ ~ 1.4835 Kpc, (a3s e33 ) “ 27.692 Kkc. (4.26)

Tris phenomenon impies that one can generate an infinite num>er of 

systems dpiamcaaiy (though not physically) identical with mo<dri Ila by 

simply replacing one or both of the spheroidal bodies of this model by any

one of their aonfocal spheroids with the same mass and demity distribution 

law, and Wich satisfied the second of the requirements mentioned above.

Model Ilb 2 During the evolution of this model - characterized by 

initial conditions identical to those of model Ila - the gravitational 

attraction between any two particles is considered negligible.

Model III 2 Tris model differs from model lib only in the value of the 

paiameter a3s which, in this case, is taken to be equal to 6 Kpc; thus

a3s = 6 Kpc, (a38e38 ) = 5.934 Kpc.

Model TV 2 Tris model is the result of the substitution of the 

spheroidal distribution of the mass m38 , in moctel Ila, by a spherical one.

We now proceed by giving the details concerning the evolution of the

foregoing dynamical mmdees.
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The significance of the results and the speed of the numerical method 

is mainly determined by the desired accuracy. In the present work the 

required high accuracy can be achieved only at the expense of the speed of 

the numerical integration, this is due to the following fact: The previously 

mentioned instability of the solutions of equations (1.6) and (3.8) is a 

principal one and can easily bring a dynamical system to stages unapproachable 

for the system in reality. To judge the importance of this phenomenon one 

must study the existing relation between the length of the time step of the 

integration and the deviation of the ten integrals of motion from their 

initial values. Given the limited computing time available we were unable to 

undertake a detailed study of this relation but we were able to establish 

beyond any doubt that, for any value of the length of the time step exceeding 

a certain limit, the relative errors of the ten integrals of motion 

(considered as functions of the independent variable x ) have a significant 

one-side trend on which only minor fluctuations are superimposed, while for 

values of the time step smaller than this limit the relative errors are only 

smoothly fluctuating functions [ see figures (17) to (22)] . The above 

mentioned limit is, obviously, different for different types of models; in 

practice it was found that for the model la it is of the order 6xlCr7u.t., 

while for the models Ib, Ila, lib, III and IV it is of the order 10"6u.t., 

2xl0“9u.t., 7xlO“lou.t., and 5xlO”8u.t. respectively.

The computing time required for the numerical integration of a system 

of differential equations to be carried out over a certain interval of its 

independent variable and for a prescribed accuracy depends solely on the 

structure of the differential equations and the initial conditions. The 

nature of this dependence is such that even slightly different initial 

conditions or structure of the equations can lead to remarkably different
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co/nuing ti/es. It would therefore see/ inappropriate to co/pare the 

coInputimg ti/es required to follcw the evolution of the dyna/cal /oddls 

under consideration up to a certain stage. Hcovever, figures (23a) to 

(25h) indicate that the physical states of the /oddls are virtually the 

sa/e within the interval [0 u.t., 10“3 u.t.] of the "/odel” t/e T , and 

hence a co/paison inside this interval is feasible. Table (5) gives the 

necessary data. The first coli/n of this table gives the type of. the 

/odel while the next three colt/ns give the /odel t/e within which the 

co/paison is atte/pted, the corresponding ce/:nuing t/e and the nu/^er 

of t/e steps. Fro/ these values one can easily obtain the /ean t/e step 

given in the fifth coli/n. The /axi/u/ co/nuing and /odel ti/es through

out which ww £(^lle^^ce the evolution of every one of our /odels are given in 

the sixth and seventth col^u/n;, wille the last colt/t gives the type of the 

co/nter used to carry out the calculations.

Tie proble/ of the tre/endous (by any standard) a/oont of co/nuing 

ti/e required for the rau/rical integration of equations (3.8) beco/es yet 

/ore co/Hcated by the fact that any significant differences between the 

evolution of /oddls of different types appear only long after the instant of 

the /in/iu/ approach of the two eraey bodies of the /oddes. In fact only 

two /oddls reached stages which can be successfully co/pared; that is /odel 

Ib and Ilb. Note that initially the only difference between these two /o<tels 

is the shape of their heavy bodies.

Next ww give six figures which graphically represent, for every /oder, 

the relation between the relative error of its total energy and the 

independent variable X . The general for/ of this relation is

E-cE tn |AE|- 
Ein =

(4.27)
d 3

O1
Were Etn is the initial total energy of the ^r^ia/i^j^:L /odel and Et is the



Table 5

Type of 
model

Model time 
(u.t.)xlO"3

Computing
time

(hours)

Number of 
time steps

Mean time 
step

(u.t.)xlOr®

Maximum model 
time 

(u.t.)xlO “3

Maximum computing 
time 

(hours)

Machine-
model

la 1.0 10.10 1,980 524.10901 1.111142 11.32 IBM 360/44*

lb 1.0 0.0467 1,050 952.38095 31.796142 1.45 VAX 11/780

Ila 0.537389 271.97 331,977 1.59002 0.537389 271.97 Honeywell 66/80

Ilb 1.0 117.43 1,540,000 0.64935 5.996102 704.08 VAX 11/780

III 0.984858 129.64 1,489,480 0.66121 0.984858 129.64 VAX 11/780

IV 0.611906 50.14 13,034 46.94691 0.611906 50.14 IBM 360/44*

* Note that the speed of a computer IBM 360/44 is ten times smaller than that of a VAX 11/780 or a Honeywell 66/80.

Ch
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same quanity at the latex tme T . Tie total potential energy of models 

comisting of particles and oblate spheroids is given by the relation 

(3.14).

As it was pointed out above the relative error | AE \ Etn depends on 

the length of the tme step used, which is not mintained constant but 

automaically chosen with the aid of the criteria (A.-6a) and (Al-11). Both 

criteria are in principle suitable for determining the tme step At , but 

it was found in practice that for a particular moodd one or the other of 

these criteria is always preferable in terms of speed and accuracy. Table 

(6) gives the type of the dynamical motel, the formula used to determine its 

time step and the order of the value of the constant (A or |x ) associated 

with this formQa. The values of the constants B and C occurring in the 

relation (A.-13) are the same for every model and equal to

B = 10 ** u.t., C = 10“w'u.t.

Table 6

Type of mottel Criterion A
(Kpc) p

la (A-11) - 10s

Ib (A.-6a) 10-5 -

Ila (A,-6a) 2.5x10“ ' -

lib (Al.-6a) i.oxccr“ -

III (A.-6a) S.QxCC®* -

IV (Al-11) - lO10

Tie t:me of the closest approach of the centres of the heavy bodies of 

the moddls la and Ila are 3.207x 10"4u.t. and 3.194xlO"4u.t. respectively, 

wiile the times of the closest approach of the heavy bodies for the rest of 

our dynamoa! motels lie within the interval defined by these two values and 

are indicated in figures (17) to (22) by dashed lines. From these figures
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it is apparent that for each of the wdels Ib, Ila, Ilb and III the global 

maximum of the function (4.27) occurs at the time of closest approach. 

Hcorever, this is not the case for moddls la and IV, The behaviour of the 

function (4,27) is, in general, determined by the type of the wdel and not 

by the type of compter used to integrate the equations of motion nor by the 

criterion used to evaluate the length of the t:me step. This can be proved - 

at least for the model Ib - with the aid of figures (18) and (18a). The 

first of these figures is the graphical representation of the function 
O A E I /£ tT) = , Which can be obtained vhen the integration of the

equations of mmolon of the model Ib is performed by a VAX 11/780 machine and 

the length of the time step is chosen With the aid of the formula (AL-6a)

[ see tables (5) and (6)] . The second figure illtstrates the same function 

and is obtained Wen the calculations are repeated with an IBM 360/44 mohine 

and the criterion used to determine the t^e step is that given by equation 

(M-ll), where u = 10"® . In both cases the general charaattristics of the 
behaviour of the relative error | Z E /E Ls are the same and most important 

of all the global maximum occurs at the tme of the minimum approach of the 

heavy bodies of the d/namca! moddl.

One general conclusion from figures (17) to (22) is the high accuracy 

maintained during the numerical integration of the equations of motion of our 

dynadcaL moddls. This can be seen by noting that the value of the relative 
error J AE | /E tn is always lower than its value at the t^e of the closest 

approach of the heavy bodies, at least for the intervals through Which ee 
fomoeed the evolution of each mrddl.

Finally figure (21) demmnstrates the sensitive dependence of the relative 

error of the total energy on the length of the step. The sharply rising 

first part of the curve is produced Wen the length of the tme step is chosen
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(during the nunerical integration of the equations of motion of model III) 

with the aid of the criterion (M-6a) , where A =1.0 x 10"*4 Kpc. The rest 

of the curve is produced using the same criterion Were, in this case,

A=5.0xl0~4 Kpc.

We proceed by considering the impact the close encounter of the heavy 

bodies in dyrnamcal mdels Ib, lib and III has on the evolution of the 

modees.

Figures (23a) to (25h) give, at different times, the projections on the 

XY co-ordinate plane of the positions of the bodies of the perturbed galaxy; 

the direction of the X and Y axis ; the scale of the drawings ; the type of 

the dynamoa! moddl; the co-ordinates of the positions of the centres of the 

heavy bodies in the perturbing (x' ,y') and perturbed (x,y) galaxy (or their 

difference) in Kpc and finally, the corresponding time T expressed in 

1.0x10“4 u.t. (or 4.714930 759 449 023 x 107 tropical years).

From these figures it becomes apparent that, independent of the moctel, 

the distribution in space of the 36 particles surrounding the mss m37 ranains

at least tp) to the time of minimum approach of the masses m37 and 

m38 . The physical states of the moddls Ib, lib and III are virtually the 

same at any within the interval [0.0 u.t., 9.5x10“* u.t.] Wich is

nearly three times greater than the time required for the maases m3? and m38 

to reach the position of their closest approach.

Tie first significant stage of the evolution of all three models under 

consideration is that corresponding to figures (23c), (23d) , (23e), (24c), (24<^d, 

(24e),(25c),(25d) and (25e) during which the mmddls lose their spheroidal 

shape becoming triaxial ellipsoids. Tie next stage in. the evolution of the 

moddls is mrked by a tendency for the particles to concentrate on oppooite
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sides of the mass ma? leading to figures (23f), (23g) , (24f , (24g) , (25f) and 

(25^;).

Though we do not have data to follcw the evolution of the model III 

beyond this stage, we can study what effect the shape of interacting galaxies 

has on their evolution by follcwing and coimaaing ttue evolution of models Ib 

and lib. Such a cim>aaisot reveals the f(^lllw:itJg:

Model lib Wose heavy bodies are oblate spheroids, after having passed 

through the two stages mentioned above develops more or less clear spiral 

structure Wich thou^i non-permanent appears and reappears in a roughly 

periodic way. Figures (24f) to (24n) illtstrates this structure at the 

epochs of its clearest appearances; the intervals of time separating these 

epochs can easily be obtained for the data given in the figures and they are 

6.886 x10 "0 u.t. (3.247x10® trop. years), 8.547 x 10~4 u.t. (4.030x10® trop. 

years), 7.506x 10“*u.t. (3.539x00® trop, years), 6.600x10”Ol.t. (3.112x00® 

trop. years), 9.301x10o*u.t. (4.385 x10® trop. years) and 9.601x10“4 u.t. 

4.527x00® trop* years). Tie intermediate stages in the evolution of model 

lib are characterized either by a symietrical or by a radom. distribution of 

the particles c^^it;ituti^^g the halo of mmas m3-? (see figures 26a and 26b).

Tie disappearance of the spiral structure of the model lib during these 

stages, being the result of differential rotation, does not necessarily mean 

that this is the case in real pairs of interacting galaxies; this phenomenon 

could merely be the result of the limited numbr of particles taken to 

represent the disk of the perturbed galaxy. We mult note here that the 

differential rotation of the particles is not only the reason for the 

disappearance of the spiral structure, but also the reason for its regular 

reappearance. Tie spiral arms once they are formed are rather long-lived
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structures with an average life 1.350x 10“*u.t. (or 6.366xlO7 trop. years).

Model Ib, whose heavy bodies are particles, does not develop spiral 

structure during its dynamical evolution, a fact which clearly dlIm>nntrates 

the importance Wich the shape of the central regions of the galaxies has 

on their evolution, at least in the case of pairs of interacting galaxies.

The above observations are of extreme importance. Firstly they remove 

the long-standing difficulty of producing spiral aims as a resuLt of tidal 

interactions by using realistic distances and velocities and secondly, they 

prove that the ellipsoidal shapes of galaxies [ as figures (2),(3),(5), (6) 

and (23a) to (25h) indicate] do not have a 10% effect on their dynamos, 

as had been suggested (J. Einasto 1974a, 1975), but a much greater one. 

Significant also is the fact that the spiral structure appears repeatedly 

in a rather regular way for a period of trne (5.619 x 100 u.t. or 

2.649x10® trop, years) comparable to the age of galaxies and that it 

develops at distances as s^)! as 5.3 Kpc frcm the centre of the mass m3? . 

Though we do not folhw the evolution of model lib beyond this the all 

indications suggest that the repeated appearance of the spiral structure will 

continue if the system consisting of the mass ma? and the particles 

surrounding it remains unperturbed and that such structure can develop even 

closer than 5.3 Kpc to the centre of the mss ma? .

It was ^^nt^;ioned previously that the available data for en^]lt la,

Ila and IV are not sufficient to allw any study of their evolution; we 

therefore confine ourselves to compare the last computed stages of these 

moddls with the corresponding stages of moddls Ib and lib. It is easy to 

establish with the aid of figures (27),(28) and (29) that, up to the time 

Wich we fom^ed the evolution of moddls la and Ila their physical states
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y = 0.00624

x’ = 71.16982 
y’= 17.74502

T = 1.48456
Y

x = 0.77141 
y = 0.34445

x* = 4.30350 
y’= 41.28914

T = 3.46807
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MODEL Ib
x = 1.26641 x = 1.72214
y = 1.03995 y = 1.94312

x‘ = -29.49000 x’ =-63.23418
y' = 52.89420 y* = 64.39555

T = 4.46788 T = 5.40769

• • • *• • • • •
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4 Kpc

x‘-x = -1389.17123 
y’-y= 467.71439

T - 44.59345

• •

(m)



MODEL Ib

x»-x = -1774.55028 
y’-y= 585.59317

T = 55.99530

(n)
X
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Figure 23
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MODEL IIb
X = 1.1+027U x = 1.84819
y = 1.19162 y = 2.16213

X* = -29.50307 x’ = -6l.30841
y’ = 52.80U08 y’ = 63.57709

T = 4.46658 T = 5.HO839

Figure 24
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x = 8.32565 
y = 31.92501
x'= -902.41636 
y’ = 347.37131 
T = 30.39139

Y
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MODEL IIb

x = 9.78408 
y = 39.90023
x‘= 1124.49359 
y‘ = 422.28773 
T = 36.99139
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x = 2.67313 
y = 4.97127

x' = -163.81446 
y’ = 98.56587 

T = 8.45255

•I

4Kpc '

• •

(g)
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MODEL III
x = 2.93644 
y = 6.01310

x’ = -197.38832 
y* = 109.96612 

T = 9.44970

• •

(h)

Figure 25
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4 Kpc •

x = 1.69948 
y = 1.88704 
x’* -61.22148 
y<= 63.71015 
T = 5.40802

MODEL IV

• •

• •

-»---------------------------------------------—-----------------x
4 Kpc 169

Figure 29
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and evolutions are virtually identical with the physical states and 

evolutions of models Ib and lib respectively, while the evolution of model 

IV is very similar to the evolution of moddl III (see figures 25d and 29).

We now proceed by considering what effect the close encounter of the 

msses m37 and mas in model Ib has on the orbits of the individual particles 

of this mocdl.

Figures (30] to (35), drawn relative to the centre of the mss ma? , 

graphically represent the functions

(i.^25^2.6^.......36). (4.28).
where X.fc) and are the co-ordinates of the i.^ particle along

the X and Y at the time x . For the sake of clarity we do not draw these 

functions as continuous curves but rather as sets of points representing the 

value of the functions at the instants

T^T-At^ n = ........ 110
where Af — 2.0x10 5 iL.i:. Thus the (04lU(Uo) fxoirft of the drawing, say 

(30a), is the projection on the XY co-ordinate plane of the position of the 
2515 particle at the instant TK=f 2’K) f 0~'\L£<

Figures (30] to (35] also give thh inddx assigned -to each particle, the 

direction of the X and Y axis, the scale of the drawings and the position of 

the particles (indicated by arrows] at thh time of thh closest approach of 

the meases ms7 and mas . The results of the attraction exerted upon each 

particle by the perturbing mss mas are at once obvious from these figures. 

The changes in the velocities of the particles - depending on their initial 

position - induce changes in the shape of the orbits and the periods of 

rotation of the particles.
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Graphical representations of the functions (4.2s) drawn relative to 

the origin of the reference system are given by figures (36) to (41). In 

these figures part of the orbit of the perturbing mass mag is also 

illis>trated. The position of this miss at the time of its closest approach 

to the mass m3? is indicated in the different drawings by encircled dots.

Tie changes in the orbits of the rest of the particles are entirely 

analogous to the changes in the orbits of the particles considered. Tie 

same is true for the particles of the rest of the models. Finally, the 

orbit in space of the mass ma? is given by figure (42).

During the evolution of the dynamcal moddls under consideration the 

equatorial planes of their spheroidal bodies remain coplanar coinciding with 

the XT plane and except for a slight flattening of the perturbed systems no 

noticeable changes occur along the direction of the Z axis.
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APPENDIX AL

Length of the time step

It is obvious that the greatest disadvantage of methods using 

series for the nuneeical solution of the differential equations (1.6] 

is the restriction of the accuracy of the solution. A quantity

directly related with this problem, and as a matter of fact determined 

by the desired accuracy of the integration, is the length of the 

tee step.

We define the length of the t^e step by requiring that the 

difference between the true solution F{=(X| U-^Z^Xt^lp-'-Tl) and the

approximate one Ty* .... -7) does not exceed a given limit

at any step of the integration. Thus the length of the time step is

im'Hcitly specified by the relations

..........-) (m-1)

where A is a choosen limit.

The position vectors Tl (l=lj -T are, of course, unknown and

therefore the best way to determine the length of the t^e step is to

use a wthod based on bounding the remainder of the power series

solution.

Let us consider the series 
oo .

%= /_X-° _\T 3 (t=% n) J Te(-TjV) •
v=o '

(AL-2)

The simple convergence of this series secures its absolute convergence 

in the same open interval of time f-T^T) . Hence, according to

Camshy’s ratio test, from some place onwards in the series, say AT
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the following ineqmUty will hold
(v+i) U+1

X-t'10

>(W1) T 
/'io T- x<CC<l 0 )/>///;, (i=ly-Tl)

Dviding both sides of the above ineqiulity by 2 we obtain

xvh11 t

(y+1)
iOC*<< 3 v>f , ({=!•... -n) 0 T*)

where T=T/2and oc=a/2 . This ineqwdity, by introduction of'the

conventional notation used ip to this point, becomes

T'uo t T
"X' fv+i)

\<Ctc<-Y < T£(-JC 3-< ).

w

Xo'(l/+I>

AppPication of this relation K times in sequence results to the 

foiowing series of ineqLualties

(V+K> V+K 
1o L

.( y+K-1) v+ui 
<io T

(y+K-Z) v+K-Z
Ato L-

(h-k)/ 6+k-i). (V+U-2.).' V-

V>jf , (i=iv.....-n) 3 T£ (-%*/ 2 X/2; j K = 0/^2,
Cooppaing the first and the last tem we readily conclude

V zk 'V

y0v+K)'

oc

to* vJj2 >K=oi2- (A-3)

4 °1\\........ 4 * 0

The expansions of the function ‘Xt='Xt(x)., (i=l<.... T)
in infinite power series and in finite sum with reminder have the form

<i=Ao+h< +*£<7 +
00 -^(y+K) u4.ix 

<r-i) V-l +y 2h. T
o (<+K)Z

K=0

z // -r-2. (V—±) ~r^~^ (id ~r^
h=\o+XoT+Xo'2/+................... +Xo qVqy/+V0T) q/t ’

V>/X .... -Tl) 2 ^£(-^0 -g-) 3
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where X/(0t) T7 j V is the reminder and 9 satisfies the relation 

Oefol) . Cmnaaison of the foregoing two equations yields

00(V) X— -y,(V+K} u , y
0 Ojl(i=l-...Tl), T£(-xV2 JX/2)1 (V+K)/ 33 7 3 7K=0

This is equivalent to the foUwing equation

-vfV1/Q \ ~/vl r22- -^fv+x)
—/—---. .~—=') —V—T y1 -

< b 1 "

which, upon substitution of inequdity (AL-3), admts the relation

-^XQr) fW co

(y)
to K=t

I//
<’ fy+K)Z

co co
'<ya>-i+R v^jf - a=ij.......?!)-

X=/ K=0
Te(-T*/2 ■XyZ’.) 0

and since CC^ this region beco^S

<W-xt(V)

to
-vTFTAio

<-!+ Tza-=-r:aai-=a*<T3_ a,
1-a„ 1-aa

We now return to the evaluation of the length of the time step.

In the numerical integration we truncate the power series solution after 

its V term, introducing in this way an error given by the equation
■y-i

v\-
X=0

V
V/

vrx) 4. v \o
K=0

-£* -£* (Al-4)

fv) Ty I 
to J7 > -

At;

=(x"’(0t): J .....//^(-^-f) ,

which, by introduction of inequality (AL-4), becomes

T-
“ j ocy-2-' VXA/ (i=iy n) 0T6(-x*/2.f/z.< V (Al-5)

The expression cc*/(l-af) has positive first order derivative, with
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respect to n* everywhere in the interval [Oy) and therefore it is 

absolutely increasing, obeying the relation

cu / Vz — o —17 j 2—1 oce *<-
l - 0* 1 - %

Ineqiulity (Al-5), ipon substitution of the above relation, becomes

<
V.1

} Ite-Jf., (i=i3-.....t) * •

(Al-6)

Cuparing the foregoing ineqraHty with the first of inequuHties (A.-1) 

we readily conclude that a sufficient condition for the validity of 

inequality | AxJ<^ is the foUowing relation

-^lvl -r' * \<J 3 \»J( 3 (1=1,......ng re(—23-5-) •2 , 2

Although relations of this form permt the evaluation of the 

length of the time step, it see^, it is not sufficient to treat the 

error limit A as constant, we therefore introduce some dependence of 

A on the stage of mtion of the stars by requiring that the relative

error

A~Xi

V/
(AL-6a)

e.- •
to

□ (i=tj......tt) (A.-7)
%

in each step of the integration and for every star, satisfies the relation

■ (i—1.'.......... T ) 0 (Al-8)

where jx is a constant however big. Cumiiring the foregoing two relations

we obtain

(t=ly...... m) 3 TeCT/Z-Tya) j>o , (Al-9)

Coiparing ineqiudities (Al^—6) and (AL-9) we find that the relation

(ll^!9), and therefore the relation (Al-8), holds for every value of the 

variable T obeying the restriction
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7C V/to
) Q#(i=l-...... -Tl) zi(--t*/z.. }z*/z) 3 u.>o .

By an entirely analogous process we can prove that the foH<wing 

relations

T| 4l
a io V.1

”7

x

Z'■ V-n •

1

.(V)
r

Q#., (i=l^..... Tl) 3 T£(-T*/ 2 JT*/2);, ^->0

|T | 4

are sufficient conditions for the validity of the ineqiuaities

S4f
a- ■*11 5 ^~1Z

Az.

-to
4“u? 3 Z=l3.......Tlj p->0. (TA_10)4

z

Inposing the foUcwing two limitations on the values of r

|T|kmtn<
l/y z'tov- Zi0V'

z-to 1
n)„ jx>0

Te(-X*/2 /Z/2)

onezeecnes the simultaneous validity of ineqtnaities (Al-8) and (AL-1O), 

in each step of the nunerical integration.

The interval of convergence is not precisely known, we

therefore evaluate the length of t.h.e tee step using the relation
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r
V v/ e 7. Vz ^“10 r-

1 V
Jl

1 V
J

1, rv
1 ~,(V} V «vM^to H-

1

(Al-11)

Tris

AX;,
^(o

J

equation secures

1
r

j~ 3

the validity of the fol Owing inequalities

AZi

Zto
< 4

3
A"X- zj_

«yi73

<1

z 4
3

AZi

Zlo

(Al-12)
/ 1<-jT 3

(i=ly......n), L.)o ■

Therefore a prescribed relative error can be obtained by choosing the 

length of the time step in accordance with equlion (Al-11)■ Mumri.ccil

experiments show that the values of the length of the time step obtained 

with the aid of this equation are significantly smaller than those given 

by the equation

j
3T

(see relation (A2-35)).

In order to avoid significantly smULl or big values of length 

of the time step, during the n•luneei<cll integration an extra condition 

of the form

(Al-13)c< Itl < B

mut be satisfied, where B and A are coinstants.

Finally we note that the foregoing- conclusions are general and

do not depend on the form of the functions -=Xj( X ) 3 (T) cocL
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APPENDIX A2

Proof of the existence and convergence of the power series solution

of the N-body problem'

In this append* it will be proved that the position vectors

£ (i=lj t) , being considered as functions of the mdified t:me t

possess derivatives of all orders and so the unique solution of the 

system (1.6) can be expanded in power series. The proof of the 

convergence of the series is given in the last section of this 

appendix.

Let us consider the expressions

0 ..........i i-^j)

y XI Sj-r.'JJ.ii.H.... »>■ (A2-1)

It is obvious that , tfj), , =j .

The proof that the derivatives of these expressions with respect

to T are functions of the expressions theme Ives is given below.
//

We initially give the formulae for the acceleration vectors G 
//■ L

and Jfj of the ith and jth particles by changing the indices of equation 

(1.6), a fact that wll help us later to avoid confusion with the 

indices of the eopressions (A2-1)

n-fT)
//

r=
L — :>(i=i: tT

9
(A2-2)
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We proceed now to the evaluation of the derivatives 
. ccj ..... b &ij = %ij ... t). .(A2-3)

Differentiating the first of equations (A2-1) once with respect to T 

we obtain

~ ~ =4 'T y

which by introduction of the relation
/ /.

v-/ (p-rM-rp
D =—1------- ........................................................Tl , l*J ) ■,

becomes

......11'

This equation, according to expressions (A2-1), takes the form

oq = ~(i*J^....... ■

(A2-4)

(A2-5)

Simlarly, differentiation of the second of the relations (^-1) gives

'f +ftf ,

winch, upon substitution of the first of equations (A2-2), becomes

4=f mX4 Vj ’9 ■ ■ + ( -5-
\=1

f^J = h...........tO
Introduction of the expressions (A2-1) yields 

/ 71 Tl

/ a4 +/y j = /......... 711 -
J=l j p=4
Ml

(A2-6)
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Tie derivative is given by the relation

which, according to equations (A^^^), takes the form

n Tl
JE EaVEE -0-rJEiD +

jttt Jl+t-
J.... T

Tl Tl
+ E »rtEi - (E: EnE

/X =1
M

==!

which, by virtue of the relations (A22-L), becomes
/ Tl V

/d >. UE <EE. - ' -E-i +
Mi
jftt

>1
y)ft

n di
... '.-^Tiqcxj

Dj=t -Tl), CA^-7)

u=l
Mj

qL.
MJ

3

Differentiating both sides of the last of the relations (A22-LL, with 

respect x, we obtain

= + §Ti

Conparing equations (A2-1) and (A2-8) we find

<by=4?+^t qij=v-T,).

CA2-8)

For the sake of convenience the resuLts of the above calculations

are sumtaar^ed in the following
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x 
II

&
a<j'bj)i"" '‘h'Zhhi GCy + i/y 1 )y-)i

>1 J)=i
JiL

n n
- dji 1 I

Jll >1 Ml
J+i Mi MJ

n

M!

-■71 ),

^ij + (tj-ly- -•7 ) ■

(A2-9)

Differentiation of these equations with respect to T and introduction 

of the smee eqttioisraas soon aas the derivatives (A2-3) appear, gives 

the scond-orderd devavativeo of the expressions (A2-1) ass ndc^tbons 

of the expressions.

In order to find the higher-order derivatives of the expressions 

(A2-1) we can repeat this differentiation process, each time eliminating 

the derivatives (A2-3) by mean of equations (A2-9) as the case demands.

Our next step is to show, that by macing use of expressions (A-l),

we can actually obtain the derivatives lA>/b 3 f ..........D as functions

of the position and velocity vectors of bocd.es. Firstly we notice

that the existence of the derivatives Ii (i=ly --n) is obvious by

the nature of the problem, and for the reason that the velocity and 

acceleration vectors are limited for every value of the time T. We

must, of course, exclude points of singularity, if they exist.

The equations of ration already give the second-order derivatives 

(t=iy-Tl) in the desired form. On substituting expressions (A2-1)

into equation (1.6) we obtain

bocd.es
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// J2_ 7L

(A2-10)
J=1 >1

Differentiating this equation once with respect' to T and m&ing use of 

equations (A2-9) we find

■n / /
f;///=3 ITljCL^y (Tj ~-Tj \ ^=13.......71 (A2-11)

1=1J 
j^i

where B.jS (tj = ls-• - - 77).

The same process leads to the following expressions for the fourth

and fifth-order derivatives of the position vectors £{ (1=1.5—Tl)

rr=-<5£m).a’B*®-i;)+

j=l J J 
j=M-

"j-3 x~ y~ j G-tj ^jp. ^1

J=1 f*.=l
jti H=J

77 Tl
E Emi

>1 3=1
j¥=t 3+t

n

j=l

Tl Tl

>1 fX=l

(A2-12)
>■

Tl Tl

+y~ TTlfTTl^a^OC^fB + Tlj(X^Bqf^-rj 1 □ fi=ly-7l) ,
J J 3 5)

j=l 3=1 
j¥=t /)+<-

j=l
J+i
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where

j=i
j=H

Tl

105 CXy £{j ~ ^5^ TH^CCjj ^-jjx By

r-;1.

Tl
Z~ Q9 ® ijit^tj^ 

n=i

^5 gc^ Bij Fij

Tl
■’I

^“1

Tl
+3^"Tr\y.a5y sjj - + °ji)-

r=i
f^J

Tl Tl
9/>~Z/y?9 J~ ^4/ ^9) (^5)

>i 
J\H Mi

(A2-13)

Tl

-3$jj-l(‘)ii + z$ii + 2^+^-^) (£<—Xj )+

+7.™^,-
T1

1=1
Mi

-^5 cx-j By +?J2 wai9 VS^fV+
^--1
l-^j

Tl
+9 VUj

Ml
Mi
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In a coinplete analogous marner, and since the expressions (A2-1)

are functions of the position and velocity vectors of the bodies, one

can find the derivatives of all orders of the position vector J~ (Wy-'n)
/

as functions of the vectors£*t and (i-Ly-Ti} . is also evident

from equations (A2-1), (A2-9) , (A2-10), (A2-11), (^-12) and (A2-13) 

that these derivatives have the general form

where Jyv and Gjjv are functions of C^ijyUjy^i..... T^ItA}) 3 vijj O-y^oij
(^^=ly-Ti) . Tie form of these functions depends on the vectors U-LyT))3
Jj C’j=lj----'n) and the order V of the derivative.

Conqaring equation (12-1-0, for VO, 1,2, with the identities

and the relation (A2-10) we readily conclude
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• -Hji j=.........

-jfZ ... }

(A2-15)

v
^.i.2 y" , (i=Lj-‘’‘V) 3 Gij^>jO . (ij = iD...... 7 ) .

J=i
2fi

is the Kronncker's deltawhere 0 j
Combining the identity' JT. = (ji ^Vl/tely-T) aed equation (A2-14)

i(v&3«X+

//
(C2-16)

The last of the sums entering the right-hand side the foregoing equation

can ie rewritten as follows

tjK-iCj 3v>/3.
T V

// \— _ _//
• • r = , v,

j=i J j)=i
On the other hand, with the aid of equation (A--14) and the last three

of equations (A—155, we find 
Tl

’T)

j=i

Coibiinng the foregoing two equations we obtain
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T Tl 1

substitution of Which into identity (A-16}, yields

From this identity we readily conclude

T)

Tie evaluation of the functions J j and G jjv (iflr-n) 

can be carried out using the foregoing recursive formulae and equations 

(A2-9), with initial "values" given by the last three of equations (A2-15) .

Equations (A2-14), at the point T=0 takes the form
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n
(VIr = V;Co

where

'ip£jo + fijv Tjo ' > . (A2-18)

L
l̂

II

0/ _ G ijv
lij V V/ T=o

3 dijM ~ ]//
T=0

> CJ=1S---T))O V>/0.
(A2rl9)

Introduction of equations (AA-ll) into power series solution (1.7) 

yields

00 71

T / 00 . 00 '

(£4tK+ -K\
(A2-20)

j=i

The interchange of the infinite and finite sum in this expression can, 

of course, take place only under the presuppooition of convergence of

the series

, cooo

lJ 7=0 V=0

ij/ ’ CA2.21)

> —

This convergence can anaaytically be proved by a process sim.lar to that, 

follcwed belcw for the proof of the convergence of the power series (1.7). 

CoominLng the foregoing two equations we find

We proceed with the proof of the convergence of the series (1.7).

The functions
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=ay ft) ) 4y=4y O), j

T^x^tT) , 7^ =^yyiCO)((Jj=i..: v) , (A2-23)

possess first-order derivatives, with respect to T, in any closed 

interval F-T^ -jTJ as it was mentioned previously. They are therefore

continuous and bounded in this interval.

Let us define

=max<!
absolute values of the upper and . lower bounds of 

the functions (A2-23) in the interval

and
J\ = 3 TTij (j=i}

The right-hand oeiAer of the relation 

t n
\ , ;• ... , : . t n)

J=1
J+t

j=l
jtt

(A2-24)

(A2-2S)

contains 2(ti-1) product, with five factors in each one. Interpreting

QlQi..... Qy....... to represent any one of the functions (A2-23) and the

factors TTIy (j — iy-Ti) the products appearing in the foregoing relation

have the general form.

Ql Qi Q-iQ^' Q5 (A2-26)

It is clear, from hie definition of-A , tha t in the interaal 

the ioilownng nsraral relat^n is valid

QtQ2Q3 Q4Q5 -A 3
and therefore

2.(t-i)_A —^-2.3 ij.......n) o
(A2-27)
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If
Since the second order derivative “Xt- (t=ly-7l) contains 2 (71—l)

m
products of the form (A2-26), the third order derivative will contain 

2 (Ti-l)3 products of the general form

, Q.-Q.QsQ.Qs ’ CA2-28)
where Q^=-j^-and the meaning of Q* _Q2 (J^and Qsis the same as above 

We define,

Q = maximum number of products which appear in the right-hand 

members of the relations (A2-9) and (A2-25),

jLL = maximum number of factors of these products.

From equations (A2-9) and (A2-25) and the definition of Q5 it is evident 

that the derivative Qs will be either zero or a sum of 0 products, at

most, and everyone of them will contain, at most, ll factors. It is
/// ■

obvious, therefore, that the function ft=ly-7l) will be represented

by a sum of 2(n-l)-5-0 products, at most, of the general form

.......... Qv >3 ~'-V

where V4.JJL4-Lj. In the interval -Tx 0Tx the foregoing product obeys the 

relation

QiQi’Qi...... Qvz

since . Hence
| 10(71-1) 3 feiy -Ti) J re [-Tt 3

Working as above we obtain the relations

■/i’(T)|\< 10 (71-1) 02((LL+4.)J) 2H+3
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"$c) 4io (n-i) 03 (fx+z,. ) (2.jp+3)_J+2 =oc;

^iV<'T)|\<W(7-l)0^U Ip^^+Stojl+a).............[v(p--L)=°C ,

(VH)
J (T) ■ io (n-1 ) 6 (p+^C 2 pL+3 )(3 J+2).......

-i)
Ctv+i

VM, (t=l3..... ■(l)J TE^-T^Tx].

At the point T> o we have Z ■()
T=0

= h^0 5 (t=l—••T))Jhence

Kk J,

zi-0T | 4 Jt| ,

M

// j-Z

to

(3) t3
£o ~57

\<2 Cn-i)Ji 5-p =oc 2“t2/

410^-1)0^*^ = 0-3^
3/

% 2 /

CAZ-zg)

"X& -^7 4.10(11-1)QV 2(^.+if-)(ZLL+3)......... [vtyt-i)-3LL+8]^y/

..........

(L-;'z--+7_ a MX
V yy ’

iTlH
'''+I (V+l)/

(t ' TS. [ Tj^Tj]
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We now form the series
oo

(A2-30)

* y/

and take the limit of the ratio of two succesive terms of it as iMco

1~C |741
0Cv+1 (V+l)/
--------- -——

V->co T v
Of -—~

|T | CiTn O"-V4-l
V-*oo CLv(l+l)

, 10„-„ r <w.............

(1+1) iocn-n ©'"Y^)...........^-pH

We ■ can -choose the interval [rr3ti]'such that 

ItIQT^iXI 3 T£-~TnTi] •

From the definitions of 0 and ju it is obvious that 0=4-(h-lX''t>2 and j±=5 
The foregoing relation*; by introduction of these values, takes the form

16 f-n-nr
(A2-31)

It is obvious that, in the interval [-T^ Tt] the series (A2-30) converges

(ratio test). Thee convergence of the series
oo i

.....

7=0
foUows i^m^eeia^^^ly from the relations (A2-29), and ensures the convergence

of the power series
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co
V Av) tv

/^Ao-y-T J (A2-3-)
7=0 ’

in the above mentioned interval of time.

By a similar process it can be proved that the series

co , .I LB-
V=0

(22-33)
AO

> a=v-*A
V=0 •

converges.

The common interval of convergence jj-T*3T*Jof the series (22-32) 

and (22-33) is the interval of convergence of the power series solution (1.7)

If instead of the expression (A^^l) we choose the expressions

y—2
* “3 c __ t / • • . . \C = ly 3 •" J %

tjJ (A^~34)

/•-c'c Y*_-cA' <• _i?i; ...
0 > OtjK =----FT-3 11 ' 3

'K ’K V

we can prove that the series (1.7) converges for every value of the

independent variable T which obeys the relation

|T 1 < (A2-35)
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where J\± smax Jj* Try D(j=t-•• (T) and

_// = nax I absolute values of the upper and lower bounds of the 

functions O*j-T^£*j(T) 0 ....... T1j o ... j

^■A) AjAma aX yfA wa)3 Z/T Z[j-
<yAt...... x) in the interval defined by the relation

(A2-35)

The singularities of the functions

occuring when T# =0j (K=^l.yTL;<can. be avoided by choosing a system of 

reference in winch

G =G (tAcs

for every ■=,••• 7^and every value of x in the appropriate closed interval
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APPENDIX A3

Evaluation of the series appearing in equation (1.33)

It wll be exp Plained in this section how the series appearing in 

the right hand side of equation (1.33) can be eipressed as functions 

of the first order.

For the sake of convenience we shall first evaluate the analytical 

expressions of some series required later on for the rest of the 

calculations. Tiese series are:

1 1^+1) ( K+2) p
( 1; 04+4-) y J (A3-1)

K=0
co

K=O

k (K+1)(K-t-Z) ( K+3) pX 
(K+n(K+5) '

00

K=0

B-i)

w+i (K+I)
(K+3) 9 .

k (K+i) ( HfZ)( K+3)_qK

u=o
(K+5)(K+6) 

y~( 'K+1 (K+l)( k+z) u

K=0
co
£(-i)

x=o
GO

14=0

K (Kil)( 14+Z) (iX+b) 
(14+6)04+7)

(K+B04+5) "

9*

(A^-2)

(AJ^-3)

(A3-4)

(A3-5)

(A3-6)

(A3-7)

IO| < 1.

We start with the well known relation
00

= Iv (^+9) > _i (0X< 1

K=1 CA3-8)
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Which is equivalent to the following equation,

2oo
v 11 X

K=-

1

&
lv(l+9)-9 + -&----- |-K-2<0n, 0BO,

or
co

(-1)
x+l 0

X+2

K=0
(m)

A (1+8)

9Z
+ ----------|-3-l<0U,0to

Dfferentiating both sides of this equation twice with respect to 0 and

arranging the resulting expression, we obtain
oo . . _2

- <1 -...................ifydl I , 0*0. (A3-9)If r I " -•

K=0
The analytic expression for the series (A3-2) is obtained as 

follows. We first integrate both sides of the equation (A3-8), which

becomes

co

(~1) xti 0 K!

K (14+1)
(l+9) Iv(i+Q) -Q-K0-1,0^+=o •

(A3-10)
K=1

Transferring the first three t^^rms of this series to the right hand side 
of the relation and dividing both sides by 02, we obtain

oo£(-!)'“ 9 tx-t (l+0)&fi+0) 1 1,9 9Z

K (tM) 0 + 12
3 -1041,0*0.

Tiis equation, by shifting the origin of the series to K=0, becomes

2
0

6"

co - K+3 ft ,
z,/+1 ® - Cl+0) tTl(l+0) 1 1 .0 0' 7/021 a+n
w ml tel"—F----------- 1 - ~ ~8+”'

x=o

It is now easy to obtain an analytic expression for the series (A3-2). 

It results after three successive differentiations of the foregoing
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equation with respect to 0 and has the form

T'/iK (K+U(H+2)(<+3) qw _ 70+6 , y In i+0 )-+ ,
(k+4) (x+5 ) y -(i+0)r0r+ 6 0; +

' (A3-11)

+ Z^^(l+9) , -KQU, 0 4=0 .

An analogous expression for the series (A3-3) is obtained from

equation (A3-8), by transferring the first two terms of the series 
2.appearing in this equation to the right hand side, dividing by 9 

and dfferentiating once with respect to 0. The derived relation,

after shifting the origin of the series to K=0 and carrying out some 

algebraic calculations, takes the form

CD
2cn(i+0) 0+2. p-fl/i (A3-12)

W-0

The processes for the evaluation of the series (A3-4) and (A3-6) 

are entirely analogous to that followed for the . derivation of the 

expression (A^-11) and they finally lead to the relating.

oo
(K-tl) (K+2) fK+3) qK _ - _ 10049 —if

(K+5)(K+6) 0* a+e)*e* e5
(A3.13)

CO

50 In (1+9)
" 06 -K0x<l , 04=0,

/ ( k (^+l)((+2)(K+-3) nK 
+V6+6 Xk+7)

_ 130+12 . f An (1+0) -2.
fl+0)2 0s 0f

+ (A3-14)

+ mMr±e+ ( e-v- ■KdU 9=°

K=0

9

K0

9'
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3

We proceed now with the calculation.of the series (A3-5). 

Mdification of equation (A3-10) leads to the relation

V(q** C£+o)ln(i+9„).. i _ X + , -mu ,040
L-11 H(K+1) 0* 0 2 6 ’
K=-

which is equivalent to the following equation

y~ , K 0U+2 (l+0)^n(i+9) _ _1_____1_. J?

ZJ1’ (K+3)(m) 0a 0 2 6
K=0

Dfferentiating this equation twice with respect to 0 and arranging 

the resulting expression we find

yyy (K-H)fa+2) S0+6 &i(l+9) 6$n(l+9)

(l+0)03 
0 4o.

The series (A3-7) can be evaluated by a process entirely 

analogous to the process described above, and it has the form

co
5“(-o

K=0

K+l

L+&K+3) 03 0* Z.-K041, (A3-15)

(K^l)fK+2) qX__6&i('1+0)_ 0+1:20 +12 , 126n(1+0)
(x+4)(K+5) ~ 0+ (4+0)0+ 0 s

-1(041 ■, Q£° •
We recall now the series appearing in the ri*t hand side of 

equation (1.——) evaluation of which we are seeking in this appendix. 

These series have the form

(A3-16)
K=0

oo

K=0
f K+2,0 (K+2.).'V

) ...... 'T'TL*j'1 , re(-lY*)j

CO

K=0

T
Ck+2)(K+3)K

- 3 (tJj=l3----TI_)i+j) , T€(-T*T*)

(A3-17)
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00

K=0

T
Lfo (m)(m) k?

oo

X__ %jK+2.,0 (k+4)(M+5) K-’(y=t......twj) Xfe •

Comparing equations (1.26) and (1.29) we readily conclude

' *K
Y =H)
'tJK+ZjO

*<+ C+2)/
K-Z ft

Mo
Mjo

Hj Y , /,/ K(K-l) (Ht-lVr 
{LI 2..1 Z +

/ y-z \X-3 z// (A3-18)
,^xk+i K(K-l.)(U-2) K.V kfo \ Hjo , n* „x
+H) --------- 37----------T r +

\ >tjo / kjo

where

Q_k -Gl K
(A3-19)

T=0 ’

Tie first of the series (A3-17), upon substitution of eqmtion 

(A3-18), yields

co
T l f ^°xr, Y % fGt m(K~X B°T '1+

L_ 7jK^f(k+zv io tyo * q0 YY±( (h+p\rij0

00+7 j 7(-i)

12 j l

, \ K3 00
x+i (K-ZXM-DK I Mi-jo

(K+t)(+2) j ftJO
* r q.-. T

l__  " (K+2.V
K=0

iyf_

1 ‘4o \ fjo
•2 \Pt

// 00

xh 'tjo
Al OO

12. It, L~
M

'i/o
r.kioV0 K=2

k+i (K-Z)(V-1) K / 'jfo’T
_ __ - \__

K(K-l) |
/ j V

fK+2.) > c, ;

"3 00

+

+
x tu+zv

r

3 ' tr ' 14=0
(ijj = 1;....... i.4j ), T&-T* T*1.
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This relation, by shifting the origin of the series to K-0 becomes
oo

u.o
K=2

T K-Z co

t/K+2,0 (K+2)/
K

r LS +
K=0

1
co

(A3-20)

f- 00
-2 Ifo (K+l)( K+Z) ,-K

0
, tin

lljo 14=0

00 ,

a" _l x3 V0 V”L\0 Kfj))fH+-t2.)K+'-3) r^,(K-f-4-) ^ij .12 x 2_ . (K-Fzh)«(«5) % +
J >1JO J

CO

+ k fa+2)'
x=o

o <tj=b.... vyj ) ,t£(-t*t*).

For the sake of sinplicity, we introduced the notation

fioT
% = -4-- ) (j = h.... 41, if ) , T£ )-T * X*) .

J 15°
(A3-21)

With the assumptions that 

equations (A3-9), (A3-11) and the relation

If.. (l and we can introduce
y )

co

v=o
i-e

l |0|<1 0

into equation (A3-20) to obtain

oo jm 1 1 x3 Bott,. K.< - 2 (l+«fj T + 1^4 (itty*
BQ'/^i+9%+fe 6&ik+%)

Cp^ +

/// /
X^ ^y’o /

12 UlM/j
4-r

yr itj
(A3-22)

00
+ * X K

k(k+z)z 3
k=o ■ J y

The second of the series (A3-17), upon substitution of equation

(A:—18), becomes
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/ v Kco

K=0 (K^^)(K+3) K/

00

2
K=0

(k+i.) i ^j'°

Bo

fo
12 r- 0—

I-yo o=o

zz B°00 

4 B°

CO

■V~(-i)K (K-1) K(W-i)) B°X | +
(K+2XK+3) I

+ fO)(O) K

(K+2)f Kf?)

K-3
co

+
K=0

K 6k+))K4+>)K/

+

T

l

+

oo / u—7 \K — Q) , I T-2 \
1 Y2.MK+i fK+1) /BoT I , T2- B° V/m‘ (K^-DfK+i) K I l-ox\
zU u U * ¥ tf U Jr.

T

% Igo
/// co

12 Bo fe?H) k+x ('K-Z(K-i)K
(K+2)(K+3)

ij°X
r.

,K-3

H~
K~0 “ (k-£)(K++>)KIy

(tjj=i,-■■■ ■ v,ij ^xef-T* x*) .

Tiis eqmtion, by shifting the origin of the series to Ko, takes the

£oim

fy=:jj- -V Mj ) ;,T£f-T:*T*)
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which, by introduction of equations (A3-11), (A3-12), (A3-13) and 

the notation CA^5--^2^1, becomes
.CO ,7 0 00
y %
L-.1 HK.fi

T
=7 >-° K(K+i> (K~2)/ CK+2)(K+d) K/K-2

//I I . L ^6
f 'M+fy 7 i

&i(L+%-~7TT
hn(1+% ' ,a io%+?

(A3-23)

(p5
h

12 fyVfi,- (W2^ 12
■• J
Cp5
’ij

Aife-Vk’P - (K-nh* 
K (K+3)/K=0

, ajj=iJ--77Jt+h3-C£(-T*r’') 0 j<i

<j=40-
Following similar steps one can evaluate the third of the series 

^^^3^177. With the help of equations (A3-18) this series takes the 

form
00 K

60 1

CO

+
“C"’ !h°

T 1 (K+l) (K+2) | +
(K++3(K++)K/ 24=o (K+3)(K+4) I Y7j

-z tk+^_^_ > in* +
i lyo U_ (K+3)(K+it-) y I^o

'jo

Bo (k-2)((k-i)k 'Qj'oT
.K-3

9°

12. Bo feo Oh)(m) y Bo

OO

+
K=0

T
x (M+3XK+4-) K./

co //
1 T \-i)‘+i (KIHk+2)/ BoTs , x2 B°

oo

2 Z— 2 K=0 Gk+3) Bjo / B o K=2
- +
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12

oo /C \K-3 CO
V~f ytr! (k-z)(k-i)k I'9° T\ .V/W t:*
Z__ (Hh) rJ +L_^ (mmw
n -> \ J / K=0

3

......T>jb T&(-T*)%4.
Introducing equation (A:3-21) and shifting the origin of the series to K=o 3 

we obtain
cooo

1
, fK+3)(m)K/ z
K=0 X—0

1 f~c ;)m fa+l^X+2) r K (
(m)(K+4-) ‘9

// oo ///

* feo
X <K+1 )(My-2)fKy-3) c* Tt> Kjo yH'4K+5fk+2)fK+3) K. 

12

co
t ZQ’- w

This relation, upon substitution of equations (A3-13-, (AZ—-14) and (A3-15),

becomes
co n co..X-2 KT
{s)W ((frl)( K+2) (C-2)/ (X+3 ) (K-+-4-)tZ

_ i I 5^+6 Z-An (1+%) 6/n(i+j) ,
■ana -• f - c r

rl i IjL _ W%j+9 _ 2ln(i+%)-5 _ 6o(6a+%j\\ 

, O O i H++12. : i 17.0 L( (l—%) %j-i.2.

+ i2irWw ? + ■' "x)

4. (A3-24]

+
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r
oo

+
K=0

KJ
,Tt(-T*X*') , l<f l< 1 <P ±0 .

We give finally the evaluation of the last of the series (A3-17) . 

Conparing this series with equation (A3-18), we readily conclude
OO

K=0

-£•

(m)(K+5)K.
_ 1 Y"z.yrf+1 fCk+XK+Z) f\

1 t to (k+^-Xk+s) y np y

t2 ({jo y~ z vK f^-j) KJK-+f) / YqoT \ ,
Cj'. fa M,“+5) 1, IJjo I

+
ft,

/// oo
tjo

12
C-l)

K+i (K-ZXk-I) k/^oT

y° u=o (k-h-Xk+5) \

co

4-
K=o

T'
(K64-)'\Kr5) H./

V (K-lfK+Z) /yoT\ t2 % Xf—Ki—Kri) /%oT

2- (K+Wk+5) y Y^o/ 'Cjofe^ (K+4XK+5) y Y^o

K-2

4~

T
/// / ' \ K-5

V % Vf-H* (K-2)(K-t)K poT\ +V, , __________
12 ro zL'n M-Kfe) \ lijoJ +2_u-Wm)(K+5)K/ 3

This relation, by shifting the origin of the series to K=0 and introducing 

equation (A3-21) yields

oo
j-K

Ck+W(k+5) -/

OO

- 1 \ /_ j (Kll(K-Z) (z k i
XX (m)(K+5)

K=0 J

// oo
T1 fyo r , V fK+)( K+Z) (K+3)
2 t^o 4o (k+6)(K+W
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f-M co , \, . I ]f-/ co
T3 hja ((k-Zv^-«K Vf k Vn* T“
IZ yjo (k+o)(k+5) y ^y0/ K (k+^Xk+sK/

iy = % } 0 |<0|<l 3 y.y o 3

Wh.ch, upon substitution of equations (A3-14) and (A^)166 , becomes

00 oo

K=2

K-2

i/H.o 2)./ ZLu/k+v (ZHzt)(Z+5') K/

_J_
2.

6 6w(+%) % +12%+l Z 12.Vt
tij

(i+^ <p.5
k;

//
TZ +L°z Cl / 13%+1221 60

6n(+%)b + fO&(U%) %-lz \

(A3-25)

1+

O co / V~ / \<“ - oo
, %) fo <3 , ,K-1 (K-2)f|{-l)l2 /Ojc T V 
+ ■ r, + L^‘

T’
yo k=o 6k+4X«k^) \ (K+4-XiKf 5) K/

T T K

+

%

K=0

I

fyH;..... |%|<1
J -tj

With this relation we conclude the evaluation of the 

series appearing in the right hand side of equation (1.33).
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APPENDIX A4

/ * "hH IzhEvaluation of the comrnon volume V of the 1 and J spheroids and its
p,a?tial derivatives^Sy/^Z j and 9Capper 2).

The analytical expression of the volume 1 obAdowly does not depend 

on the system of reference; we can, therefore, simplify its evaluation by 

a suitable choice of axes.
// x

Conider a Catesian right-handed system of axes X yY.,Z whose origin
i /

is located at the centre Cj of the spheroid; the XY plane coincides
. • IL . IL /

with the eqmtorial plane of the u1 and j spheroids and the Y axis passes 

through the centre 0^ of the spheroid. In this system of reference, the
. ii •4-U ~LK

positions and orientation of the t , J , J spheroids and the homooeoid

are shown in figure (A4.1). Tie internal surface of the infinitesmally

thin focaloid, whose semi-major axis is oc, intersects the 1 spheroid in
the curve ErZ, whose projection on the XY' plane is the dashed curve EKZ.

O^b^i^uul^^, E and Z are the common points of these two curves and the
ib -rfh

peripheries of the equatorial planes (jEA^EBZ of the 1 and J spheroids.
We define 1 as the distance from the origin of the system of reference 

/
to the planeEAZ perpendicular to Y axis, andD as the distance between 

the centres of the and spheroids. The rest of the notation foUows

that of chapter 2„

The equations of the 1 and J spheroids, in the above described

system of reference, have the form

7
o3

-72_ Cl 
3 a?

cc2--^ V
(A4-1)

If these two surfaces have more than one common point, they cut each other

in a curve (EfZ » through which the cylinder
2r2.

n2
oc^-x2- (y-D)- c

a2- ex - ~r 3 Z 6 (-00v+00 ) (A4-2)



—

Figure (A4.1)
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passes. The plane Z=0 intersects this cylinder in a circle (EKZ) whose

equation, according to equation (A4-2), can take the form

(A4-3)

With the assumption that

4C
a? U +0 J

* Eh yEh
(this inplies that the 1 and J spheroids have different eccennrrccties), 

equation (A4-3) can be written as follows
fc-cp qc2cx£+J2a.24 ■

CZCQ-C{CC2 3

^22 
QOC (A4-4)

or moire generally 2’~H. 3 where

-B
Dc2^

9 9 9 9 0c2cQ
h= Daccc^q \ (c-j)oXja?

----------^4-1+-2_.h -
c‘oq-c .aC j Cd. - c2oc2

From this eqmtion it is obvious that if 3>0, that is to sa^(-^- the

circle given by equation (A4-4) has its centre on the left of the origin of 

the reference system, and on the right if B<0. If (^-“^=0 equation

(A4-3) reduces to

y
O^ff^Cq) p_ if+C^-df 

- +V~ 2I) □2fD 
1

/ '
which represents a line parallel to the X axis. This line cuts the Y axis 

in a point whose distance from the origin of the axis is (B-HcX-C^y/2B 

and equal to % , as will be proved below.
■ •J-k "pEhIn figures (A4.2) and (A4.3) the intersections of the r and J 

/ I
spheroids with the XY plane are illustrated for B-<%{S4Dand Bd"§O+cQ 

respectively
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Figure (A4.2)

Figure (A4.3)

From these figures it becomes clear that

coso 2.Doc{ ° J-^\<D\<D °

cosc^-coscj^-^JD+oO-cayzD^ ° IXl^lRcq ,

hence
^=D-Oi.H=D-cxicosX) =^(l+0oi?-cOi£/zD3 D-cc^.'° ? 4D.,

° =DfQJ4=D +OQc°ou?I=Dfk°-<°{y2D°D< 34D)+oq .

We thus see that " is given by the same egression for every OC &jj)oO°° _
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The evaluation of the volume V becomes easier by observing that it

comists of two parts, 1 and V^yhere 14 is the volume confined by the

surfaces described by the first of equations (A4-1) and equation (A4-2),

and 12 is the volume corfined by the surfaces described by the second of

equations (A4-1) and equation (A4-2) , From the geometry and orientation

of the spheroids it is obvious that the volume V is symmtrical about XY

and YZ co-ordinate planes and therefore it is sufficient to comider only

one-fmrthof it, namely that being in the space 'X>/O0Z>/0. We note also
-rfh

that, due to the position of the 1 and J spheroids, every point on the
surface of the volune 1 satisfies the inequality y> 0 . Hence the limits 

of the integrals appearing in the following equation muut be positive.

From the preceding it becomes evident that the analytic expressions

%=4

1 0

where

£-

do o

14 and 1 are

cLzcLx cLly + 4

J3
TZ"

cLzcLn cb

V_ i0 5

l/=

2 2. ,o-i-x-fy-D)) >

n Y

dz ch cL

5 0 o

J

(A4-6)

Ol cLz Cy j

Y/2.

(A4-7)

aid3t(W ss the positive root of equation (A4-3) solved for 7. That is,

30 (A4 -8)
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where the parameters J and J~ occurring in this equation are given by the 

relations

j-d > r- —c oq-c{a. (A4-9)

Finally T) is the yZ co-ordinate of the point of intersection of the positive Y 

sem-axis with the curve (A4-3). One can easily find that

J)Sc£ ^(L-cO—Cii&cCa:; +a^cCi(<^cLfKtial) ‘
-n =QK=- t a + *----------- —- —

c cc^-c^a i2~2 Z FC o.-<ol
(A4-10)

Introducing the first two of equations (A4-7) into the expressions (A^^<66,

giving the volumes and 1/ , we readily conclude that
5 n 3e((y)
* p j r p o

Sl c£tx cty + 4-

OCp p n 36 fy)

+ z(- —a. ^oc^-v^-y/2' ctaiy/

^oc>7^~ (y-D )z‘c2x Oy -f

foi-xV-H/2 ' cL-x <,

7

I 6 I 0

O

I ° 5 0

Tiis equation, upon substitution of the relation

r—5—j-. ct[i(K-A) A-Kocrcst-n^j 
- ------- KJ

becomes
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Since is, by definition, one of the roots of equation (A4-3) solved

for7(, it will satisfy the relation

(A4-12)

We note that equations (A4-2) and (A4-3) are identical.

With the help of equation (A4—12}, and after some algebraic 

mnipoUation, equation (A4-11) becomes

y=nqct/^)-^W-^-. Wd f+ncaM)-^<f-Y)+

Introducing in this equation the foUcwing elementary relations
2D
2D

C^a/i-e?)* j c =(oL-0je-)
Vi

5
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and miking some minor rearrangments we finally obtain

V-nfi-e{)1/2 2. D+oc- z o^o? ! (D+cd-o2)-
2D tT 2D T 24-D-3<Xt +

4n(a.-02e2) U D-<4 „ _ o? , (D-m-a-) 
3 2D 2D + 24-aD-

AC|
+2-^

2

(04-13)
[aJ-ty-D

n

oc acre 2i.T)i
cc r

The integrals occuring in this equation, is it will become clear later on, 

can not be expressed in finite terms of elementary functions

We shall next derive the analytical expression of the partial 
derivative^^cto • The function 1=1/ (Dj— has no singularity or discontinuity

in the interval [5(D) -T1 (D)] , is we may deduce from equation (A4-13) ; we 

can therefore differentiate equation (A4-13) and use the formula (2.38)

to obtain -
\3

9i/

3d

nfi-ej

+nfa2-0j/2

2 ^(D+cCc-at) , (DcO-g^
GC+OLt

a+a

2D: ID' 8IA +

(D+o?-<x2) , (D+a-od)2, (P+W-ctjf

2D' W2ct 80®*

±
a-i

a.2- (v-d}‘ oarcsvn-
3t(m 9ri. ,0

fccc-T-Df' dD -i

aV-(5-I))‘ . %(3) 93 ,(44414)
04X511”==: : =* -7VZT +a

Q
co

T

ccrcscn
3- ■

XT

+2-

44

3
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+ 2
C:
CL;

n

3
JL(1L

L _ V'-T) r ____

ccrcsm
3L(-n) \9n , -c2

K<X2-712 '/Sr

-3D o

n c / 2 -e2! ■ ( 3tC5) \ 95
2.-“ OC-5 OCTCStTI -p~—- .,, —^4-

9),
W-1

,..za-w-xty) ^x) /

i
ou

It can easily be verified that

3D

£
O.

,9
cet

<royMy)
,9i

z ...a1yjici
PD

J£^)

9D

_c
OL

(C4-1S)

3C(T>

££££

3D
fc-~f)

3

&

• L J '"

The values of the function 20^) at the points y=S and y=n can be found 

with the help of equation (A4—88, which at these particular points reduces to

\Vz (A4-16)xh>^-(W=W-5) Z Xf7l)=<

CoiOiiung equations (A4-12) , (A4-14), (A4-1S) and (A4-16) , we have
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^-=n (l-e\}i/z 
3D

2 D/i

t+ 1 2D2
(D2+GC2i-CC2') (D2+O^-OC2):

to2 8D*

-cc+ct (D2+cc2-cc|) (D2+oc-oc2') fjW-a?!

2D: Wet 8D*ct

(A4-17)
ct/Li j_n ?2'l 35

a 5 / 9J)

Ci.
<Xi

arcstn cd

n

u K/-B)'

+

Differentiation of the formulae (A4-5) with respect to D furnishes the relation 

35 -D2+cc\-ct2

3D 2D2
On substituting this relation into equation (A4-17) and arranging the 

resulting expression we find
T1

2f=n(i-et)i/2ft2-ct2)-2-^ 

oD
ocrcsun , , , )cL [<4 - ( /-dT

jetHor

To simplify this expression we integrate by parts and introduce equations 

(A4-16J. Then we have

3^
3D

=2 Ci A-^-vT.
/

3/ 3£(/) \

(«-V(O)2-Jc2(y)’ 3^\ |ct2r(wy

an equation, which can further be simplified with the help of the relation
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C i

j^m53£L Cr? C V-T^ - "* 2 M —I_____ jci------------

CDiiparifson of the last two equations yields
n

2l ~z

3d z —

Integrating once more by patts, and using equations (A4-16), we obtain

9^- /, Ct
' -

J
1

which, upon substitution of equation (A4-12), becomes 

T

2K=-l—
dD oc

.(y)cLp-y2-J£2(^/2
(A4-18)

Before proceeding to the evaluation of the foregoing integral we give 

some equations, useful later on, the validity of which is easily proved by 

elementary calculations.

According to equation (A4-8) we, clearly, have

oc.2- y 2-x2(yj =j y - r. (A4-19)

On the other hand, equations (A4-8) and (A4-16) imply the relation

J =r-o£. (A4-2O)
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Introduction of this equation into eqmtion (A4-19) yields
a2-y 2-x2(^)= 2JW-5).

The roots of the quadratic expression 3C2(y)=-yyc2/iy-r obviously, 

.■*=Cd+—i" ^*=-j^-fA2+Di/23

which, ipon substitution of equations (A4-9), become

(A4-21)

are

therefore

ff=1b £*=-(-n+2JQ S

xcy)=^7i-y)(y+71 (A4-22)

Introduction of equations (A4-8), (A4-21) and (A4-22) into equation (A4-18) 

and rearrangement of the resulting expression gives

99i/ _ 4cCff

9D cl]?
-cLy/ . (A4-23)

n-

Coraider now the expression CoO C-i'tf C2i+C3 and sippose p p p 
to be its roots given in descending order, then the validity of the relation

fcLt
CotYCt+Cz-fc+G

IS

3CO

(A4-24)

Ca

3Co
-- cons■hcnL

t2 cLt

2 it

can easily be proved by differentiation of both sides with respect tof. 

Applying this relation in the case of equation (A44 23), we obtain
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(A4-2S)

toombiung equations (A4-8) and (A4-16) we have

tH-ZT) J =Tj
therefore

r--y ;7)2+?nJ+L~i|Oyi’r-j 1.,

wtd.ch, by introduction of equation (A4—200 , takes the form

J~--y (t)z+2JJti + 2J10=^0"'+c£) •

On substituting this equation into the relation (A4-25S, we obtain

(A4-26)

Since the roots of the radicand, occurring in this equation, are all real 

reduction of the above integrals to Legendre’s standard form is accomplished 

by means of the continuous transformation
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(m2_A)(T)-^)stT)a<f+z(T)+-AB

v z(v+D)-(v-E)st.Tfc{

This transformation implies

A v' do

^n-y)(y-3 =

2.(t)+A )-(n-‘ '] 2fa+A)

and Cj3e.jo.j~-] for ^[5^71 ]. Further, from equation (A4-27) we obtain

^=-()+-))) + ^(t^+J)^- .5wz^ +(-nV1')(S(^2-<)^CQ5ay>)-

6i-l) 5t^i^^co#9 .

2(Tl+A)-(T|-5)stlf>

Crnmirdng equations (A4-2 8) and (A4-29), one can find

2

(A4-27)

(A4-28)

(A4-29)

I[-T-2-A]) f^

2fn+A)
(A4-30)

—MrSOn^

tdY (( + zj))2

■51TI2<f>
T +
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(ntA)
" V^a^+iO-Ci-sSS^TV/ T

o -2 u ■> 2.
'P W)*"'?

yeM-

Introducing the first of equations (A4-9) and equations (A4~30) into equation 
2 2 2.(A4—26), and remem>bring also that C =(O.-Qj£y 9 we obtain

f R (W^Wr+o-Wto)
9D 3^7+F^-^e})a£-C£oc [L J

(\Ai-31)

'df-('S'A\'((TlAA) [(.(D))

where the parameter £D, called modtulu, is related to TjS and _ by

u) = 17 -3 (A4-32)
2(17+J)

and Jf(u» ,E(u)l are the compete elliptic integrals of the first and second

kind, whose Legendre's standard forms are
n/2 , n/2

Jho)= IT r yi-tfWy cL<f, J (A4-33)

0
while their mot common representation by series is

< E<m=-f£( fern o 2U
' ®r%

Jt;o)=Dos=| • 2
Tiese formulae lend theme Ives readily to numrecal cdnpuation, since cO < i

as is obvious from equations (A4-5), (A4-9), (A4-10) and (A4-32), However,

the fdhwing two power series
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771 2V
3 W0 J

Jl(o)= E(o)=-Y- )

converge more rapidly by virtue of the relations
%

Q/=u-o>2'} m2= .1—<2_< u)2 .
[ A i+ <3/a

In a coimiieely analogous marner to that foHowed for the derivation of 
9l//cD)one can find an analytical expression for the derivative Qll/9co.

Differentiating equation (A4-13) partially with respect to oc and 

miking use of the relation (2.38) we obtain

3 |/ / z^ 
^-=n(l-ef) ct 
dec

Z Z-.2 2 Z \ Zou (D+cq-CL )

D
n

4-D:
* +

+n(a.z-Qfef)fr tU o 2
A D-cCi+5o:

ZD
(j-oZ+dd,

2W + W2

t
2. ni a? , (D-aE-ad

1 5 ZD 2D> ZW k+

4-2— ' C CX;

C
CL■2-CL

3£(?) \35
coresml , ■....... ........ .... —-----h

) \UHl-U U02

^-(y-U‘ 3 / j£(y)
|cc2-(y-m2-x2(y)1 3<4y <4(0)3 /-Un/- CA4’3S^2-,
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X

TI

•2
r?- 2

c az

.2^
cx

J 5
c / J-

ccrcstn . . -y7-
^oc.2--^2 d

2! - -■ ^4-

0 y cr^-y^RVy/ 9oc\| occ-J/ 0

-- —l(Q--T) )ccrcsrn

It can ie verified, as in the case of equations (A4-15), that

<4-(y-D):Si
OL;

c •—
cdt

cd
ad

A M-W-#' 3 lz 3£<y) J
J 'S-Df-xty)' oMRe/-d»V

3 j£(y)
<xi-(y-o)-3c2(y)

Ejp . d_(.-

ya^-yf-xHtiy)' Sec \j af-VX

oL-ut-^aj,)! 9-e?

(A4-36)

JU/7aZX-7
oc oc-y -x (y) coo

y-30 (zj/)

Coimpaison of equations (A4-122, (A4-166 , (A4-35) and (A4-36) furnishes the 

following relation

Ov—-n (c£-02e?M-a- _ frW-cx^)
0^- W i b 2.D Z^cc2- +
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n
f (cc2-^2^

2 2 2 (D+c3-ct2)) CD+ad-XJ
t

(A4-37)

z(cL+cz) ccrcstn ...cL-y + 2.-^L5i ccrcstn

-2

C -CL

We note that the vclime , ccnsidered as function cf the parameter CX,

has one minimum and one maximum at the points CC=D — Ctj and (X=L-0<Lj 

respectively, which imPies that its first order derivatives with respect tc 

CC at these points vanish. Tiat is

9 1/

CC
cl-D-cc

91/

da.
oc=D+oc£

(A4-38)

The validity cf these eqmticns can alsc be prcved analytically with the 

help cf equation (A4—37) and the relations

(A4-39)

cc=^D-ccj
=D-Cc 71 =5

c-Dol J a^D+cq ccWD+a^
=D-KX_:

C

T

V

M

c

1

1

= 0

oi-A^z a

the prcof cf Wiich is elementary.
The values cf the partial derivative oWc/D, at the pcints c^s^-D-cc^i^d 

CCcD+cc, can be fcund frem equaticns (A4-18) and (A4-39) ; coImPlison cf these

egwaticns yields

(A4-40)
= 0 .

9 1 9v

9d 9T
cc^D-fc^.-t^D-Qc^

The vclime and its first crder partial derivatives 9l//9P and dy/d)

are functions invariant With respect tc a change in the reference system and
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therefore their form, in the system of reference described in chapter 2, is 

given by equation (A4-13), (A4-31) and (A4-37) where the symbol D has been 

replaced by *Rij defined in equation (2.24). That is,

2(?+A)(wJ^)+(j+o.W _
3^n+J\

(A4-42)

-^(5±A)(7i+A)Eto)L
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V
z(ad-d

arcstn

772.
2Sd

Cd

2 -*(/)
Cxrcstn

3. (y)^cc-^ -xz (y) ’ cL^

r

In the foregoing three equations we kept the sym>ols 1 , J\ , f , Tl and 

CD, Which in this case, according to equations (A4-5), (A4-9) , (A4-10) and

(A4-3 2), are taken to mean £ ? ,

2Rij
(A4-44)

Z 2Ad
£ £ 2 £ 3y c a^-cfec-

J~=a‘
(^c-d^d+R^ijci

d-d-
A f-dd

(A4-4S)

T) 2 2K. j C:CC
71— —

c cQ~cc<c- L 2 2 Z2
CCA-CfiL.

--C'd^dd

(A4-46)

and <a)=
n-S

z(v+Jl
(A4-47)

Finally equations (A4-38) and (A^I^-^C?0 , which hold in any system of reference, 

take the form

(A4-48)9l/ 91

and
3ac

9i/

3a

= 3C

? %

OLld-hC y

o=R.{j f oc.£

.0

(A4-49)
0
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We note that the integrals entering the right-hand side of equations 

(A4-41) and (A4-43) are not elementary; with a process similar to that 

folOowed in the case of equation (A4-17) these integrals can be expressed as 

functions of the compete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind.
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APPENDIX AS

Evaluation of the integrals Wt jCX-tcO-i), 77 = 0,1,2,5,4,5,6 (Chapter 2)

In this appendix we consider the integrals appearing in equation (2.65). 

Before proceeding with the evaluation of these integrals we shall give some 

general formulae which we are going to use later on in this section.

Let us consider the integral

I

Stn'jjP Z-XdQd-p
2 . ,2.

We seek a relation of the form

COS df CO$S
Jstn^^-y cos^) K strp-^ O^-ycos2^)*'1 +

(A5~D

+5
cosS- dcf

5triTI(p(^>2-^ 2co52<p) T<=r +J”
cos

5bn">(P2-yW<>) k-2

where A, B and J" are uniquely defined parameeers. Evaluation of these para- 

mters is obtained as follows: Differentiating both sides of equation (A5-1) 

with respect to <p and arranging the resulting expression we find

+ [(£-2m)y f W-n+2 Ocos^-yiBcosV

-Zpy fcos2<jj+ Ik+Tl-A^)!y .Tcos^cp 3 D p .

Eqtuting the coefficients of the terms of like powers of coscp we obtain the 

foUowing system of elementary equations
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0=[^_wz)ibV -fe-z ?Yr}

o=(m<+v----^)Js+yjf k=/=i -

Wiich, solved with respect to A, B and J" , has a unique solution given by 

the relations

■2 ~P fe.K-l-3)
2PafK-l)(P-lZ)

r -feK-t-71-2-4-) tf+V'
J _ 2P2fK-lW-D

SU^bti.tuti^on of these relations into equation (A5-1) yields

QC0$>__________5vY>(-2-x2C0S?)" tcLcp = 2 /-n2 y2

P2(4K+T)-^-6)-y2f2K-^-3) ccoAp cL<
2(2(-i)D2-y2(

V.
any fp>2-y cos2cp j14-1

(AS-2)

(WZU+l—4

2Wi)o-y’-)
2, ,,2

5tT)"C /C-/WsC)

A > B-

Sl

„2 , W

Tie following general relations can be found using processes entirely 

analogous to the process described above

COS C- cL<> COS^C
cr +
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(n-Z-2.)?’2'- (2Tl+2K-l-^

C05'

cos4j3<l<p

StTl^^^p2-—y 2COS2<p/i K (A5-3)

5

c/<p

sen ^(p (PST*005^)

StT)<p
+COS^(f (p>~y 2C0S2Cf>)14 (71-1) ( p)2~y ZC0S2<p) ^p2- COS71"1^

(A5-4)2 2 
P (n-Z) + iHTH-2K-3)

hy-i) p;

, y2(^-n-2K)
r\

(n-i)P2 COS^C^ j3^OS2*^) *

cos^fp^cos2^ T

K □ -n=Ai □

L9
TT +

2. \ 2.Z \£p (ZTl+K-3)—2< (2n-3j
2P2(ti-i)(P-?)

if (A5-5)

2.(Tl+K-2)
2W-1) (p-r)

sJ
(p2- <p z J71"2- (y L(f>2) K+*4

cL<p (f+^/z 2h-l)

3

p2'n(p2+(f2)^ (an-i^V1"1 (2T)-l)P2 <f’2(T1'll(p2+^2)Va
W

' D

eLf

(n-i)/
. i z. \T1-V-1 (AS-6)

‘f’P21’ LI (2T)-2V/-i)(ti-1-7)7iP\ f
+ C
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With the help of equations (A5-2), (A5-3) , (A5-4) , (A5—5) , (A5-6) and

the relations

• arcLav .. . . ) 3 a^

\
ccrchc-V | cL —

h 7T

CL9

?;vl ,
- ry vrTrvTAi

p (Ath-i , rp a?eci c icCc.* i it
71+1 \ v+l

Vj

aa-p)
Tl (pay wp)11^ wp) % '

(A5-7)

i

one can prove the validity of the relations in table (A5.1) , given at the end

of this appendix.
We proceed now- with the evaluation of the integrals H,(%y 

Equation (2.69) for m = 0 takes the form

W Ok ai eJ=/^Ry ’ Am
V F *—y-7r —

6 —O +

£* Hy

:tr>
a trafe ap <

cos-< 1
V6 v

£*r\

ta.n2p

COSp |(R

elec
^R.y£cxTi2(j)-oc^e^tn2-^ J+cc2-'

cL9
(A5-8)

e3
cl*

7c£V (hytci-n2® -<Aei5vn ^p )+a-2

L^t

Tie evaluation of the last two inside integrals in this equation is obtained
■fi-tj-o-tei

o
p

using equation (A5-6) and the relation
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4.3C

Tiese integrals have the form

d.o. / f

+C.

R ^-0.^

ICRij£aTl2<f> - 044 3LT^&)+0^' \Ry -C^SyCOSe

(CA-9)
Rj -"®-At

or z dec 2ftijc^^coscp.
•Wf>-<e.hwM+a2' "°^ )(Ry - ahccos^)

Ry-^iJR
SiUssitution of these equations into eqution (A5-8) yields 

6*

to/o (ftj,o.i^^e)-=jzKij' Him -

6 -> 0 +

z-
^T.tjct.lei

1
t:cn'nCp

y

2
COSC

2-

toCT^Cp ft

Cy p

iRtj - 1

ft

COS' —aiet
ft

2_2\ I0L<>-
l+^^COSCp

COS
\cLf

(A5-10)

=&t1 / cm s 
y £%t__2

zft<j tccnftp d<
CR|--od^C0S<p

£*n

COSCp

1-f- 5^CoeC)f>

£-» 0 +

Tie evaluation of the foregoing limit is obtained as follows: Tie first of
£

the integrals appearing in this limit can take the form
tp

tooftpctf i
c£(H.

(Rj 2 2 2 |- o^coc >) hyacei. co;2 pi a-fi. so^pj
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z
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Which, oil introduction of the relation

t-x f-36‘

becomes
6*

■Lctn^ct^ £ 5in
(R-j- a^ccO^)

ing th

CO5d<f>

Integrating by parts and introducing the equation

£

Ul
1 +

rt." L
£ - °^etc05^

y

COS5 Cp + CO 5 f ) 3
toxn2^

the above integral can be re-written as
■ tcor2i) dtp

1

i

0&. 'Cdeios2^) -rPijOCi.ei

ft{j <05? \J 

----------rv +
:oscp

ZRyQLje.

tb^n^cp g

COSf>

1+ -^-cc05.

1 -
?

1

2Ry cc.^
Sljf.

<i+^U05(f'

W- ^C^cosf

SiUstituting the foregoing relation in equation (A5-1C) we have

°i Hij^e.1 ■y
A

d*-
1777

n
2

£-+ C t

—
£*

1 u

A C1II COSp 1

_€

|_j_ °Ctei

CCO5<f

CL-£-

^y ■
(A5-11)

CO52(p

1 4-

oc^
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(A5-12)

Since CC^COSCp/fL^ (i , we may employ the well-krnwn series

W'fc
00 2K-H

X
ZK-ML

to obtain the value of the expression iVo (Ry 0* Coimining equations

(A5-11) and (A5-12) we have
E7

h/o (Rij =^R^L ■

-2

oo

vj
L 6

oo .
S179 y- 1

C033cZ_ (ZH) \ P .. 
t k=q \ (-y

QC e
■Of ~Tj) ?

* K=0 J z

2K+L

COS^pp
2

6 —> 0 +

J

Since ( <Xt6t /O’ • cosS and (CC^e^ /O ’ • cos£* are both interior to the 

interval of convergence of the series appearing in the foregoing equation, we 

can use the "term iy term" integration to verify that this equation is 

equivalent to

2
6 —0 +

TO

£

cosPp +2
00

1=0

” , .2Km>
1 afr\ cosZKpcLo

(2K+p Rij 1

JL £ -

(A5-13)

2-^5— rtocT) £*-t(XTi d, 
% ' /

£*n

Introducing the relation cLtccTipz/LLp/cosL^ , and since the integral

‘'CcLcp

e
converges for all dcjo^fl/2] o f*e [o n/2] and K>0 , equation (A5—13)
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which, upon substitution of the wellkmown formula
JL2

TD > -1COSm f cL © = -  ~~~+

takes the form
____  oo /

u=o (2K+3)( Rj
u=o ' J

,2K+3 r(f+

PfK+i)

were ["”(7? ) is the Gamma function. Using the follcwring properties of the

Gamma function

Rt)= (ti-i)/ ,T positive integer,

we easily obtain

y-o

2KT3
°-^i

y

The series occurring in this equation is expressible in finite terms. We can

verify that'

OO
fiR-voLi^fTiR^ J-

K=0

(ZK)/

y

k2K-+3

x=o

(2.K)/________
hw+iRzK+3)

ccLe£
ft

2K+3

ij j 3
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oo

U=0

GO
QC- V • ICOiS-Mocrcstnny

%
K=0

(2K)I
, 2K+3

RijJ 3

(2).I
.2K+3 oo

)—0

(2K)I
rmihi

V

36 2k.

V C)
■4 Z^K/H2K+l)

JCccrcsin jecLjt

K=0

= ^22d-i}ocrcsi.Ti 3:.+ ^(l-3t2'Y\ 3£2<i .

oc;e,
C<omining the foregoing three equations and rememering ■ that  -X — < i , we

........  tty
have the result

koo^^yytoL^^e^^-fyzSy ar-s;7-

y ' Ly

The process of evaluation of the integral ItV. (Ru -.oc^e^) is somewhat 

different. Equation (2.69) for 7T =1 becomes

<• A

Kt<y k
p2. 22 (A5-14)

H/l (Rij^e^yS^ & t T£_’

6^z 
6--0 +

OSd<9 -? of \Lcc —

Uij-a-ie{

u

=* 1 A
■LcerY

y+cr^

doc
(A5-15)

COS<>

£ TLy

or dRUdd-n -axdiStddCpj +ce
-C<>-
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Ry+OLgL

•fcoCTl2-^ Aj)2 £
COS<p

:CLTJ2(p+ ----- 2 2 cLcl dc
COS ? O" n(ft-•-nn-p -(zZeZstvCpJ+a"

%j-octe£

We may employ the general relation (A5-6) t- evaluate the last of the inside

integrals appearing in the above equation. Tris integral has the form 
f-y+OLOn

C0$3< CO50p

((Ry'-cx?eDansp))stnn^ ^-a^) (R^-a^os?)

st < =£o.

Introducing this relation and the second, of the relations (A5-9) in equation 

(A5-15) , and arranging the resulting expression, we obtain

JX-igi I- 7 fill \-Cm i

d —>0+

4
c- 2 Z
v ■■ ,: [Lxv?t*-d

.T>. ■

2. f
3tr^C-<

3ft%-a&)3
kz

Ry -(deeCcodcp )-os^p

ianO-cdf

(Rtj-«-ieho5^)

-3
4%<xa dxn2p d p

C^Rr<A2to-oo2<p)°
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oiff> cL<p

3(fta-<o2j.4)3 (Ry-aUV^Wcf, 3(Rj-«X)
\J

(R£j-<^ei:os^^<j))c<s^^<p

£

(R j +6Rg a.4e-i +aiet) c/.'
(p

zftycde3 (ftij+3ocK)
&* 6
■A

cLCp RR-j <44

£*
n

oLf >
3

c

ftSj-o^co^) 3(ftR-4ei)
J u

1

The integrals occurring in this equation are all elementary and they are 

given in table (A5.1). SiUstituting the expressions for these integrals into 

the foregoing equation (and after extensive algebraic miupplations) we 

obtain

OR-ijCC^i sin e.*

yRij oQi feRij+(Xyy) sene* 
’y " '9 (ft.i/-odte^r C053£*

3(FSj-c4eh (fty-a^<cos2V)(^os£*

(sftlj -13ft| c?£+6a$ ,

9(ftV<ny
+

+
* i na.y£(ftij-2ftg<&2+oct<

- f T -no /-no o r, \o .—■---------------- t

We readily verify that this equation is equivalent to

„ 3 5 noqe-

y

(A^-17)

In an analogous way we may evaluate the integral kicj .C^ep , Which,
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according to equation (2.69), has the foH<wing form

a*A

Lrn - zR
COSZf>

^ij+atei 

aa6 cLoh—

g* Hj + OC-hi

-tocnzcp

COStp

& Uij -QLtet
oc

chOh (A5-18)
tarnCp —cc£(?|fttTi1<c^)H0L

Rij+a^i

tcc5CP /-j _ '4
cos<p (fajcxn + cosf

da
a-6^(Rij't.ccn 2c -a^epstn ZCp)+a-2~

—cLcp y •

The final inside integral in this equation can be evaluated with the help of 

equation (A5-6) and it takes the form
Uy+aie,.

doh  16 'Ryj-j cos5^

OC „v-lj
tei-ofi

y4a.n2<p-cC.4^n2^)+0cZ ((y (Ry-<4eicos2<f>

15S»tn5(p CRy -afDosCp y
iftij+<44- (Ry +3c^)cos2? + (A5-19)

c 2 
£-> 0+

y

u

u

a X4

dRij cc^oSc

(SRij+loRijo^d^-^cxtef 'jcostp
+ 5(R-aC&safij>(m -ofOfy

ZRtj 0C~^WzdCLdhBdfjCdddd
5Ry—54)5StTyR{j-oaeeCossCp ) ’

SLTl (P^O .

Introducing the relations (A5-16) and (A5-19) in equation (AS-18) and after 

some further reductions, we obtain
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dfliy°4ei -y+6^y<Aei+0Ltet (Ky oajegcos^ppn^
i 5(^-c^ P'Ly ] J (Ky jco^

V £
3 £*

B^p^W^y +loRy o4ei+o4et) T2 2 2^ V 
^•-4e-P J J 11 1

-y_u-«

d

£*
isHij C052p (L<$

15R—c44) (% “(x^cos2^^ 5tnZ(p

Mm

£

22A3 (•nZ^4efco52^)9st.7lZp
COS' "t> 4

■•+

The values of the integrals entering the right-hand side of the last relation 

are given in table (A5.1). By use of these values and after extensive 

algebraic manipplations the foregoing equation reduces to

,octi5£*-

L

stn £* \ Wi-------- c^i++ccLie.6^LT:ni**+
COS%*'

It is easy to prove that the limits occurring in this equation vanish and
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therefore the integral v4z c Kjj d oc^ CJ takes the form

____  5 3

' CAS-20)

We proceed with the evaluation of the integral tV, (Tty^cc^ ^6^ ), which,

according to equation (2.69) is given by the expression
g* ^•t/+cc-Le-t

&*

toon'
C0<

m
e

.tin
6*—i-
£ — 0 +

-thy ICS^^
oc 8cLcc-

£* Uij+OL^,-
•\
tcm%

oc

•y a-fy.

cLOC

.g£coc2^ -<c£isirryj+af 

Kj+CC.^

cZo.

(Xs clllhii'A^g/G^j+tof

CA5-21)

■lL

Further, by use of equation (A5-6) , we can prove that the following formula

is valid 

j ^a-iei

__________ cioc_________________  32.HijcCje.j_ oxq

OC
2 2___ 2.ijLCcn^(p -ajeaT) m)+ oc (Hij -cfpb<fjSwn6<f

2 2 2
%

& P >

%—a
J

+

•CLC- 1 I

i6'R.ijocleldTlg +^4

35 (

5
COSf
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CCEHjp
(K -cc2i^co‘jp)3SiT|C’<p

(A5-22)

COSS<p
2 2 \5

y-u-A ij-GfoSCp] Softp

Introducing the relations (A5-19) and (A5-22) in equation (A5-21) and 

arranging the resulting expression, we obtain

6*

6
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iO5 2 2 2\5

Lw’ij+5?yc4^ -&ORij <x$ -3oqej
CO 5 ? cL<

2 2 2 2 \2 - 2y-a.ieico5(f}) sen <p

o^ef- iztij a/++
-^(Jty-cqe^ x

O^Cf8 8\ _____ OLf________+MJ (fi?j -ct^COS^)^ +

L, 32%

&Kij-c& 
£*

■y

.7<;y „rfO&-2®j&t

C-QSWf l^KgjCLgR^jj+cLjj

6*
n cLf

V2- 2 2 2 \

cLp

35(^-^l(%).-cR&2ico52(f')^5i.Tl2^ 35^.-^ (R^^O^PR^ +

+•

£*r\
cL<

35(R:y “A

35
>l§c&+5,c?

&*
cL?

(& 2 2 2 ' 2
y-OjetCOS (p

r\
4~

j-

£
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The integrals occurring in this equation are all elementary and they are 

given in table (A5.1). Substituting the expressions for these integrals into 

the foregoing equation (and after extensive algebraic ^^r^ii^i^lc^ttions) we 

obtain f
4-O.& y-252% ij +
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+ 14-^9 0^4+18 ct^e® Vane' :4-
72 ft

105(^j-a^3 y+tO +
*t t

+atei
-Lone!*

Kij- a^cosi*
>-" ITT

E-*0+
L6oc& LJ -ZORljcc^

<j°<-£i

z z

C0S£■■K.yCCQ+ibityCcfi.p ^CC-jS-A ,2 2 2
'(Kg-aoc0oe,O:Cos & swe

5 5 
32.cq.fr C0S6

lasfyft.l,;^ ij -c^e2coo#.)3StT)£ ICfiTlij (ff16oRe|
z z 

y-cc^

coot
y-oL^f.ose.VstTr’e

+

32ol,a(._____IL CO56

lO5Riffi-a£jZ (Rlj

LGc^ifii f T 2 2 , ZP‘. *4- 6 6) COSfc
l05llLj(Rjy

+

” +

4-
3 3HaVt lUi/aCA-Wc^l)

It can be proved that the limits entering the right-hand side of the 
last equation vanish and hence the integral H4 ('Rij^ CC^ ^6^ ) reduces to

32.cq.fr
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n ole3,-v-t
iO^y-c^e)5 |RrceA

55Ry+ZQoc£-\. (A5-23)

Processes similar to the process followed for the derivation of 

equation (A5-23) lead to the evaluation of the integrals I/t(JitoCCL 6l ),

fug 3 C-j ?£{) • The formulae and the reduction of 

the formulae entering the different stages of the evaluation of these 

integrals are extremely long, we therefore confine ourselves to. giving the 

final expressions which are

3/5 -Q'S)7
- ^O572y f-252^oqe^f 7Zocte^

______Tiojej
3l65 (Rij-cc2^^. 2T

-°+ei
i+

a. ■ z
+5,54- +ftij o|4+1? 5 2^44+ 70+44

;A5^24)

(37? 955^++

4 444^4a44Tr;66‘444.

We note that the integrals needed for the derivation of the above three 

expressions are given in table (A5.1). Next we give this table. Tie

functions 3 ....... occurring in the right-hand-side of

the relations given in the table have the property

55
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Table (A5.1)

'R.ij+atei

da. 25G&yCQe{
o^D^R|cccf®~a^;j!' 3Z5pRg_0^T (RWf--4x^stTPj>) “J-‘

i22KtjGCt£ Zap2. I<yv \_________1_____________  , ofcjaa ft>2
3i5(R|-o44)d L 1 (f^Wip-o^stT^^costp 3l5(Rtj-<x^3 "

l3cLe\ G0S<f’ , 96Hijo:iei

1 (R^"t(X7i2(p-o^sfn^)* 315®^

X , 1 %7?y(Xlet /-

^klff-QS^tn>>K050 ^-<43)’ 1

(Ry/rni^-a^stn^)3 63

1

16Ki]Ca + 3<<+2i% < +
-«£i)

+ 63®^)’

+^44) C05(p '■ 1
(®,la.Ti2<f.-oc2e25LT)2^f 631'f)?■. 2 2\9\

'6 2 2 
W-

+

^0)4+ <44 )x

+XZ6115 a$+«d% cfc+c& )^_—L__^ - 4#5c '

44+36Ry 04^264'0t4+84444+94ei ) .Sb,.™. ?
kflij tocn g-cc^siti & j
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fty-W-i

c^cx. - 5 l2R<ccjei5aRf
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+

(o7-pS Co5gC0)*Si7i(v 10080 cP(a--P2co$<f*p‘ (cg-fi2) bS(rr<p

COSp
+

)((Oa.2+?)2) r-cos;
9 (a*-P) g" - P- ■ ■■ (•■ s -B' o '^cL'p^2piO5^[5Sfn .

{
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5zc2-21-2)sos5--___________  _J-^aMC5^^^3-'-)oQOV_

"*" 63 (^-p2)3 (cc2-p2cooz-<*)^t7l'f(p* + 1680a..f!o&-p2)5(ia?-pi2cos2<'v9Ci:i-rl5r^

(20<s6- dLOatfp- &l6a?P2-63p))Co5\*
630cX^(5cC--^zj5(o^-3zc.oc2q>*]3 sin5cp*

ft2 (j&0<xa-5O4O ^]3:-3^3^xP^9^884cCJ^189p^) cosrCp *
10,030 o^(a.-P2^cc~p2co52ff^ SiTlY

■
(M-Occ1— i6^mafU-7^7€08o^^5.^^zocLp%%8870:P^-:l89P. W?

10080 a.4’(a5^Ji2y75g?Lpzco52(py25iv7*

_ (l60cP--5^>Kc^p-^3136ao^P^-^387cSp^-89p^ ) cos->*
5}(0^K^och?O5-'--y 5<X-P 2C0$Cy*) SiT)f>*

10
(Mr0c£26,720dpTOZtoC^lPz^i8^04Og^P^jf^?KC:x^+^+-2535Z;La^56?pji^osg* ]

+
(l6^c_-95zoaiP-:98^82ZCSp-l0C^7^AP-21373ccLp2-y78^^:osf*

oaco^cc-p^wco^yjsto-*

Tt^
512a^B2ff^

■75^^76c^°+ZZjK)Oa.8P+16>8ooa4P>+l!6(^C^a4-P-^Oo:2p^h?P )

aOSjdj _ -2fe60cAll936aCB2+ -yzc-Ciy^y^y) cos Cy*

cX-tfaSu—sin—u jDp80 a? (c3-pj^^PjCco^(p*j S-n— -*

+
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4
coAp*

9(a?-pz) (ad.pzcos2(f*5sif JO^aC-Py (a?-p2cos2<p*)5stTi5<p*

(74+124404 44^4+ ^pyCcos5*/
/zlI 2 'px2\3 6j\o^-r

+ go 4- 4 ^{Cd-P w44 o i n % ■ l

(70c&+5264fi%3?3P4o54* cos^((^^(O)a7.j.l^S0^:^ICoc%+^^,0^:!^‘dcP+3^3;-19l^)
630^c-'P>^5(a-P2co52^*p;^vn5(p* 5040cc2(cc-'jp2y: (o-~p2co52**) si/rrt*

100080 a?(ct-^2y (a7--P'cio5py y om <j>*

(2240 oA 50^8448103244-477443j943ko(:+*
10jO00og^L--^^jf^x:g4w^f*)i^5i7^1y* f

cos foo4 i8o,800CCap%523fC60:C!^P%298P98Odph3^72:OXPacm5 44
10<^i^(^(g2(a.-p2®(’a.-p2^cos2*)*)25iT)p*

l:56O^L-3O263^CP+iO2,272.ayp\6f35O^CLp%-777^P^])o5cp0
5,040 Q^fcx?-!:?2)8 (<X2-P:^(^os2(p5j srn<p*

512o7fcc-p2jioycc-P2'
y,55bc4l-iiJ7lKl4)f++2.200Oo44'+O0OOcfffi-4-2Occ$-

4%Z3x^U260700^0+i2i2i9o9CCp-i0ifi4OpcoO5oy ,
IQOSOa^^p^^-^CO^*) 3sim35>*
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cosy_________________P&C+VpCosf______
+ 9o-P2) {tx0-~^2co:2<-**5 Strfip* 7o(ct?-]B2)^(x-^a)52<p*)5 sm5^*

(i6cc+ 3?>o+e * {093aL%QL 57cCP4-80PppcoSy*
63 (oc?-P2)d (a7-p2cos2<f>*)4 s-mY +^^8^00-pCCcO*-?0O5^*)7C^C*'}

(286a^+53oi p2%30pP)cosV ^(^J8i^o^-+2^^2300c^p2+]^p89oLpi>C^lL07:'P6}CO5i<f*
+ 630 (<x-P2)5 (oc-P2cosy)isilQ5(p* 1(0080OCyxP-^>2)bgaP-li2co5^if)isin <j>*

(^36oa^^6688agP^[^1S9ayy-f^Kp^) cosy* _
|04OO?(ct^

(2OyKi8cL+9i352cd^+O2~~6a0B:-^GQq9OOOPipKda ) cos +* 
KOOSOa^^a^p2^7 (a.~y2cos2y*)2 StT)3y*

(^(7O>Oa0Oo+O7S,87x:*P%782l8O8x3p'+988iOeGOj:P-2O2Z7cO^P-o,120PC°)OOfO
+ ipOlOOalipd^-'Bd^pdd-2cos2y,^2’5tTI (j>*

d7i32SoC+83 52.c206+%jo:/20spQ 29/-58cC0Q6+ 2Q80Q>CQql*^*
5,040 cg^(a-py(g-^COSy* 5 Sin *

Tl
5l^lct(a2-yywga7p^'

=?{216 a:iC+5J760ccp>2+^^Q16Occ,yy+16J8OO adf+^l 50 <xp8

+63?

?n
chu

g—y2 o swj ?iccn8w
L

P2(68^88c^+2^720a0hpQ+l£)}O)‘^(^P^ipC) cqs3^
QVtV ad (C-p (C-dP^f) sin V
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2o<x(c3--Pyia^-P^^5f>*5oLn 5<f>* +

(l2a.+ ?p))co55y*^_______P,Z(2p72ccf+ 2^360^^441:3?^ cos5^,* _
&4gygp4yp4po£yfsy7)Vi"6 2pgy?-g"f( g-p" po5 f L77

'(%g? 237otf37?py053f* , P%6p87-c^h22JO4<x:^]^^i0J^2^cc^PL7^^Cco^'3<fi'

2f8ct(xg-P* (a.-pOos** hoff* 13,4-0 <g(g-fi)(g-??cS*) )T (P

[[SpggcCT 2V20c/P 0M-aP- 4l3PV°s<p*
6,720 «.*a-Pph((c?—P^oOj* j Stm** +

(26yfc4a5+l04040<x6P+ 2qma44-10Q94a2P+413ftVO5<f* '

13,4-0 && PT (cg-pras2*.j*S!ny *

_ ((60/4H0aA44%28^[P%489;324aP+20938XjP-L29202xhP+4239Pl)cOS£*+

13,440 cc^ct-p)3 ((ggp^o^^shw*

6,720 ad(x-fips (cx.-p^cosy*') Stn<f*

+■------- ., y^,,1ul d ,(l024-offi 21504cc°P+67 200O0P+448OOOC6P6 +
+ 2p48oc5(ccPpppE^g c J J J

aC-P^cosUu Y'^tfn^o

4 4,200 odPa-l6Socfi+ 7 P)++3*++'(**) 

cos?ccdLvc __ P"h(^’iOaC4+20,89iad++ijOybCpp*-2pp)ccSc^
+

f
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+
________ cos^*________
9(a-p2)2(oo-P2cos25y5 stn9y *

pAcos9.*

_______ 'P^DZa2-^^0^' (4c&+i2afP+3p^) cosy
36(^<xyo--p^(aP^J^2cos2**)55tn5y* 36<x2(cc0.p2)y2~p2cosS± sim^y* +

, P^352z?*+O4<a]p±5-QpWS±* (40oc6+ 424o^P+514 ccP^-Tp^)cos^y *
960 Q?('a.2p2)6 (a.-&2coo2&*p;;n V + 360cc2(<x-p2)6 pc-p^cosy^stri %*

P^(520od+l7577cCP%25)0OQcCdP% ^j^pTCCP-i^P^od^f
5,760 a*?(Op2p±x-g32coC^o*±’5^77n* +

(520o.yL7}577O^P+25;OO8cdP%6.,797CX?P--77P^P05f
" 2,880cC±a2-p2)8 (aC--P2ac y *± sin^ *

(l28{^cccP^,6?:2.a.QlC+8p66^9cc&6^4cC,5085^1^80 4-^6^4cczQ59.+ i^7?P)1 ) cosy* _

' 5,860c?d(0.-Pp^aCC-2aCOjYpn^

(l£S0 cch-HlbC ocCP-VftpT) cffl%8op)2oCC-$38Z cdP-^PtZxP+ZXpfos

5,760 oC'^x^]-2)9Y(OC-2co52O*'a^ain>*

_ ( 32)^°+3d/28^P+:)2367ZcCP%-77,866 oOP-ZOSci P-354p“;cosy*
2j880C^

7np2
---------- -.a^rPo. .^^W- 0^075 Zcc^P^+pPcO'P-ll 20) cC P%
2pMoo5C±o-fizyii/00pa l J 0 J
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9 r 6 ,

_________CJJSU Co _ fia(28j3^^4o26+258)904cc4P+122J,478 afft+B/ 3?P )cos<f*
(CL-PCCOSvj c Svn^Oj 4o332

J
r 2

ooSy* p COSy*

+ 9(c,2-f^fiaLP%0<^^Y)h)Vy+ iZ^fK-PW)*sTy ’

P2(66qC+ 6?P2)coc7y (64a.2c6? P2)cco5y *
36 [aO-'-py (0-Pcoo2y*)5stn sy* 2J2(oc-p2jZf’(a.g-P2co52y*)^5J^T):y* +

D2(2J72«^t6,952cc’4>+- 2,281 Ppco55&* /l+OcA210<x ftp-1/29 p4-)co<<2 _ 
+ 6)42o[a?-'-p6 (g-pCoOsyy smiy* + 2,520((y?2y(OoOpCwOy*ysiin5y*

_ P(jJ52<X% IZ5!Z2(7CdP^U,06CdP+i3,637p^jc^^%*
40,320 aZaoO-pp^-Ox-cd^c^o.Sy*)^ e^mn<p* +

(28,304a.6+ ]53^04a?P+-122^3:cCy+13>!63^y^ )cosp*
+ • 20/60 adfa^-p2-)8 (a.-pCcO52y * sio^y *

_ (8832^52ct84^;^^43375 2ctl,|!p-383;;(J<^(6(xzg^-4q,;558oL2P^-13,66>?'?^8^o5tf*^

4-0/20 <x2(cc--JP2)8 (<x-p2cO52y*)2StTl3y=* +

+ (205,280 afytllW 42?+- 3.563,412o$+l,264) 0060^-18 3/44a-P8-qoj<?llP^)co;,p
40,320 ac2( ct-pp9 /-Mo 52<y*)2SU)p,*

(G&08aC+ 484064ccC^Ph709738ooCP%3o8jy3ia.2p4-z?j;^77FpC)cO5(y*

20160 a?(oc2-p2 ) (a?-p2C052<y*) sin f *

------- , Wl--r_^(i024 ai2+24648cz1°P\l20060a8P+

+ 134J400ocP + 37/00 ocCK- 1/12oc2P-2lP ) +^C<f>*) ■
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APPENDIX A6

Relation between potential energy and mutual gravitational force

between two homogeneous oblate spheroids with coplanar

equatorial planes

The conventional notation being used in this appendix is the notation 

introduced in chapter 2.

Let us consider the and spheroid and the hommoeid, having

the physical and geometrical properties and orientation described in the 

first section of chapter 2. The mass cLlW* included in the infinitesimal 

volume cL\l^=oLxd^^ctiLJjL(^c^iated inside the spheroid at a point, say

is cLw*=pDccC^ctzL. The force along the X axis acting on cLlTI* 

and the potential energy of this mass due to the presence of the jh homoeoid, 

according to equation (2.28), are given by the relations

Jr gl c/jccLu/cb
9octjVjej3x

(A6-1)

where oc is the semi-major axis of the spheroid, confocal with the jkh 

hommoeid, passing through (Xyiy/Z) .
An infinitesmal displacement of the l^1 spheroid does not alter JCj 

and (XL-DC{), if its orientation remains unchanged; it is therefore obvious

-from the relation X=X-j-L(XC~^^t)4Xy , that
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From equations (2.24), (2.28) and (2.31) we readily conclude that the 

functions

are continuous and therefore

9Q, n„, 3jjg
3Rtj- o’ucy

Coimining equations (A6-1) , (A6—2) and (A6-3), we obtain

(A6-3)

cLEL<~ =

Wlj P^csiTi^l
3R

dR
4 p lx ly d-Zj

dWy . /On"

J J

Integration of these eqtuitions over the whole volume of the 1 spheroid

gives the force along the X axis acting on this spheroid and its potential 

energy, due- to the attraction of the homoooid. It is not difficult to

prove that

r _ dRij | Ktit,- 
3xtJ % f

V
Hi

vj
X

. fte,A
o^°nfc3in ql) c C d 
—-— ----------LL cLx dwas if

y+cci Xi+x^) zt(x^) (A6-4)

ccrcstn
■—f-') C.z Cxd

w
%

^e Xt(y)=[0<-(Z^Xjy/>g,[CcX(x-Xi)2
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If the thickness of the jMi homoooid is infinitesmal, say d_°- , its 

^n;s is given by the second of equations (2.34); introducing this equation 
into equations (A6-4) we obtain the potential energy di and the force 

cLJ^ acting along the X axis on the spheroid, being in the gravita

tional field of the infinitesimally thin homoeoid

r J

df =-

3Zn ppQ,

(l-e
32n—~—ggQj

vj
oq

ctrcsvnl a.

&

J
X;%

Integrating these formulae with respect to 9j , with lower and upper limits

of integration O and OCj respectively, we obtain the component Hx along

v * ththe X axis of the force acting on the '1 spheroid and the potential
.Ik

energy of this spheroid due to the presence of the J u spheroid.

9ftii
■ 3x -32n

i-e2}2
OP
CJ tj

8,

9(a.rcsui^) , , , ,
—- dz. dxdyd 9j

.0

ocrcatnin Odc OxydLSj .

(A6-5)

(A6-6)
, Hi 
■ L-

&

%

J
o%
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Coimaaing equations (A6-5) and (2.42) and remeimbring the relation

cdRj _ (A6-7)

3xij Ktj 3

we readily conclude that the tern of the right-hand side of equation (A6-55 , 

which is inside the brackets, represents the total force between the 

and spheroid, and it is therefore independent of the system of reference. 
The same is valid for the potential energy 4^ . In a system of reference 

with its axes parallel to the X3Y and Z axes and its origin at the centre
• IL

of the v0 spheroid, equations (A6-5) and (A6-6) take the form

r = R
-327 (d-ef)

PP

CC CL. 
P PR • R

arcsm
3Ri

■ dtz d^xddLc^L^Q.1
0 o d

(A6-8)
X.?' rn

(t-e^

0.'j ■Xicst.e
^^cLzdxdLycL9j •

z , , 2 ~ . C; Z 2 2 Z\/£
where and - - j . We note that the

expression giving the parameter a. as function of 9j3^p and

Z^ is different for different systems of reference.

All the limits of integration in equations (A(^—8) are independent of TL-g ; 

we can therefore employ eqiuation (2.38) to obtain 

sj-t
as, 3

Px 3Xy -3ZTI
Hi
Hf

arcstr^^ dz dx d^cLd-
'J . (A6-9)

C 0 o

«
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Comparison of this equation with- the second of equations (A6-8) yields

r- _ (A6-10)
9fty 9xy

A similar process results in the following expressions for the force 
components fix and acting on the spheroid along the Y and Z. axes 

as a result of the attraction from the spheroid

r _

r- _ 9Rt[- _ 9

dHy 9zi,- " 9Zij '

(A6-11)
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APPENDIX A7

Estimation of the remainders of the series (2.70) and (2.71)

In nuneeicai applications the series expansion entering the right-hand, 

memer of equation (2.70) has to be truncated after a finite number of 

terns; it is therefore important that an upper bound for the remainder of 

this expansion be found.

The answer to this problem is based on the foil owing theorem.

Theorem: Let f(x) be a continuous function in the open interval (a,b)

obeying

Tn^tOO^M., -xe(oc,b)
where m and M are constants; furthermore let g(x) be a non-negative and 

integrable function within (a,b) . Then there exists at least one point 
3, so that

Cconider now the series expansion occurring in the right-hand memer 

of equation (2.70) truncated after its term, l> 6 ; the error Gy 

introduced in this way into the evaluation of the force is given by the 

relation:

y fe. -m) / f 27P

2- Z2™(7t.')2(2t/+3)
7n=u+i.

^6. (A7_2)

(Rnj , p},The double integral according to equation (2.65) has

the form
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Ktj

iVm (fty ><x'- ■?*)-
"1 .,,4.

OC-

CC 2(171+1) y-5
c/y oL (A7-3)

iFi OC

I

17l = OJlJ2J
We define the functions f(a) and g(a) by the relations

AaJ- i
CCZ 3 (A7-4)

cc

<j4oc)=
oc2.(Tn+i)

IOC2-n,;Z oce(Rij-o:.£.oRtj+Cci£i) , o^cc^Kj 0 iiUo1

The first of these functions is continuous within cRtj -oc-iCi? Ry+oqep 

obeying the relation

i 2
Rtd “h

<+(a)< cc.e(Eij-a.iei3Xij+a.i£j D (A7-S)

while the second is an integrable one whose integral over
ccefy —CX.|££ Rtj + > can he found by a process entirely analogous

to that followed for the derivation of equations (A5-24). Further, by 

virtue of equation (2.60), g(a) takes the form
= 3I/Z^c^7n+1) ' Efu)l 0

' *- J (A7-6)

oce^Rtj- ccfr 0 Rij + ocLe^ 3 Tn>/o .

This form of the function g(a) facilitates the proof of the relation g(a) > o. 

Comparing equations (A4-34), (A7-6) and the last of equations (2.50) we 

obtain
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OC

(20/ \ A+m>/03 (A7-7)

2V-1 2.0C

cxe^y-oqei 3fttj +04^) •

On the other hand, the first of equations (2.47) ensures the validity of 

the relation

3 OC _ oc^ ^TL-y + OC££{) .

From the foregoing two relations we readily conclude 

Q>(00>0 o 0^^-^ (A7-8)

This inequality completes the proof that the functions f(a) and g(a) 

satisfy the presuppositions of the theorem given at the beginning of this 

appendix. Application of this theorem in the case of the above functions 

yields
^-ij+a-tei a- , ^V+octei

Ivui+x (Rtjj ^0^^ dii/ icLcc-- {(ccW(cc')cLcx-4

Kt
Ry +ociei <

p
1 1

2/Tn+Uoc
—chv cLa. , m\o ,

Rij-a^ 3 
which, upon substitution of equation (A7-3), becomes

kAn (Kii o■tj D j

1 T

. k 3 m^o.H/m+1 (IL
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Applying this relation (tT-V) , (TP >!/ >0), tmes in sequence we obtain the 

foil owing series of inequalities
i J /n \ z h/m-lf'R.y f

H/v (fttpoc^
x<- (Kij-CC^

Comparing the first and the last term we readily conclude

|J Zp . \ / V > 0W-m+L 1 fty, oc^ej x<, j af-m+i-1/) 3 Wz V >/0 >

or

i j fa4 Qkjw-m [lUj 3Xi ej4 -cc^q ) 3 in > i/>o.

(A7-9)

Combining the relations (A7-2) and (A7-9), we obtain

o , 9™^^ u) (v.. .. „ ______________
TJ^F^eJ3 J%et^^p^/)2(2Tn+3)fR^-aiep2f7n~

The double integrals i4 (Ky d )37T=C^?1^5---• satisfy the relation

Un(^tjoa-t3et)>0 ...... 5 (A7“U)

as is obvious from equations (A7^-^) , (A7-4) and the inequality (A7-8) ; hence 

the error Gv , according to equation (A7*2) is always positive

e,=|evl .

(A7-10) 
77-.

(A7—12)
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In deriving equation (A5-14) , we proved the relation

ocrcsT (2m)/ 2771-3

_ 22Tn(.Tn/)2f27n+3) \ y|
T1=O

(A7-T3)

n=

d
<1

T) f d

J
with the aid of Wich, it can easily be verified that

OD (2m)/ 1
M2m

Z27n('-m/)2fem+3) ( fry )2fw)

. 1 (Rij-QCA

'2 (aJeJ)3

2V+3

^arcstn

2y fem)/ I
-2771-3

V>/0

By substituting this expression into the relation (A7-T0) and emloying 

equation (A7-12}, we obtain

e>/=|ed\<5v(RtjJa.iena.ie-) r C 3

where

q ^w^^y (^-y ij fff-' w p \ arcsT) At

(A7-T5) 

\2mf3'
idd)2 YrYMYLaAdde) (?dd,.

y>6 •
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For the particular case ^=6 , and using the last of equations (A5-24) to 
substitute for UZsfRy , the above two relations take the form:

(A7-16)

■^6 v-4’ 0L<-e'- ~ TntTfij
4-

2002
30031 14"V

6+2^024 ftij a|e^+41/ 8^Rij cc^+i8J304-K.ij a*e* ~h
(A7-17)

8 ’8+i664cc{e- K ocrcstn
cce • 2 IMti-a.jeJ-f°5'ej

^j-cc&y (Ry-cc.e^VR-^t
°5&

£7714-3
„y tern)/______ I
L ^fm/)2 (2177+3) fty-ctA

7n=o yutJ i i?

In numerical applications the most important of the errors is the

relative (or fractional) error 

Ct/r =- A - 1+^
•3 10x0 ,

(A7-18)
•V 1

which, according to the relations (2.70), (A7-11) and (A7-12), is always 

positive and, as a consequence of the inequality (A7-14), bounded. In fact

L
t-vr~ |e'/r|\( r-

1 + -Fi_e''
, (A7-19)

L j °ct£t 3
Sv^a^cc^.

where, by definition

1
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f-e„B 3aje-)= V> 6 .
CA’^-20)

This relation, upon substitution of equations (2.70), (A7-2) and (A7~15), 

becomes

B (By to•m=o

277+5

T™ 31
ltZn(B.y3a.bei) ’i

Let us now consider the relative error C6r which is of particular 

importance since in the present work the series expansion (2.64) is used 

truncated after its 7th tern. This error, as the geneTra! relation (A7-19)

implies, obeys the ineqiulity

1
Dp— le6rK'

l+Ps (Ryj 3 “ft Aft
(A7-22)

Tie analytical expression of the function

obtained from equation (A7-21) wiich, for the particular case \=6 and upon 

substitution of equations (A5-14), (A5-17) , (AS-20) (A5-23) and (A5-24) ,

takes the foim
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22 __________
-o^e* ' («-A 3

•j)< 2hei);
arcsm

a£ii/p?. _a2ez' 
-i2 y +

(^j)

a 2 2 \,/T)2. 2 '2'
-4ei

2 2 
3<xjej

lORf " 56(=;j-c5f)2T72Y2 +
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The numeeical value of B p ^CC^OCcjj j can be deteimined once the values

of the three parameters TLi 3 0Q— and 0C(6: are known; ' however 
/ \ ott J J

16 jCCj6jJ is a function of only two variables, as will be shown

below. Let and Cj denote the ratios

_ <Vi r _ (A'7-24)

then it is easy to be verified that
Wwio5ejM(cbcj)=

6<0£>(.J+ct)iXy£-cC’ c? ■ , (ttCCSt^C J-J-i-C *') +

•+
9j______ 1 i 3 Q . Cj______ l+4.r^\ f 9j 

F 56U-cIR m(i-c))4 ( 1' iw^i-ciT1 35 +

3g8
" 84<C-+24-Cl) + 7-------f f/05+00^4+42.(4 + -4Cd J +

l/ 16^40 (1-C")8 ' 1

(A7-25)

J53-6Qj^-xyp % 1+1?4*84+3 1p 8 ‘4+1+0M+WJ

O
C; Wloob 4-

+24j024-c(++1d184-C{+ i9y^(^^C6i-l-1J-^64cD (xrcstn Cr
1-Q

, \2W+3

(i-CjaP^^ J 22777-1 (T7Z)2(27D+3) V-C{

The parameters Ci. and Cj are not absolutely independent; as a result of 

equations (A7-24) and the relation
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oc;e;+oc.e, / P-; j j v /ly □

they are subject to the following conditions

040^41 04Cj4i C^-fCj 4 1 . (A7--26)

In chapter (2) it has been pointed out that the series (2.70) and (2.71), 

although they have different rates of convergence, are niunerrcally equivalent 

and either of these can be used for the evaluation of the force between two 

oblate spheroids with coplanar equatorial planes; it is therefore iepootant 

that, as in the case of the series (2.70), to find an upper bound for the
±L

reminder of the series (2.71) truncated after its (V+l.)™ term.

By a process entirely analogous to the one foUowed for the derivation 

of the relations (A7714), (A7-16), (A7-19) and (A7-22) it can be proved that 

the absolute and relative errors G* and Gvr introduced in the evaluation 

of the _T£ , when the series (2.71) truncated after its (l+D term is used,

obey the relations

ev=|e*|\<5v(R.ij0ocie£5ccjeJ) , tO/6 3

1
p* _ |p*
H/r~J vr 1 v

(A7-27)

i+?v (ftigaye^oc^
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For the particular case V=6 the foregoing relations become

217-+

el=i e * ] < 56 (Rij} eye, , (A?73O)
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i+fllfy-, o^et 3 ccjej
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It is now clear that in n'unerical applications, where the force JR bet

ween two oblate spheroids has to be evaluated with the aid of either of the 

series expansions (2,70) or (2.71) truncated after the 7th term, we can 

achieve a minimum relative error by choosing to employ the faster converging 

of the two series. On this assumption the relative error Cr, introduced in 

the evaluation of the force J~ satisfies the relations
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where

er=Tni.-n (e6c 3 e*r)< f >

=™UkjCj)' i+v
(A7-34)

The analytical expression for the function er==6rCC{Cjj is not known, we

therefore confine ourselves to study the behaviour of the function

This function is graphically illustrated in figure (A7.1).

The point A corresponds to the relative error when the two bodies are 

spherical (or particles). Tie limes drawn on the surface ABCD are the inter

sections of this surface with some of the planes described by the relations

C3 + Cj = consiCcxTr): 3 -oo^^Cjj^+oo .

It is obvious that the point C corresponds to the maximum value of the 

function occurring when C£=Cj=0.5 or, according to

equations (A7-24) , when = 1 and OC.i=ccj = 0.5 Rij ; this value is

eqiuil to 2.709x10 ~3. The surfaces ABCA and ACDA are the graphical 

representations of the functions

1s *
------rvT?---------n Ox<CXO. 5 3 0<cy 1
i+PKcjI 3

and

56 =
+T? (ct T - 3 0v<Cj<0.5 3 0\<Cp< I D

respectively.

ALthough the closed analytical expression for the function

Gr ^r(Ct Cj
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is not known, its numerical value for every pair of values for the parameters 

C^ and Cj can be found with the aid of eqmtion (2.55). The relative error

66r, by definition, is given by the relation

n ___
'6r_ Ji

(A7-35)

h;where J i is the approximate formula used to evaluate
--th

series • (2.70) truncated after its r term. Similarly
1 "fL

that is the

-6f

r*J / i.

J?
(A7-36)

where J/ is the sum of the first seven terns of the series (2.71) . 

Oomining the relations CA7^^-^Z^4, (A7-35) and (A7—36) , we find

„ /4-jf

It is now easy to verify, using equations (2.55), (2,70) and (2.71), that

I,t7 'cc-Aj (^jpF -H

It
6r=7nin|

where
Rij+aeA

L-

and

I-

(A7-37)
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,ei ’
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2 2 
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+
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The function is defined by equation (3.18).

Figure (A7.2) graphically represents the function )r=ALr|A-Aj j - 

whose values were obtained using equation (A/^^-^3^7. The required values of 

the integral were found by employing the Simpson's method of numerical

integration associated with an fn-lOO+i)~ point division of the interval of

integration; n is a positive integer bigger than 7 whose value wa determined 

by the relation

I- -I
J-€>f'n+l) xtyn < 10

—3
^9......... 37

,7
were represents the nueeical value of Jp commuted using an (100-71+1)-

point division. The values of the elliptic integrals K(u) and E(u) were found
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ffi
with the aid of the series (A4-34) truncated after their 1 

91/ — 9 R

chosen so that tC’i. 10 .

term; was

The lines drawn on the surface A’B’C’D’ are the intersections of this 

surface with the planes
C+hCj=/)fxo.05 3 -oo<er(c£Cj)<+oo 5 Jf=i£%---2D .

The point C’ corresponds to the maximum value of the relative error 

occurring when C^= Cj = 0.5 ; this value is equal to 2.098 10"3. The surfaces 

A’B’C’A’ and A’C’D’A' are the graphical representations of the functions

ri

•6r Ii
o<ocjejhij \<

and
o \<a_teJLy

It “^00 QjQ (ittj .ct^t, ttjej

It
0\<oc^e^tj \<i D

respectively.
O\{^C<Cj Itj <0.5

e - 6*---

It is obvious from figure (A7.2) that the relative error is virtually

zero for every value of and Cj , except for values obeying the condition

0.95<CMC^<l5

which, upon substitution of equations (A7-24), becomes ■

0.95Rij <ct &+OcC < TLij .

We note that this condition, is satisfied only in very rare and extreme cases.
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